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ABSTRACT
Rockburst is a violent explosion of rock that can occur in underground mines. In the
current research, the main objective is to demonstrate the causes that may influence the
rockburst proneness by using the numerical modeling tool. However, firstly, the pre‑
mining stress state and the induced stresses due to surrounding excavations have to be
studied precisely. The Provence coal mine, where a rockburst took place in its shaft
station that is surrounded by many longwall caving panels, has been chosen as a case
study. A large‑scale 3D numerical model has been constructed to include the shaft
station area with its small‑scale pillars and galleries, and the large‑scale longwall panels
with their accompanying goaf area. Many problems appeared while developing such
large‑scale numerical model, the first problem was the initialization of stress state at a
large‑scale, where the measured vertical stresses are in disagreement with the
overburden weight, and the in‑situ stresses are highly anisotropic. The second problem
was the simulation of the goaf area accompanying longwall panels. The third problem
was the assessment of pillars instability in terms of its strength/average stress ratio,
and its volume. The Fourth problem was the assessment of rockburst proneness in the
shaft station based on different rockburst criteria.
Five methods were developed to initialize the heterogeneous pre‑mining stress in the
large‑scale numerical model. These methods are based on the Simplex Method, which is
mainly based on optimizing the difference between the in‑situ measured stress values
and the numerical stress values to develop stress gradients able to express the stress
heterogeneity and compatible with the in‑situ measurements. The method that is based
on initiating the stress state with 3D stress gradients was found to be more efficient
than the traditional method that is based on the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios.
Regarding the goaf simulation, three models were developed and implemented in the
numerical model to express the mechanical behavior within the goaf area above
longwall panels. Two of these models are based on an elastic behavior, and the third one
is based on the strain‑hardening elasto‑plastic behavior that takes the consolidation
phenomenon into consideration. It was found that the goaf area above longwall panels
could reach up to 32 times the seam thickness, and the elastic modulus of caved area
(the first few meters in the goaf area) did not exceed 220 MPa to fulfill the roof‑floor
convergence. But, with advance of the exploitation, this soft material consolidated
under the pressure of the overlying strata. In case of critical and super‑critical width,
the vertical stress in the goaf area exceeded the overburden weight, and it increased up
to 4 times the overburden weight on the rib‑sides.
The vertical stress increased in the shaft station pillars as a result of exploiting the
nearby longwall panels. It was found that the pillar volume plays an important role in its
stability. And, the strength/stress ratio was found to be insufficient to quantify the
rockburst proneness in underground mines. Many rockburst criteria were implemented
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in the numerical model to assess the rockburst proneness. It was found that the criteria
that are based on stress and strain changes were able to assess the rockburst
proneness.
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RESUME
Le phénomène de coup de terrain est une explosion violente de roche qui peut se
produire dans les mines souterraines. Dans la présente recherche, nous avons essayé de
démontrer les causes qui peuvent influer sur la prédisposition aux coups de terrain en
utilisant la modélisation numérique. Cependant, avant tout, l'état de contrainte avant
l'exploitation minière et les contraintes induites par les excavations environnantes
doivent être étudiés avec précision. La mine de charbon de Provence, qui a subi un
phénomène de coup de terrain au niveau de son puits vertical entouré de nombreux
panneaux de longue taille, a été choisie comme cas d’étude. Un modèle numérique 3D à
grande échelle a été construit pour inclure la zone du puits vertical avec ses piliers et
galeries à petite échelle et les panneaux de longue taille à grande échelle avec leurs
zones de foudroyage associées. Plusieurs problèmes ont été rencontrés lors du
développement de ce modèle numérique à grande échelle. Le premier porte sur
l'initialisation de l'état de contrainte à grande échelle, où les contraintes verticales
mesurées divergent avec le poids des déblais et les contraintes in situ sont très
anisotropes. Le deuxième porte sur la simulation de la zone de foudroyage associée aux
panneaux de longue taille. Le troisième concerne l'évaluation de l’instabilité du pilier en
fonction de son ratio résistance/contrainte moyenne et de son volume. Le quatrième
concerne l'évaluation de la prédisposition aux coups de terrain au niveau du puits
vertical en fonction de différents critères.
Cinq méthodes ont été développées pour initialiser l’état de contrainte hétérogène
dans le modèle numérique à grande échelle avant l’exploitation minière. Elles sont
basées sur la méthode de corrélation Simplex, qui consiste à optimiser la différence
entre les valeurs de contrainte mesurées in‑situ et les valeurs numériques. Le but est de
développer des gradients qui soient capables d'exprimer l'hétérogénéité de la
contrainte et qui soient compatibles avec les mesures in‑situ. La méthode basée sur
l’initialisation de l'état de contrainte avec des gradients 3D s’est avérée plus efficace que
celle traditionnelle basée sur les ratios de contrainte horizontale à verticale. Concernant
la simulation du foudroyage, trois modèles ont été développés et intégrés dans le
modèle numérique pour exprimer le comportement mécanique dans la zone de
foudroyage au‑dessus des panneaux de longue taille. Deux d’entre eux sont basés sur un
comportement élastique alors que le troisième est basé sur un comportement elasto‑
plastique avec écrouissage un phénomène de consolidation. Il a été constaté que la zone
de foudroyage au‑dessus des panneaux de longue taille peut atteindre 32 fois
l'épaisseur de la couche exploitée et que le module d'élasticité de la partie la plus
endommagée de la zone foudroyée ne doit pas excéder 220 MPa pour satisfaire la
convergence toit‑mur. Mais, avec l'avancée de l'exploitation, ce matériau souple se
compacte sous la pression des couches supérieures. Dans le cas d'une largeur critique et
super‑critique, la contrainte verticale dans la zone de foudroyage pourrait dépasser le
poids des déblais et pourrait augmenter jusqu'à 4 fois ce poids sur les bords.
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La contrainte verticale a augmenté dans les piliers au niveau du puit vertical suite à
l'exploitation des panneaux de longue taille à proximité. Il a été constaté que le volume
du pilier joue un rôle important dans sa stabilité. Le rapport contrainte/résistance a été
jugé insuffisant pour expliquer un coup de terrain. Plusieurs critères ont été intégrés au
modèle numérique pour évaluer la prédisposition aux coups de terrain. Il a été constaté
que les critères basés sur les contraintes et les déformations sont capables d'évaluer la
prédisposition aux coups de terrain.
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Chapitre 1 : Introduction générale
1.1

Présentation du contexte

Dans le domaine minier, la connaissance des contraintes in situ (i.e., in‑situ et/ou
induite) constitue une des conditions importantes avant toute planification d'extraction.
Le champ des contraintes initiales dépend du poids de recouvrement et de l'histoire
géologique du massif rocheux (i.e., les tectoniques et les discontinuités). Différentes
méthodes ont été développées pour mesurer les contraintes in‑situ à des points
spécifiques dans les mines. Une corrélation entre ces mesures basée sur de nombreuses
hypothèses est effectuée dans le but de déterminer la distribution des contraintes
initiales à grande échelle. Cette corrélation est bien souvent une problématique.
Les activités minières aboutissent à une redistribution des champs de contraintes au
niveau de l’excavation. Cette distribution de contraintes dépend fortement de la
méthode d’excavation et du comportement du massif rocheux et ses propriétés. Par
exemple, dans la méthode par longues tailles qui consiste à excaver de grands panneaux
rectangulaires, les contraintes augmentent de manière significative sur les bordures de
la zone d’excavation. Alors que dans la méthode de chambres et piliers qui consiste à
excaver des galeries relativement petites entre des piliers réguliers ou non, les
contraintes augmentent sur les bords de piliers et s'étendent jusqu'aux cœurs de ceux‑
ci.
La perturbation due aux activités minières induit des contraintes élevées pouvant
dépasser la résistance de la roche. Dans de tels cas, les contraintes induites peuvent
conduire à une fracturation du massif rocheux adjacent aux excavations par longue
taille. Cette fracturation peut être illustrée par une déformation et une fermeture
graduelle de l’excavation, une rupture des toits, un soulèvement du plancher, etc. Dans
des cas extrêmes, un coup de terrain pourrait avoir lieu. Le coup de terrain est une
explosion violente de roche qui peut se produire dans les mines souterraines lorsque
qu’une roche fortement friable est soumise à des contraintes élevées.
Au cours des dernières années, la modélisation numérique a été utilisée comme un
outil efficace pour simuler la distribution des contraintes due aux activités minières. Le
modèle mécanique élastique était le plus largement utilisé parce qu'il demande moins
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de temps de calcul que les autres modèles mécaniques. La modélisation numérique s’est
ensuite développée avec l'évolution de capacité informatique et la vitesse de calcul des
ordinateurs. De nos jours, grâce à la puissance des ordinateurs, la modélisation
numérique peut simuler des cas très complexes avec la précession très élevée des
variables d’entrée et de sortie.

1.2

Problématique

Étant donné que les contraintes induites par les activités minières sont directement
liées à l'état de contraintes initial, il est clair que la détermination réaliste d'un état de
contraintes in‑situ est une étape nécessaire pour toute analyse de conception. Un des
problèmes majeurs de la modélisation numérique est l'étape d'initiation de contraintes.
La plupart des chercheurs préfère l’approche directe pour définir les conditions initiales
de leurs modèles numériques. Cette approche est basée sur le calcul de la contrainte
verticale à partir du poids de recouvrement et sur l'obtention des contraintes
horizontales à partir des rapports des contraintes horizontales et verticales. Dans la
présente recherche, nous nous sommes intéressés à la problématique d’initiation de
contraintes en se basant sur certaines mesures fournies au niveau d'une mine inclinée
de charbon à grande échelle (mine de la Provence). Ces données indiquent des
contraintes principales in situ fortement anisotropes et des contraintes verticales
mesurées en désaccord avec le poids de recouvrement. Le développement d'une
méthodologie pour simuler un tel état de contraintes initiales complexe pourrait
permettre d’éviter les hypothèses habituellement utilisées et aurait généralement une
certaine influence sur le reste des étapes de simulation. Aussi, l'initiation de contraintes
pourrait être utile pour la conception de mines dans des conditions géologiques et
géotechniques complexes.
Cette thèse s’est également intéressée à la question relative au comportement des
couches durant l’extraction. La simulation numérique de la zone de foudroyage dans
une extraction par longue taille est toujours sujette à discussion. L’enjeu principal de la
simulation des zones de foudroyage est la définition aussi bien de sa géographie que de
ses propriétés mécaniques équivalentes. Beaucoup de questions peuvent se poser par
rapport à la simulation numérique des zones foudroyées : Quelles sont les propriétés
mécaniques équivalentes et quel est le comportement mécanique de ces zones ? Quelles
sont les conséquences de l’exploitation des panneaux de longue taille (redistribution
des champs de contraintes, convergence toit‑plancher, affaissement de terrain en
surface, etc.) ? Comment les contraintes induites par les panneaux de longue taille
peuvent‑elles influencer une fracturation fragile en champ lointain (i.e., coup de
terrain) ? La simulation de manière appropriée des excavations par longue taille nous
permettrait de déterminer précisément les contraintes induites par les activités
minières de longue taille, ce qui pourrait par conséquent aider à mieux définir les
causes des instabilités minières.
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Cette recherche se concentre également sur l’importante question qui est de savoir
comment les fracturations fragiles (i.e., coup de terrain) pourraient être définies et
quantifiées numériquement en termes de contraintes induites et d’augmentation de
l’énergie de tension stockée dans les mines souterraines profondes. Plusieurs études
ont été menées sur la résistance d’un pilier de charbon sous l’angle du ratio entre son
largueur et sa hauteur mais aucune d’elles ne s’est focalisée sur l’effet du volume du
pilier ni sur comment le volume du pilier pourrait jouer un rôle dans la stabilité des
piliers dans le cadre d’une exploitation minière en chambres et piliers.
La dernière question traitée dans cette recherche est relative à une étude de cas réelle
(la mine de charbon de la Provence en France). De nombreux travaux ont étudié cette
mine mais ils sont tous basés sur des modèles numériques 2D simples dans lesquels
plusieurs paramètres n’ont pas été pris en considération. Il se pose alors les questions
suivantes : Les panneaux de longue taille de la mine de la Provence pourraient‑ils
influencer une fracturation fragile en champ lointain (i.e., coup de terrain) dans le puits
vertical (qui n’est pas proche de la zone de foudroyage) ? Les critères associés aux
coups de terrain sont‑ils capables de quantifier la prédisposition d’une mine aux coups
de terrain ? Quelles sont les différences majeures entre les critères basés sur les
contraintes induites uniquement et ceux basés sur les contraintes induites ainsi que sur
l’augmentation de tension. L’intérêt de ces questionnements dans la présente recherche
est de déterminer l’interaction entre des zones minières adjacentes ; ce qui permettrait
d’éviter des fracturations brutales à l’avenir. Un autre intérêt est de suggérer une
approche appropriée qui permettrait d’évaluer la prédisposition aux coups de terrain
sur la base d’un certain nombre de critères et indicateurs pouvant être intégrés
numériquement ; ceci pourrait contribuer à augmenter la sécurité dans beaucoup de
mines dans le monde.

1.3

Objectifs de recherche

Etant donné que la contrainte initiale a un effet direct sur les contraintes induites par
les activités minières et que peu de travaux de recherche ont étudié cette
problématique, la présente thèse essaie d’aborder la question de l’initiation des
contraintes dans la modélisation numérique. L’objectif est de trouver une méthode
adéquate pour introduire un état de contrainte initial très anisotrope au niveau des
gisements de charbon localisés dans des massifs rocheux hétérogènes en utilisant une
modélisation numérique calibrée avec les mesures de contrainte initiale existantes.
Cette thèse a également pour objectif de démontrer la différence entre différentes
méthodologies d’initialisation pour vérifier que les méthodes classiques d’initialisation
de contraintes ne sont pas toujours réalistes.
Cette recherche vise à développer une méthodologie numérique pour simuler et
identifier la zone de foudroyage associée aux excavations de longue taille en termes de
sa géométrie et de ses propriétés mécaniques équivalentes. Simuler une partie si
3
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complexe d’une mine de façon réaliste et conforme à certains critères (tels que la
convergence toit‑plancher, l’affaissement de terrain en surface, etc.) permettrait
d’identifier précisément les changements de contraintes causés par l’exploitation à
grande échelle (i.e., panneaux de longue taille) qui ont fréquemment lieu dans les
massifs rocheux adjacents. Elle vise également à observer l’effet des excavations à
grande échelle sur la surface de la terre (i.e., l’affaissement de terrain en surface).
L’affaissement de terrain en surface constitue un excellent indicateur pour calibrer la
méthodologie de simulation.
La présente thèse cherche aussi à trouver l’interaction entre une exploitation de
longue taille et les infrastructures minières adjacentes (i.e., la zone du puits vertical
constituée de multiples chambres et piliers) dans la mine de charbon de la Provence.
Cet impact et cette interaction entre activités minières peuvent être définis en termes
de contraintes induites et d’accumulation d’énergie de tension stockée. Afin d’évaluer la
tendance à une fracturation en coups de terrain dans la zone de puits vertical d’une
mine, plusieurs critères ont été intégrés dans le modèle numérique de l’étude de cas (la
mine de charbon de la Provence). Le but visé par une telle démarche est de déterminer
si certains de ces critères peuvent décrire ou pas la propension à la fracturation des
piliers. De plus, cette thèse a pour but d’évaluer l’effet aussi bien du volume que de la
composition du pilier dans sa propension à la fracturation.

1.4

Organisation de thèse

Les chapitres de la thèse sont organisés dans une façon progressive. Chaque chapitre
contient un problème avec une solution proposée ou des solutions alternatives, qui sont
utilisées dans les chapitres suivants(prochains).
Le chapitre 1 constitue une introduction générale. Il décrit la problématique de
l’étude, les objectifs visés ainsi que l'organisation de thèse.
Le chapitre 2 porte sur une revue de littérature sur les méthodes d’extraction
minière par longue taille et en chambres et piliers. Il présente également un résumé du
charbonnage dans le monde entier sa baisse dans certains pays suite à des fracturations
fragiles soudaines dans des mines souterraines ainsi qu’aux affaissements non contrôlés
en surface. La mine de charbon de la Provence a été choisie comme une étude de cas
parce qu’elle a subi plusieurs fracturations rocheuses et affaissement de terrain au
cours des activités minières.
Le chapitre 3 fait une description détaillée de l'étude de cas choisie (comprenant
l'histoire géologique, des mesures de contrainte in situ, les propriétés mécaniques du
massif rocheux et l’historique des fracturations rocheuses dans la mine). Ce chapitre
présente aussi la procédure de la simulation numérique de la partie occidentale de la
mine de charbon de la Provence. Le modèle numérique est subdivisé dans deux parties :
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un modèle à petite échelle (zone du puits vertical qui a été creusée en utilisant la
méthode de chambres et piliers) et un modèle à grande échelle (panneaux de longue
taille qui entourent le puits vertical).
Le chapitre 4 inclut une revue de littérature des méthodes d'initialisation de
contraintes dans la modélisation numérique. L'objectif principal de ce chapitre est de
décrire différentes méthodologies d’initialisation d’un état de contrainte avant les
activités minières, où beaucoup de mesures in situ sont disponibles ; le champ de
contrainte est très anisotrope et les tensions verticales mesurées sont en désaccord
avec le poids de recouvrement. Cinq différentes méthodes sont présentées. Il a été
montré que les méthodes basées sur des gradients de contrainte 3D sont plus efficaces
que celles basées sur des gradients de contrainte 1D. La méthode Simplex est présentée
comme une méthode efficace pour minimiser la différence entre les contraintes
mesurées et celles estimées numériquement.
Le chapitre 5 présente une revue de littérature des conséquences de l’exploitation
minière par longue taille (i.e., présence de foudroyage, redistribution des contraintes et
affaissement de terrain). Il contient aussi une revue de littérature de la simulation du
foudroyage par modélisation numérique. Trois différentes méthodes sont proposées
pour simuler le foudroyage par modélisation numérique. Les résultats ont été calibrés
avec deux critères (la convergence de toit‑plancher et les mesures in situ d'affaissement
de terrain en surface). Il a été constaté que la zone foudroyée pourrait être simulée dans
les modèles numériques en utilisant le comportement mécanique élastique ou
l'écrouissage. On a aussi montré que l'exploitation par longue taille augmente la
contrainte verticale sur les bordures de l’excavation jusqu'à quatre fois sa valeur
initiale.
Le chapitre 6 présente une revue de littérature des formules de force des piliers de
charbon, du concept d'énergie dans des mines souterraines et des critères de coup de
terrain. La méthode d'initialisation de contrainte proposée dans le chapitre 4 et la
méthode de simulation du foudroyage proposée dans le chapitre 5 sont utilisées dans le
modèle numérique de la mine de charbon de la Provence pour expliquer un événement
de coup de terrain qui a été observé dans la zone du puits vertical de la mine. Plusieurs
critères ont été intégrés dans le modèle numérique pour tester leur capacité à décrire
de tels événements de fracturation. On a montré que certains de ces critères qui sont
basés sur le calcul de la contrainte et de la tension peuvent décrire et prévoir la
propension de coup de terrain.
Le chapitre 7 résume les méthodologies développées pendant cette thèse. Il fait une
conclusion du travail fait qui pourrait être utile pour de nombreux cas dans le monde
entier. Il propose également des perspectives pour la poursuite du travail.
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1.1

Overview

One of the most important data that has to be obtained before any mining planning
and design is the in‑situ stresses (i.e., virgin and/or induced stresses) in the mining
area. The virgin stress field in mines depends on the overburden weight and the
geological history of rockmass (i.e., tectonics and discontinuities). Different methods
have been developed to measure the pre‑mining stresses at specific points in mines.
But, the correlation between the measured points to obtain a large‑scale pre‑mining
stress distribution is still an issue and commonly based on many assumptions.
The virgin stress field is disturbed and redistributes due to mining activities leading
to locally increasing or decreasing of stresses in the surrounding rocks. This stress
distribution depends strongly on the mining method and the rockmass behavior. For
example, longwall mining method includes removal of large rectangular panels, thus,
the stresses increase significantly on the ribsides. But, in case of room‑and‑pillar mining
method that includes removal of relatively small galleries between regular or irregular
pillars, the stresses increase on the pillars edges reaching up to the pillars cores.
The disturbance due to mining operations induces high stresses, which may exceed
the rock strength. In this case, the induced stresses could lead to failure of the rockmass
adjacent to the excavation boundary that may take many forms like; high deformation
and gradual closure of the opening, roof falling, floor heaving and sidewalls paving. In
extreme cases, rockburst could take place. Rockburst is a sudden explosive rock failure
that might occur when strong brittle rock is subjected to high stresses.
Over the past decade, the numerical modeling has been used as an efficient tool to
simulate the stress distribution due to mining operations. At the beginning, the
numerical modeling tool was used to simulate large‑scale mining to obtain general and
imprecise ideas about the stress distribution. In addition, the widely used mechanical
model was the elastic one because it takes less calculation time than the other ones
(elasto‑plastic mechanical model etc.…). After that, the numerical modeling tool has
evolved with the evolution of computer capacity and speed. Nowadays, thanks to the
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computer power, the numerical modeling tool is able to simulate very complex cases
with very high precession of inputs and outputs.

1.2

Problem statement

Since the induced stresses due to mining operations are directly related to the initial
stress state, it is clear that determination of a realistic per‑mining stress state is a
necessary step for any design analysis. One of the critical problems in numerical
modeling is the stress initiation step. Most researchers prefer the straightforward trend
to initiate and equilibrate their numerical models. This trend is based on calculating the
vertical stress from the overburden weight and obtaining the horizontal stresses from
the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios. In the current research, we investigated a real
problem in stress initiation step, where some measurements are provided at the level of
an inclined large‑scale coal mine, the in‑situ principal stresses are highly anisotropic
and the measured vertical stresses are in disagreement with the overburden weight.
Developing a methodology to simulate such complex initial stress state will avoid the
traditional assumptions that usually used and usually have a great influence on the rest
of simulation steps. Also, the stress initiation could be useful for mine design in complex
geological and geotechnical mine conditions.
Another issue related to strata behavior during longwall mining was investigated in
the current research. The numerical simulation of the disturbed zone due to longwall
mining (i.e., goaf) is still debatable. The main issue of simulating the goaf area is the
definition of both its geometry and its equivalent mechanical properties. Many
questions related to the goaf numerical simulation, what are the equivalent mechanical
properties and mechanical behavior of this area? What are the consequences (stress
redistribution, roof‑floor convergence and surface subsidence) of exploiting longwall
panels? How the induced stresses due to longwall excavations could influence a far‑field
brittle failure (i.e., rockburst)? Simulating the longwall excavations in an appropriate
manner will permit us to obtain accurately the induced stresses due to longwall mining
operations, which will consequently help us to define deeply the causes of mines
instability.
Also, the current research focuses on a very important question which is how the
brittle failures (i.e., rockbursts) could be defined and quantified numerically in terms of
induced stresses and stored strain energy increment in deep underground mines? Many
researches have been released to discuss the coal pillar strength in terms of its width to
height ratio, but, none of them discussed the pillar’s volume effect and how the pillar’s
volume could play a role in pillar stability in room‑and‑pillar mining?
Finally, another query was discussed in the current study which is related to a
specific case study (the Provence coal mine in France). Many researches have been
released to study this mine, but all of them are based on simple 2D numerical models,
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where many parameters were not taken into consideration. The question now is, could
the longwall panels of the Provence coal mine influence a far‑field brittle failure (i.e.,
rockburst) in the shaft station (which is not near to the goaf area)? Are the rockburst
criteria able to quantify the rockburst proneness? What are the major differences
between the criterion that are based on the induced stress only and those based on the
induced stresses and strain increment? The interest of these points in our research is to
obtain the interaction between the adjacent mining zones, which will permit us to avoid
such violent failures in the future. Also, other interest is to suggest an appropriate
approach that could assess the rockburst proneness basing on some indicators and
criteria that could be implemented numerically, which could serve to increase the
security in many mines around the world.

1.3

Research objectives

Since the virgin stress state has a direct effect on the induced stresses due to mining
activities, and not many researches paid attention to this point, we will try to address
the stress initiation issue within the numerical modeling. Our objective here is to find an
appropriate method to initiate a very anisotropic virgin stress state at level of dipping
coal seam in heterogeneous rockmass by using the numerical modeling tool to be
calibrated with in‑situ initial stress measurement that already exist. We aim also to
show the difference between many initialization methodologies in order to clarify that
the traditional methods of stress initialization are not always realistic.
One of the main objectives of this research is to develop a numerical methodology to
simulate and identify the goaf area accompanying longwall excavations in terms of its
geometry and its equivalent mechanical properties. Simulating such complex part of
mine in a realistic manner that fulfills certain criterion (i.e., roof‑and‑floor convergence
and in‑situ surface subsidence) will permit us to identify specifically the stress changes
due to large‑scale exploitation (i.e., longwall) that usually take place in the adjacent
rockmass. Also, we aim to observe the effect of large‑scale excavations on the earth’s
surface (i.e., surface subsidence). Surface subsidence constitutes an excellent indicator
for calibrating the simulation methodology.
Also, the current research aims to find the interaction between the longwall
exploitation and the adjacent mine infrastructure (i.e., shaft station consists of multiple
rooms and pillars) in the Provence coal mine. This impact and interaction between
mining operations could be defined in terms of induced stresses and stored strain
energy accumulation. In order to assess the rockburst failure tendency in the shaft
station of the mine, many rockburst criteria will be implemented within the numerical
model of the case study (the Provence coal mine). The aim of doing so is to describe
whether such criteria are able to describe the failure tendency of pillars or not. In
addition, we aim to assess the effect of both the pillar volume and the pillar composition
in pillar failure tendency.
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1.4

Thesis organization

The chapters of this thesis are organized in a progressive manner. Each chapter
contains a problem with a proposed solution or alternative solutions, which are used in
next chapters.
Chapter 1 contains a general introduction, problem statement, thesis objectives and
thesis organization.
Chapter 2 contains general background and literature review about the longwall and
the room‑and‑pillar mining methods. It contains also a summary about coal mining
around the world and how it declined in some countries because of the sudden brittle
failures in underground mines and the uncontrolled ground subsidence. The Provence
coal mine has been selected as a case study for the current research because it suffered
from many rock failures and ground subsidence during mining operations.
Chapter 3 contains a detailed description about the selected case study (i.e.,
geological history, in‑situ stress measurements, mechanical properties of the rockmass
and a history of rock failures in the mine). This chapter presents also the procedure of
the numerical simulation of the western part of the Provence coal mine. The numerical
model is subdivided into two parts; the small‑scale model (the shaft station that was
excavated by using the room‑and‑pillar mining method) and the large‑scale model (the
longwall panels surround the shaft station).
Chapter 4 includes a literature review about the methods of stress initiation within
numerical modeling. The main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate different
methodologies to initialize a pre‑mining stress state, where many in‑situ measurements
are available, the pre‑mining stress field is highly anisotropic and the measured vertical
stresses are in disagreement with the overburden weight. Five different methods are
presented in this chapter to initialize the anisotropic stress field within the numerical
model. It has been shown that the methods that are based on the 3D stress gradients are
more efficient than those are based on 1D stress gradients. Also, the Simplex Method is
presented as an effective way to minimize the difference between the measured
stresses and the numerically obtained ones.
Chapter 5 concerns simulating the goaf in numerical modeling. It includes a literature
review about the consequences of longwall mining (i.e., goaf presence, stress
redistribution and surface subsidence). It contains also a literature review about goaf
simulation in numerical modeling. Three different methods are proposed in this chapter
to simulate the goaf within the numerical modeling. The results were calibrated with
two different criteria (roof‑and‑floor convergence and in‑situ measurements of surface
subsidence). It has been revealed the goaf area could be simulated in the numerical
models by using either the elastic mechanical behavior or the strain‑hardening one. It
9
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has been also shown that the longwall exploitation increases the vertical stress on the
ribsides up to four times its initial value.
Chapter 6 contains a literature review about the coal pillar strength formulas, the
energy concept in underground mines and the rockburst criteria. The method of stress
initialization proposed in Chapter 4 and the method of goaf simulation proposed in
chapter 5 are used in the numerical model of the Provence coal mine in order to explain
a rockburst event that was recorded in the shaft station of the mine. Many rockburst
criteria are implemented within the numerical model to test their ability to describe
such failure events. It has been shown that some of those rockburst criteria that based
on stress and strain calculation are able to describe and predict rockburst tendency.
Chapter 7 contains a summary about the developed methodologies during this thesis.
It provides a conclusion about the work done that could be useful for many cases
around the world. Also, suggestions for future work are provided at the end of this
chapter to be continued in the future.
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2.1

Underground mining methods

Underground mining is a very old activity since hundreds of years. Many mining
methods have been invented in order to maximize the extracted ore ratio in case of
complex geological conditions. Detailed report of the modern underground mining that
are commonly employed in industrial practice is given by Hustrulid and Bullock (2001)
as shown in Figure 2.1. Some of these mining methods are either naturally supported
(i.e., pillar supported like room‑and‑pillar mining method) or artificially supported or
unsupported like longwall mining method. The magnitude of vertical displacement
increases within the country rock with supports decreasing (Figure 2.1). The
unsupported mining methods allow the near‑field rock to absorb much amount of strain
energy. The current research focuses on describing the main characteristics of two basic
mining methods that are commonly used in underground mines, the room‑and‑pillar
and the longwall mining methods.
Underground)mining)methods

Pillar&supported

Room6and6
pillar&

Sublevel&and&
longhole&open&
stoping&

Arti/icially&supported

Bench6and6/ill&
stoping

Cut6and6/ill&
stoping

Shrink&
stoping

Unsupported&

VCR&
stoping

Longwall&
mining

Sublevel&
caving

Block&
caving

Magnitudes&of&displacement&in&country&rock
Strain&energy&storage&in&near6/ield&rock
Rock&mass&response&to&mining

Figure 2.1 Underground mining methods and associated rock mass response to mining (Hustrulid
and Bullock, 2001).
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2.1.1 Room‑and‑pillar mining method
Room‑and‑pillar is an appropriate mining method for uniform flat bedded deposits of
limited thickness, however, it is adaptable with some local variations in thickness of the
mining zone. Ore is produced from rooms, each of which plays the multiple roles of ore
source, access opening, transport drift and airway. The ore remnants between those
rooms are called pillars, to control both the local performance of immediate roof rock
and the global response of the host‑rock medium. It is preferable to arrange the pillars
in a regular grid array to optimize planning, design and mine operation. In order to
recover the maximum amount of ore, miners aim to leave the smallest possible pillars,
for that, the orebody must be relatively shallow to prevent commitment of excessive ore
in pillars. Figure 2.2 illustrates a scheme for room‑and‑pillar mining method.

Figure 2.2 Classic room‑and‑pillar mining method (Hamrin, 2001).

Immediate roof rock may be unsupported, supported or reinforced artificially (bolts,
cables, etc.…). This method is based on leaving the pillars to support the hanging‑wall.
According to the geological conditions differences. Due to the extraction process, the
pre‑mining stress in the mined area is disturbs and distributes on the remnant pillars.
Based on the pillar shape, the average pillar stress was classified by using the Tributary
theory. The average pillar stress and pillar strength are presented and discussed in
details in Chapter 6.

2.1.2 Longwall mining method
The basic principles of longwall mining have been traced in the 17th century in
England, where it was described as a “totally different method of mining” called as
“Shropshire method” (Robert and Galloway, 1882). The original method was modified,
but all longwall mining involved extracting coal from a longwall or face. Longwall
productivity is potentially higher than that of room‑and‑pillar mining method. Longwall
mining method is preferable with flat and stratified orebody with dip less than 20° with
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a rationally uniform grade distribution over its plane. A high degree of continuity of the
orebody is necessary. The advantage of this method is its ability to extract ore with a
high ratio. The basic principal of longwall mining is to extract large panels, which are
commonly rectangular in shape. In the extraction process, numerous pillars are left
untouched in certain parts of the mine in order to support the overlying strata. The
mined‑out area is commonly allowed to collapse, generally causing some surface
subsidence. There are two principal modes of mining environment applicable with
longwall mining method, mining in a hard rock environment and coal mining in soft
rock. In both mining situations, the method preserves continuous behavior of the far‑
field rock. In hard‑rock mining, the basic requirement is that the orebody footwall and
hanging‑wall rocks be strong and structurally competent. The schematic representation
of the method shown in Figure 2.3 indicates the main elements of the operation.

Figure 2.3 Key elements of longwall mining in hard rock (Hamrin, 2001).

Longwall mining method is a very efficient coal‑producing technique. Longwall
mining in coal seams follows a somewhat different principle from that employed in
hard‑rock mining. The mining procedure is composed of shearing the coal by using
cutting device (shearer) and simultaneously loading the broken coal to be transported
to the roadway by a conveyer, which is parallel to the face advance direction (Figure
2.4). The face advance is normally protected by a set of hydraulic roof supports which
they are always able to support the broken blocks near to the face. The geo‑mechanical
phenomenology of longwall coal mining is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Longwall mining
method recovers more coal from deeper coal beds than does room‑and‑pillar mining,
and the surface subsidence is more predictable. The experience of early longwall mining
in the United States showed that it was not competitive with room‑and‑pillar method. In
contrast, longwall mining method remained predominant in Europe, where
underground conditions were more suitable for such technique because the coal beds
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were deeper and the overlying strata were more easily to cave in. Few shallow coal
mines around the world use the room‑and‑pillar method (in South Africa and Australia).

Figure 2.4 Longwall mining in coal and soft rock.

Within the longwall mining in coal seams, the immediate direct roof is broken into
blocks behind the supports and caved into the mined void forming the goaf zone. The
caving process is accompanied by an increase in the void ratio of the displaced rock,
from effectively zero, to about 50% depending on the roof strength and buckling
capacity. The caved immediate roof occupying the mined void acts as a natural backfill
against the main roof deflection. The geometry and mechanical properties of this
disturbed zone (goaf) will be discussed in details later on in Chapter 5. With advancing
of the working face, the resultant deflection of the main roof causes consolidation of the
caved waste rock. The preferred condition of the direct roof lies directly above the
mined coal seam is to be consist of relatively weak jointed rocks that easy to cave.
However, the main roof must be competent to bridge the span between the mine face
and the consolidating caved rock. The longwall mining method results in the
accumulation of strain energy in the near‑field rock. This method clearly falls between
the extremes of fully supported and complete caving methods of mining.

2.2

Coal mining around the world

Coal is a combustible sedimentary rock formed when organic materials decay under
pressure and heat. Coal is still an important source of energy in many countries. Since
the 1880s the coal has been used worldwide to generate electricity and/or heat. The
coal mining has been improved over the years, from the early days of men tunneling,
digging and manually extracting the coal on carts, to large open‑pit and underground
mines. Large‑scale coal mining developed during the industrial revolution that began
from United Kingdom and later spread all over Europe, North America and Japan. After
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that, in the last decades, the coal production has grown faster in Asia, while in Europe it
has declined.
United Kingdom owned the major coal mining activity in the past, but, since the
1980s the coal mining has decreased. Currently, coal mining does not exist anymore in
Britain, the last coal mine was exhausted in 2015. In Spain, large lignite coal deposits
have mostly been exhausted, however, there are few hard coal mines in the North of
Spain. The Netherlands was a coal mining region until 1973, but after this date the coal
mining has decreased dramatically. Coal mining in France was one of the majors in
Europe, however, many coal mines had been closed for safety or economic reasons, the
last mine closed in Lorraine in 2004. On the other hand, the mining coal production has
been developed greatly in some countries in Europe within the last few years. For
example, Poland, Ukraine and Germany have more working coal miners than the rest of
the European Union combined. In 2010, five new mining regions were excavated in
Germany. Figure 2.5 illustrates the European coal production. We can clearly see that
Germany, Poland and Ukraine have the heights production ratios, respectively.
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Figure 2.5 European hard coal, lignite coal production and coal imports (Euracoal, 2014).

Nowadays, the coal production is still existing, the top 10 countries in coal
production are China, United states, India, Australia, Indonesia, Russia, South Africa,
Germany, Poland, Kazakhstan and Colombia. The North Antelope Rochelle coal mine in
the USA is currently the largest open‑pit coal mine in the world. The Haerwusu coal
mine in China is ranked as the second biggest coal mine in the world. However, the coal
production in China is much higher than in the USA. The United states holds the world’s
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biggest coal reserves, while Canada ranks as the 10th biggest reserve in the world, with
coal reserves slightly less than that of Colombia. More than 90% of Canada’s coal
reserves are located in sedimentary basins in the western part of the country. In
Australia, there are more than 30 coal mining regions most of them are open‑pits that
produce thermal coal. The coal reserves in Australia represent 8% of the known world
deposits. Also, in India, more than 10 active coal mining regions, where the energy
derived from coal is about twice the energy derived from oil, whereas worldwide,
energy derived from coal is about 30% less than the energy derived from oil. Russia is
currently the 5th largest producer of coal, and has the 2nd largest reserves. Figure 2.6
shows a map of the global coal production around the world.

Figure 2.6 Global coal production (Heffa Schücking, 2013).

In fact, in the last two decades most of the coal mines especially in Europe either
have been exhausted or have been affected by mining hazards (i.e., rockburst or
uncontrolled ground subsidence). Some of the coal mines in western Europe have
closed their activities due to the geo‑mechanical problems that associated with
rockburst hazards in case of deep coal mines. In addition, the mining operations have
had their impacts on the buildings and population, especially the mines at shallow
depth.
In the current study, we focus on understanding and predicting the mining
consequences in complex and deep coal mines. The Provence coal mine has been chosen
as a case study that will permit us to detect the surface consequences like the
subsidence as well as the underground consequences like the stress redistribution due
to underground longwall and room‑and‑pillar coal mining. This mine is similar to many
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longwall coal mines around the world that suffered from many failure events during the
mining operations. The Provence coal mine offers large amount of in‑situ
measurements as well as technical analysis that have been already performed for better
understanding the complex mining consequences due to underground excavations. We
have numerous in‑situ stress measurements, mechanical properties of the coal seam,
upper and lower layers, and a detailed history of rock failures in the mine at large scale.
So, studying such complex case presents a scientific interest and will serve for
improving the design of many other cases that could be subjected to the same situation.
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3.1

Introduction

Many researches have been released to study the Provence coal mine by using
different numerical modeling approaches. For example, Revalor (1991) used the finite
element method to study the effect of stiffness difference between adjacent layers (i.e.,
soft coal and stiff limestone) and its impact on seismic and rockburst events. Al‑Heib
(1993) used the distinct element code (UDEC) to simulate the caving zone that often
accompany longwall panels excavation, as well as the stress redistribution due to
longwall mining. Mamane (1995) used UDEC to explain the heterogeneity of the initial
stresses due to presence of faults at large‑scale. Sylla (2001) developed a boundary
element elastic model in order to study the stress redistribution at large‑scale. Also, he
developed Fault3D numerical model to survey the effect of faults on stress
redistribution. Bigarré et al. (1993) used 3DEC to study the impact of faults on stress
distribution within a very limited zone of the mine. Those studies allowed improving
the mine design and controlling the rockburst likelihood. However, the previous
numerical models were not enough large to cover multi‑panels and the shaft station
pillars at the same time. In addition, all the previously mentioned authors used mainly
the elastic mechanical behavior to operate their numerical models, which is essentially
due its high performance at that time. However, the results were not enough accurate
comparing with current and actual situation.
In the current research work, we generated a large‑scale numerical model that
aggregates the longwall panels, which were excavated during 10 years, and their
surface and underground consequences, as well as the shaft station area with its small
pillars and its local events. The main purposes of producing such large‑scale model of
the mine are; i) to reproduce the initial stress state, which is very heterogeneous as
presented in details in (Chapter 4), ii) to reproduce the goaf area that accompanied the
longwall excavations to observe the stress redistribution due to longwall mining in such
complex geometry as presented in details in (Chapter 5), iii) to observe the effect of
longwall exploitation on the shaft station pillars in terms of stress changes and elastic
energy accumulation as presented in (Chapter 5), and iv) to observe the proneness of
brittle failure (i.e., rockburst) in the shaft station pillars based on different rockburst
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these subjects deeply, however, the mine has to be defined firstly in terms of mining
history, geology and virgin stress field.

3.2

Mine location and mining history (the Provence coal mine)

The Provence coal mine was one of the largest coal mines in France. It is located in
the South of France in Provence region near to Marseille city. Between eight coal seems
horizontally stratified within limestone layers in this region, the only exploited one lies
at depth ranges from 390 m up to 1260 m, it is known as “Grande Mine”. This mine had
been in operation for more than 50 years between 1950 and 2004. The mining zone
width extends for more than 75 km E‑W and 20 km N‑S as shown in Figure 3.1. The
room‑and‑pillar mining method was firstly used. Then, the longwall mining method was
applied, which involved removal of multi‑panels with a caving process. The longwall
mining contained a self‑advancing support technique for face lengths of 200 m. Each
panel was surrounded by two main galleries: top and down galleries. Figure 3.2 shows a
part of the mine’s original map where the panels had regular width of 200 m and they
were separated by galleries. The cumulated length corresponding to several adjacent
panels reached up to 1400 m (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.1 Location of the Provence coal mine.
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N
100 m.

Figure 3.2 Part of the exploitation plan (Autran et al., 2014).

The mining processes began from the East to the most recent part in the West. Figure
3.3 shows the isodepth of the mining zone. The Western and the most recent part,
which lies at 700 – 1300 m underground, includes longwall panels of 200 m width with
various lengths as shown in Figure 3.3, in addition to the last shaft station “Yvon
Morandat shaft” that includes numerous galleries and pillars, where the pillars have
irregular volumes and sometimes irregular shapes as shown in Figure 3.4. The galleries
between the pillars have regular width of 5 m and height of 2.5 m, except the principal
roads that have (5 – 6 m) height. The shaft station area was excavated in 1981, but the
western part of the mine (P. Z dit de catival), which has a bold frame in Figure 3.3, was
excavated between 1984 and 1994.
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3.3

Geology and mechanical properties

The Grande mine is located in a very complex geological formation. Gaviglio (1985b)
studied the geology and the tectonic settings of the coal basin (Arc basin). He provided a
complete description of the lithology above the Grande mine (coal seam) and the
average thickness of each geological formation as shown in Figure 3.5. The rockmass in
the mining zone belongs to the upper Cretaceous geological age. This age is represented
by a thick bed, which is subdivided into two lithological units: The Companian
(Valdonian and Fuvelian) and the Maestrichtian (Begudian and Rognacian) as shown in
Figure 3.5. The exploited lignite coal seam “Grande mine” belongs to the Fuvelian
formation. The overburden thickness ranges from 390 m up to 1260 m above the coal
seam. The lithology of each formation is as follows:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

The Jurassic formation lies below the Campanian formation, and it is made
up of sea limestone and hard dolomite.
The coal seam is imbedded in the Fuvelian formation. It includes a tough
limestone layer at its middle (50 cm) which appeared at the shaft station
level.
The Fuvelian formation is composed of clay and limestone, that include
eight seams of lignite coal. The average thickness of this formation ranges
between 250 and 300 m above the mined coal seam, and 100 m maximum
beneath it.
The Begudien formation is subdivided into two sub‑formations (the upper
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Begudien and the lower Begudien), that are mainly consist of clay and marl
with average thickness 150‑400 m.
The Rognacian formation is located directly above the Begudien, which is
made up mainly of clay‑marl and limestone and its thickness ranges
between 350 m and 400 m, Gaviglio (1985b). This formation also has been
observed regularly beneath the coal seam, but with very thin thickness (30
m maximum).
The Eocene rock formation is the most recent one in age. It is composed of
limestone, which is partially saturated by clay and marl. The Eocene
formation does not regularly appear above the mine, and its thickness is
relatively low compared with the other formations as shown in Figure 3.5
and Figure 3.6.

v)

vi)
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Figure 3.5 Stratigraphic column of the upper formations (Gaviglio,1985b).
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Figure 3.6 shows a geological cross section along the mining area. The Provence mine
is affected by many faults. There are three principal faults passing nearby the exploited
zone (Figure 3.6). The Diote fault that is located in the South of the mining zone is the
only one that influenced the coal seam continuity. Otherwise, the faults Etoile and Safre
have an effect only on the upper formations (i.e., Fuvelian).
S
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1
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1
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Figure 3.6 Geological cross section of the mined area (Mamane,1995).

In order to understand the mechanical behavior of the rockmass around the Grande
mine, Gaviglio (1985b) carried out laboratory tests to assess the mechanical properties
of each rock formation. Table 3.1 shows the average values of the mechanical properties
for each rock formation. The stiffness of the Rognacian layer is low compared with the
adjacent Fuvelian layer because it contains a high percentage of marl and clayey
limestone (Gaviglio, 1985a) (see Figure 3.5). However, the mechanical behavior of
intact rock laboratory scale would not be applicable to the rockmass scale. For that, the
rockmass mechanical properties are re‑assessed based on those laboratory values and
the results are discussed later on in this chapter.
Table 3.1 Average intact rock mechanical properties (Gaviglio, 1985b).
Geological unit
Begudian ‑Rognacian
Fuvelian
Lignite coal
Limestone layer

�
(kg/�� )
2400
2400
1500

E
(MPa)
3000
24250
2000

2400

23000

�
0.25
0.2 – 0.3
0.3

σt
(MPa)
1.5
3‑8
1

σc
(MPa)
‑
80‑140
28


(°)
30
35
30

0.1

3‑8

140

35

Jurassic
2400
37500
0.25
5
120
45
where � is the rock density, E is the elastic modulus, ν is the Poisson ratio, σt is the tensile strength, σc is
the uniaxial compressive strength and  is the friction angle.
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3.4

In‑situ stress measurements

Many ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ methods have been developed to measure the in‑situ
stresses. But, only four methods are recommended by the International Society of Rock
Mechanics (ISRM) (Kim and Franklin, 1987) (see Table 3.2). The four recommended
direct methods are:
1. Flat‑jack method
The Flat‑jack method is based on determining the boundary stress in an opening,
which means that the measurement system aims to restore the original stress state (i.e.,
virgin stress state, and/or the post‑excavation stress state) at the experiment site. Three
basic requirements must be satisfied for successful in‑situ measurements; i) a relatively
undisturbed surface, ii) an opening geometry that has a closed form solution, and iii) an
elastic rockmass with a recoverable displacement.
2. Hydraulic fracturing method
While the Flat‑jack method requires operating personnel, the hydraulic fracturing
method covers this shortcoming. The Hydraulic fracturing permits a remote
determination of the stress state, where the stress measurement can be conducted in
deep borehole drilled from the earth’s surface.
3. USBM over‑coring torpedo
USBM technique permits determining the complete stress state from three
measurements in a plane by over‑coring the borehole with different diameters. USBM
technique as well as the hydraulic fracture method is able to determine the far‑field
stresses.
4. CSIRO over‑coring gauge
The CSIRO over‑coring gauge has the same concept as the USBM over‑coring. The
CSIRO contains a gauge that glued into the borehole and it could obtain the normal
strain at different orientations. The major advantage of this method and similar gauges
is that the resulting hollow cylinder from the borehole can be subjected to laboratory
tests in order to determine either the functionality of the over‑coring system, or the
necessary elastic constants.
Each of these methods is able to determine one or more component from the six
components of the in‑situ stress tensor. Table 3.2 illustrates the determination ability of
each method.
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Table 3.2 The four in‑situ stress determination methods suggested by the ISRM.
Flat‑jack
One normal stress component determined by applying the flat‑jack parallel
to the corresponding axis. For example, �-- if it is parallel to x‑axis.
Hydraulic fracturing
Principal stresses assumed to be parallel to axes (i.e., plane of the fracture).
Two determined �4 and �5 .
USBM over‑coring torpedo
Three components determined from three measurements of borehole
diameter change.
CSIRO over‑coring gauge.
All six stress components determined from six or more of strain
measurements at one time.
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The boxed parameters are the parameters that could be determined from each method.

One of the advantages of the current case study (the Provence coal mine) is the
reported in‑situ measurements that will facilitate the numerical modeling procedure.
Numerous in‑situ stress measurements were carried out at the Grande mine level. Prior
to longwall mining, the Charbonnage de France measured the initial stress state.
Gaviglio et al. (1996) presented a synthesis of the virgin stress state at eleven sites that
were measured between 1980 and 1993. The locations of the measured sites are as
shown in
Figure 3.3. Two in‑situ stress measurement methods were used within the coal seam,
the flat‑jack method (sites 1 – 4) and the hydraulic fracturing (HF) technique (sites 5 –
11). The measurements were undertaken away from the pre‑existing galleries, so it may
be assumed that they give access to the virgin (pre‑mining) stress field in the coal layer,
except sites 1 and 2, because the stresses at these two sites were measured after panels
excavation. The measurements at site 11 is the most recent one. There is no available
data about the in‑situ stresses within the overlying and underlying rocks. Table 3.3
shows the pre‑mining principal stresses at each location of measurement and the depth
of each. Gaviglio et al. (1996) did not provide any data about site 5 except the depth and
the measurement date.
The following remarks could be worded; the pre‑mining stress state at sites (1 – 11)
is highly anisotropic, except at sites 1 and 9, where they approach isotropy. The major
principal stress �4 is always horizontal. In most cases, the vertical stress corresponds to
�7 and is systematically smaller than the overburden weight, regardless of the method
used for stress measurement. The ratio between the measured vertical stress and the
theoretical one has been calculated based on using average specific weight (�) of 25
kN/m3 for the overburden rockmass. This phenomenon of the difference between the
measured and theoretical vertical stress has been reported in other geological
conditions (Josien et al., 1987). Gaviglio et al. (1996) observed that �4 is oriented E‑W to
NE‑SW at sites 7, 8, 10 and 11, while its dominant orientation is NW‑SE at sites 6 and 9,
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possibly due to a fault (“Diot fault”) passing nearby. The dip of strata does not exceed
10°, except at sites 9 and 10 where it reaches 16° and 17°, respectively. In Chapter 4, we
will try to reproduce such anisotropic virgin stress state at large‑scale by using the
numerical modeling tool.
Table 3.3 Pre‑mining (virgin) principal stresses at sites (1 – 11) (Gaviglio et al., 1996).
Site
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Depth
(m)
390
390
600
550
700
900
1030
1140

Magnitude (MPa)
��
��
��
‑8
‑8
‑7
‑6.5
‑6.5
‑3
‑16
‑7
‑2.5
‑19
‑10
‑5
‑
‑
‑
‑40
‑17
‑12
‑32
‑19
‑16
‑31
‑23
‑20

Direction
��
��
��
N135
V
N45
N135
V
N45
N115
V
N25
N60
V
N150
‑
‑
‑
N150
N60
V
N70
V
N160
N104
N14
V

9

1200

‑22

N170

‑20

‑18

V

N80

�� / �. �
0.82
0.64
0.39
0.71
‑
0.53
0.73
0.70

Dip of
strata
6°
6°
9°
9°
6°
10°
10°
9°

Date of
measurement
November 1980
December 1980
November 1979
May 1980
May 1986
June 1986
April 1987
November 1990

0.67

17°

June 1992

10
1130 ‑45
‑20
‑15
N40
V
N130
0.70
16°
October 1992
11
1260 ‑34 ‑27.5 ‑20
N100
V
N10
0.87
6°
November 1993
V represents the vertical direction, and �. � indicates the overburden weight calculated using a specific
weight (�) of 25 kN/m3. Compressive stresses are assigned a negative value. Bold values correspond the
vertical stress.

3.5

History of rock failures during the mine life

One of the evident impacts of mining operations are the induced stresses and
deformations. Based on the rockmass behavior, the induced deformations could be
categorized into two types; continuous deformation (ductile deformation) and brittle
deformation. The history of rock failures in the Provence coal mine could be categorized
under the second group (brittle failures). Two types of brittle failures were
distinguished in the Provence coal mine:
A. High and continuous deformations and rock fracturing in the roadways due to both
the depth and the high induced stresses.
B. Sudden and brittle failures that is located in highly stressed zones (i.e., pillar burst).
Several seismic events were recorded during mining operations in the Provence,
which have caused many rock failures. Senfaute (1995) studied the failure events
between 1992 and 1993. His study is based on the history of the seismic events that had
been captured during this period. Figure 3.7 provides the locations of the observed
damages during the longwall face advance. Also, the seismic events were recorded
systematically from 1994 until 2002. Figure 3.8 presents the seismic events during
these 9 years. We can easily note that the number of seismic events decreased from
1994 until 2004, which might be due to performing pre‑mining measurements (i.e.,
virgin stress state) and post‑mining measurements (i.e., roadways convergence and
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seismic monitoring) regularly. The numerical modeling was also used as a tool for
improving the mine design. In addition, during this period the coal production
decreased due to mining depth and production costs increasing.

N
500 m

200 m

800
m

900 m

1000 m

1100

m

observed damage
Face advance

Isodepth of the Grande mine coal seam

Figure 3.7 Damaged zones during panels excavation.

It was observed that the locations of rockburst events in the Provence coal mine had
been close to the high induced stress zones. However, in October 1993 a seismic event
of 2.7 was recorded in the shaft station area that had been designed to be a safe zone
and out of the longwall influence. This event in the shaft station area caused a damage in
a limited pillar, which is known as RC2 pillar that was the smallest pillar in this area.
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Figure 3.4 shows the geometry of the shaft station area as well as the location of the
damaged pillar RC2. More details about the RC2 pillar and the shaft station area are
addressed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.8 Number of seismic events between (1994 ‑ 2002).

To study the serious issues related to the underground exploitations, the numerical
modeling was selected to be the tool of the current study. All details related to the
numerical modeling are explained sufficiently in the next section.

3.6

Numerical modeling

Numerical modeling is a very effective tool that permits us to reproduce such
complex case at large‑scale with non‑linear mechanical behavior. The explicit finite
difference code FLAC3D was used to build a numerical model of the western part of the
Provence coal mine. This part (P. Z dit de Catival, Figure 3.9) of the mine is the most
recent part, which contains the panels excavated from 1984 until 1994, as well as the
shaft station area “Yvon Morandat shaft”. The depth of the excavated zone ranges from
700 m up to 1300 m, where the excavated panels varies in lengths from 400 m up to
1400 m. The maximum width of the connected panels was 1400 m. Studying the shaft
station zone is useful to understand the influence of longwall mining operations as well
as the natural causes (i.e., stiffness difference) in stresses re‑distribution and their
consequences on rockmass behavior and rockburst occurrence.
FLAC3D is a numerical modeling code for advanced geotechnical analysis of rock and
soil in three dimensions. It is a finite difference code that can model complex mechanical
behaviors not readily suited to finite element codes like several stages with large strain
and displacement problems. In addition, it is able to model the non‑linear material
behavior in 3D, and unstable systems with failure over large areas or even the total
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collapse cases. One of the most important features in FLAC3D is the energy calculation
that allows tracking the elastic strain energy and the dissipated plastic energy changes.
In order to set up a model to run a simulation, three fundamental components must be
defined:
1. The model geometry;
2. The mechanical behavior and material properties; and
3. The boundary conditions and initial conditions.
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Figure 3.9 Zone of interest (the excavated panels (1984 ‑ 1994) and the shaft station area).

We paid attention to the geometry of our zone of interest as a first step of the
numerical modeling process. The model should contain two essential areas, firstly, the
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shaft station area with detailed pillars and galleries geometry, secondly, the large‑scale
panels geometry by taking into account their orientations with respect to the North, the
excavation sequence by year as well. Moreover, the specification of the different
limestone layers above and below the lignite coal seam. The challenge in geometry
generation process is constructing the geometry of the shaft station area. The detailed
dimensions of pillars and galleries have been taken from an original map of the mine.

3.6.1 Small‑scale model (Shaft station area)
The real excavations in the western area began from the Yvon Morandat shaft station
in 1984 that had been the access to the large‑scale excavations. The shaft station area is
adjacent to the longwall panels, which consists of irregular pillars separated by
rectangular galleries with 5 m width (Figure 3.4). The height of the galleries is equal to
the height of the coal seam (2.5 m) except the main gateways between pillar RC1 and
pillar RC2 that have 5 m and 6 m height. This model has 500 m in x‑direction, 320 m in
y‑direction and 100 m in the vertical direction as shown in Figure 3.10. It contains
800,000 zones with high mesh precision within the pillars.

100 m.

320

m.

500 m.
Figure 3.10 3D view of the numerical model (shaft station area).

We successfully reproduced such complex geometry of the shaft station by using
FLAC3D as shown in Figure 3.11. Figure 3.11 shows a top view from the numerical
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model, which contains the name and the dimension of each pillar. The coal seam is
horizontal with 2.5 m thick. The supporting system was not simulated in the model.

20#m.

Figure 3.11 Top view of the shaft station area numerical model.

3.6.2 Large‑scale model (Longwall panels)
The large‑scale model is the second model that was built with another mesh density
and contains the excavated panel from 1984 until 1994. This model is significantly
larger than the small‑scale model (shaft station area) because it contains the large‑scale
longwall panels of 200 m width each and with lengths vary from 400 up to 1400 m. This
model has 4600 m in x‑direction, 6020 m in y‑direction and 2700 m in z‑direction
(vertical direction), and contains approximately 2 million zones. The coal seam is
horizontal (Dip = 0.0°) with 2.5 thickness, but in reality, the coal seam has an average
dip of 10° towards the West. This rotation issue is discussed later on in this chapter.
Figure 3.12 shows a 3D isometric view from the large‑scale model and Figure 3.13
illustrates a top view section at coal seam level. The longwall panels are grouped by
year of excavation, where each year is indicated by different color.
As mentioned before, one of the main objectives of this thesis is to study the effect of
panels excavation on the shaft station area pillars. Thus, the shaft station model (the
small‑scale model) was embedded inside the large‑scale model in order to be able to
determine the effect of panel excavation by year on both the neighbor panels and the
shaft station pillars. Merging the small model that has a very precise mesh with the
large‑scale model, which has very large‑scale excavations geometry, will permit us to
know the interaction between both of them.
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Figure 3.12 3D isometric view from the large‑scale model.

The first step of the merging process is to translate the geometry of the small model
to be re‑located on its relative location to the nearest adjacent panel. The second step is
to rotate the small model by angle of 156° anti‑clock wise in order to get the same
rotation as the adjacent panels. The small model has a vertical dimension significantly
smaller than the large‑scale one, for that, the small model was enlarged vertically to be
at the same altitude as the large‑scale one. The third step is to construct the same
geometry of the large‑scale model, but without the brick that replaced by the shaft
station area as shown in Figure 3.14.
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500#m

N

500#m
Figure 3.13 Top view from the large‑scale model at the coal seam level.

Keeping the level of the coal seam horizontal is not realistic while the average dip of
the rock formation is 10° as shown in Table 3.3. Thus, it was a challenge to rotate the
coal seam, the upper and the lower layers with 10° while keeping the surface of the
model flat, where it coincidence the surface of the earth. We successfully created a Fish
function by using the Fish language1 integrated in FLAC3D (ITASCA, 2012a and 2012b).
Firstly, the center of rotation (i.e., the center of the model x = 2300, y = 3010 and z =
1000 m) was fixed, then a specified thickness was chosen (i.e., the coal seam and 100 m
above and 100 m below). Finally, the Fish function was applied to rotate the chosen
1

Fish language used to adopt or integrate specific functions or tools in the model.
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thickness around the chosen center of rotation by given degree of rotation. Figure 3.15
illustrates the entire model after and before applying the rotation function. It was found
that the vertical stresses will differ from site to another due to the coal seam rotation,
instead of being constant at all sites (in case of model without coal seam rotating) as
shown in Table 3.4 (by assuming that the vertical stress equals to the overburden
weight).

N

Figure 3.14 Top view from the merged model (small‑scale model + large‑scale model).
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Dip$=$0.0°

Dip$=$10°

Figure 3.15 Coal seam rotation with dip = 10°.
Table 3.4 Coordinates of the in‑situ stress measurements sites within the numerical model and the
effect of coal seam rotation.
Site
no.
6
7
8
9

Location within the numerical model
x ‑ Location
y ‑ Location
z ‑ Location
(m.)
(m.)
(m.)
2173
372
‑992
2080
2904
‑1008
1789
3999
‑1060
725
573
‑1247

In‑situ
depth (m.)
‑900
‑1030
‑1140
‑1200

Vertical stress value (MPa)
Before rotation After rotation
-23.5
-23.5
-23.5
-23.5

‑23.3
‑23.7
‑25
‑29.4

10

1476

2037

‑1115

‑1130

-23.5

‑26.3

11

885

2451

‑1206

‑1260

-23.5

‑28.4

By noting that the earth’s surface has been considered to be at z=0.0 (the top of the model).

Another important issue in the numerical modeling is to reproduce the initial
stresses based on the existence in‑situ pre‑mining stress measurements. The current
study will address this issue later on in Chapter 4. To do that, the sites of in‑situ stress
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measurements were located within the numerical model. Within our area of interest
there are 6 sites of the in‑situ stress measurements, sites (6 – 11) as shown in Figure
3.9. Figure 3.16 shows a 3D view for the entire model after merging the small model and
the large one and rotating the coal seam with 10° dip to the E‑W. It also shows the
specific groups of excavations colored by year.

2270 m.

z = 0.0

60

20

m

.
4600

m.

Figure 3.16 3D view of the entire model after merging and rotation.

Figure 3.17 presents a top view at the coal seam level that shows the relative location
of the longwall panels as well as the location of the in‑situ stress measurements sites.
The numerical locations of the in‑situ measurement sites are slightly different than the
real ones, that is because the coal seam dips 10° sharply in the numerical model with
respect to the x‑direction, which is not the case at all sites in the reality (Table 3.3).
Table 3.4 illustrates the location of the in‑situ stress measurements within the
numerical model as well as in reality. The maximum shift between the numerical z‑
location and the real depth occurred at site 6, however, this shift will not impress the
vertical stress value by more than 2 MPa (16%) at this point.
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Figure 3.17 Top view within the coal seam with dip 10°.

3.6.3 Model mechanical properties
Obtaining the mechanical properties for such numerous and complex model is a
challenge that may change the results significantly. Although, there are many available
data about the intact rock properties at this region of the Provence coal mine as
mentioned before in Table 3.1, but there is no available data about the rockmass
properties in function of these laboratory data. For that, many researchers tried to
adapt these laboratory values to the rockmass scale. For example, Tinucci (1993a)
estimated the rockmass properties at large‑scale based on RMR classification system.
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He assumed that all the overburden limestone (Beg–Rognacian and Fuvelian) behave
similarly, and he obtained an average value for all the overburden limestone as well as
the lignite coal seam.
In the current research, we were not able to assign the intact rock mechanical
properties (Table 3.1) to such large‑scale rockmass, because they behave differently. As
well as, we could not consider that the overburden rock layers behave similarly as the
suggestion of Tinucci (1993a). For these reasons, we tried to estimate the rockmass
elastic parameters for each rock formation based on the intact rock elastic parameters’
and the rockmass classification systems. Many empirical formulas have been released to
assess the rockmass mechanical properties. For example, Bieniawski (1978), Serafim et
al. (1983), Read et al. (1999), Diederichs et al. (1999) and Gokceoglu et al. (2003)
developed empirical correlations to express the rockmass deformation modulus (Erm) in
function of the Rock Mass Rating (RMR) system. Barton et al. (1974) used the tunneling
quality index (Q) to assess the rockmass deformation modulus. Other researchers
suggested that the deformation modulus of the rockmass is a function of the Geological
Strength Index (GSI) classification system such as; Gokceoglu et al. (2003) and Hoek and
Diederichs (2006).
In addition to using various rockmass classification systems to evaluate the rockmass
deformation modulus, other mechanical properties such as intact rock compressive
strength (UCS) were used by Hoek and Brown (1997), Barton (2002) and Hoek et al.
(2002). Some authors suggested that the deformation modulus is a function of the intact
rock’s elastic modulus as well as the rockmass classification system. For example,
Nicholson and Bieniawski (1990), Mitri et al. (1994) and Sonmez et al. (2006)
expressed the rockmass deformation modulus in function of the intact rock elastic
modulus and the RMR system. While, Kayabasi et al. (2003), Zhang and Einstein (2004)
and Gokceoglu et al. (2003) expressed the (Erm) in function of intact rock modulus and
RQD (Rock Quality Designation) system. Hoek and Diederichs (2006) and Sonmez et al.
(2004) used both the GSI system and the intact rock modulus of elasticity to evaluate
the rockmass deformation modulus.
Ahmed (2013) assessed the rockmass deformation empirical equations in order to
test their applicability in case of large‑scale rockmass. She proposed that the empirical
equation of Sonmez et al. (2006) (Eq. (3.1)) is the most appropriate one to obtain the
rockmass deformation modulus.
4

4

Erm = � i (� E ) F.G , S= � (IJKL4FF)/N , a= + (� LIJK/4Q ‑ � L7F/5 )
7

P

(3.1)

where � i is the elastic modulus of the intact rock and GSI is the geological strength index
that developed by Hoek and Brown (1997). The reported rockmass classification
system in case of the Provence is the RQD, for that, GSI values were obtained based on
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the given RQD. The elastic modulus of each rock layer is as shown in Table 3.5. The
lignite coal elastic modulus’ is very low compared with the upper and lower limestone
layers. Figure 3.18 shows a 3D view of the model after specifying each rock formation
above and below the coal seam.
Table 3.5 Rockmass mechanical properties.
Geological unit

Eintact (MPa)

Beg ‑Rognacian
3000
Fuvelian
24250
Lignite coal
2000
Jurassic
37500
In the text, Erockmass = Erm and Eintact = Ei.

RQD

GSI

Erockmass (MPa)

68
68
46
72

52
52
40
65

1045
8453
513
17164

Ratio Erockmass/Eintact
0.34
0.34
0.25
0.45

Figure 3.18 3D view of the model after specifying the different rock formations.

3.7

Conclusion

The Provence coal mine is very rich case study. It contains numerous amount of in‑
situ measurements. This mine suffered from many failure events during its lifetime. For
that, it was chosen to be the case study of the current research. To go deeply in such
complex mine, the numerical modeling tool was used. The numerical modeling was
found to be a very effective tool that permitted us to reproduce such complex case study
with very precise geometry. In this chapter, we successively generated a large‑scale
numerical model of the western part of the Provence coal mine. The numerical model
contains a very complex geometry of the exploited longwall panels from 1984 until
1994, and the small‑scale model that contains a part of the shaft station area, where
rockburst event took place there in 1993. The shaft station was excavated by room‑and‑
pillar method in 1984. The model includes also the different geological rock formations
above and below the exploited coal seam, which has a dip of 10°.
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The developed numerical model will permit us to reproduce the anisotropic initial
stress state at large‑scale based on the in‑situ stress measurements. The stress
initializations step is discussed and analyzed in details Chapter 4. In addition, we will be
able to simulate the goaf area that usually accompanying the longwall excavations. The
numerical simulation above the longwall panels is discussed in details in Chapter 5. This
model will be help us to estimate the stress re‑distribution due to longwall excavations
and their influence on the adjacent rockmass. Moreover, operating this model will give
us an idea about the effect of the large‑scale excavations (i.e., longwall panels) on the
small‑scale excavation (i.e., shaft station pillars), and the effect of the relative stiffness
between the different geological layers as discussed in Chapter 6. Such complex
numerical model will permit us also to assess the rockburst proneness based on many
different criteria (i.e., stress based and energy‑based criteria), which are discussed in
details in Chapter 6.
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virgin stress fields within large‑scale numerical
models
4.1

Determination of a virgin stress state at large scale

Virgin stress state determination relies strongly on in‑situ stress measurements at
various points, which is difficult and expensive (Brown and Hoek, 1978). For that, in the
last decade, many empirical relationships have been developed in order to predict the
virgin stresses at large scale. One of the most popular and familiar approaches is
calculating the vertical stress at a point due to the overburden weight as shown in Eq.
(4.1), where � is the specific weight of the rock and � is the overburden thickness:
�// = ��

(4.1)

Estimating the virgin horizontal stresses at depth z are much more difficult than the
vertical stress. The ratio of the average horizontal stress (�R ) to the vertical one (�// ) is
normally denoted by k and could be expressed as:
�R = ��// = ���

(4.2)

Terzaghi and Richart (1952) suggested that, in case of undisturbed sedimentary
rocks where the strata are horizontally stratified in an elastic medium, the lateral
stresses �-- and �.. could be calculated by using Eq. (4.3), where k is the ratio between
the vertical and lateral stresses and � is the Poisson ratio that ranges between 0.2 to 0.5
for most rocks (Gercek, 2007). This relationship was widely accepted in the early days
of rock mechanics but, it proved to be inaccurate and is seldom used nowadays.
�-- = �.. = � �// =

�
�
1 − � //

(4.3)

Talobre (1967), referring to Heim (1912), suggested that the vertical and lateral
stresses will be equal to each other, due to the effect of time‑dependent deformations of
the rockmass. Brown and Hoek (1978) provided a relationship to estimate the vertical
stress by using worldwide data from mining and civil engineering projects.
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They found that, the measured vertical stresses are not often equal to the theoretical
overburden weight. Thus, they developed an empirical relation between the vertical
stress and its corresponding depth as shown in Figure 4.1 and they suggested that the
average specific weight (�) of the rock is 27 kN/m3 and �// could be calculated from:
�// = 0.027 �

(4.4)

The average specific weight (�) of the overburden rock above the Provence coal mine is
23.5 kN/m3, which is presented by the red line in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Vertical stress measurements around the World (Brown and Hoek, 1978).

Brown and Hoek (1978) compiled many in‑situ stress measurements in various parts
of the World to be able to estimate the ratio k between the vertical stress and the
horizontal stresses as shown in Figure 4.2. They found that k lies within the limits
defined by Eq. (4.5). The in‑situ virgin stress obtained from the Provence coal mine
were cited in the global curves (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2).
4FF
/
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Figure 4.2 Horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio vs. depth, from a worldwide collection of in‑situ
stress measurements (Brown and Hoek, 1978).

Brown and Hoek (1978) proved that the relationship (Eq.(4.3)) provided by Terzaghi
and Richart (1952) is not accurate. Because, they noted that, at depths less than 500 m,
horizontal stresses are significantly higher than the vertical stress, while the horizontal
stress and the vertical stress tend to become equal at depths higher than 1 km, as
suggested by Heim (1912). They explained this phenomenon by the fact that, if higher
values of horizontal stresses would have existed at depths greater than 1 km, they
would have induced fracturing, plastic flow and time dependent deformation in the
rock, and all of these processes would tend to minimize the difference between the
horizontal and vertical stresses.
Sheorey (1994) developed an elsto‑static thermal stress model of the Earth by taking
into consideration the curvature of the Earth’s crust and variations of elastic constants
with depth, density and thermal expansion coefficients through the crust and mantle.
He developed an equation for estimating the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio k as
follows:
� = 0.25 + 7�R 0.001 +

1
�

(4.6)

Where z is the depth in meters and �R is the average deformation modulus of the upper
part of the Earth’s crust measured in a horizontal direction, �R is in GPa. The curve
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relating k to depth is shown in Figure 4.3.
k'='Horizontal'stress/Vertical'stress''
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Figure 4.3 Ratio of horizontal to vertical stresses for different deformation moduli (Sheorey,
1994).

Sheorey’s equation is not able to explain the reported difference between the
measured vertical stress and their corresponding theoretical value that mentioned by
Brown and Hoek (1978). Also, it does not explain the presence of very high horizontal
stresses at some locations or why the horizontal stresses �-- and �.. are rarely equal to
each other. Hoek (2006) suggested that these differences are probably due to local
topographic and geological features that cannot be taken into account in a such large‑
scale model.
The World Stress Map (WSM) is shown in Figure 4.4 (Zoback, 1992). It gathers a
global database of recent stress measurements. The WSM contains the maximum
horizontal compressive stress values and orientations. The stress orientations were
categorized in quality from A to C. Quality A data are assumed to record the orientation
of the maximum horizontal compressive stress within range 10° to 15°, quality B data to
within range 15° to 20°, and quality C data within 25°. Quality D data are considered to
give questionable stress orientations. Figure 4.5 show a stress map of France, where the
heterogeneity of the stress tensors is evident in the South‑East part.
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Figure 4.4 World stress map giving orientations of the maximum horizontal compressive stress
(Zoback, 1992).

Figure 4.5 Stress map of France (http://dc‑app3‑14.gfz‑potsdam.de/pub/maps/france.gif).
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As shown, the analytical and the theoretical estimation of the initial stress at large
scale has passed many stages of development that are based on available in‑situ
measurements and many assumptions and theories. However, after the revolution of
the numerical modeling, the stress initialization step was found to be a very important
step in the numerical modeling procedure. The main question here is how we could
initialize the stresses within our numerical model of the Provence coal mine based on
the available in‑situ stress measurements?

4.2

How to initialize the virgin stress state in a numerical model?

Numerical modeling tool is able to describe the rockmass behavior before and during
underground mining operations. Nevertheless, to perform a reliable stress state
computation while mining is underway, a coherent initial stress state must be first built
up within the model that agrees with in‑situ measurements, if available, and/or with
other assumptions regarding the overburden weight, Jaeger et al. (2007) and
horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios, Brown and Hoek (1978), Terzaghi and Richart
(1952), Sheorey (1994) and Mark and Gadde (2008) or stress orientations, Zoback
(1992).
This stress‑initialization step is sometimes neglected in the numerical models, even
though it may strongly influence the calculated stress changes, especially in the case of
non‑elastic rockmass behavior. Various authors have already tackled the issue of
initializing the stress field in their numerical models in order to obtain a large‑scale
initial stress distribution. For example, Baryshnikov and Gabkhova (2001) used a 2D
numerical model for the Aikhal open‑pit mine, to test the influence of the virgin vertical‑
to‑horizontal stress ratio on the results of the numerical modeling. They used two
distinct models to initialize the virgin stress state. In the first model, the horizontal
stress was equal to the vertical stress (the weight of the overburden), and in the second
model, the horizontal stress was a function of the vertical stress and Poisson’s ratio.
Other researchers such as, David and Duane (1988), Sraj and Jonny (2013), Amie et al.
(2009), Habib and Brett (2010), Ferrero et al. (2013) and Suchowerska et al. (2014)
used a horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio to initialize the stress state on their numerical
models.
McKinnon (2001) proposed a calculation‑based method to determine the boundary
tractions to be applied on a model based on six locations of stress measurement. Unit
normal and shear tractions were applied to the model boundaries, and the response
was computed at the location of the measurement points. McKinnon concluded that this
method would not be very effective in the case of heterogeneous rockmass, because the
stress field in some locations may be discontinuous. To obtain an appropriate
methodology for heterogeneous rockmass, McKinnon (2003) established a back
analysis for more than 40 points of in‑situ stress measurements in EL Teniente Mine by
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assuming that i) the rockmass behavior is heterogeneous, ii) the horizontal and vertical
stresses are principal stresses at the boundaries of the numerical model and iii) virgin
stresses are constituted by tectonic and gravitational stress components. This method
produced the same principal stress values as those measured. However, the limitation
of this method is that the computed far‑field tectonic stress tensors for different
structural domains have different orientations than those measured, which means that
this method is not applicable in case of an anisotropic stress field.
Bewick et al. (2009) used fixed boundaries (null displacement) at a great distance
from the area of interest. They found that this method is acceptable if the rockmass is
homogeneous with little or no variation in the material stiffness. Thus, they used
another condition, i.e., the displacement‑boundary condition, by compressing the model
until it was strained sufficiently to produce a global stress field with magnitudes similar
to those anticipated in the area being modeled. When the stress state within the model
became close enough to the measured stress state in the field, the boundaries of the
model were fixed prior to continuing the rest of the simulation in the normal manner.
Perman et al. (2011) compared the calibrated stress field with the measured in‑situ
stress values in the case of the Malmberget Mine in Sweden by assuming that the
vertical stresses are equal to the overburden weight and that the horizontal stresses are
functions of the vertical stress. This method is not appropriate in case of an existing
difference between the measured vertical stress and the overburden weight; moreover,
the shear stresses could not be implemented initially within the model.
Obara et al. (2000) studied the stress initialization at Torigata open‑pit Mine in
Japan. They proposed a procedure for back‑analyzing the regional strain and stress
fields with a 3D finite element method based on the measured local stresses reported by
Li et al. (2009). They successfully estimated the stress state at the level of mine
excavation by applying boundary conditions based on the analyzed regional strain and
stress fields. In horizontal strata, Esterhuizen et al. (2010) assumed that the overburden
thickness determines the pre‑mining vertical stress and that the horizontal stress is not
only depth‑dependent but also influenced by a tectonic component (i.e., tectonic stress).
According to Esterhuizen et al. (2010), based on Dolinar (2003), this tectonic
component of the horizontal stress is higher in stiff strata than softer strata. However,
their method is not applicable in the case of an inclined mining seam with an
anisotropic stress field.
Shnorhokian et al. (2014) proposed two approaches to initialize the stress state in
their model in case of a heterogeneous rockmass at the Garson Mine in Sudbury,
Ontario. In the first approach, all model boundaries are fixed (null displacement); the
vertical stress results from the overburden weight, while the horizontal stresses are
linear functions of the depth. The second approach is the boundary traction model,
which is based on applying stresses at all model boundaries. The authors observed that
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unlike field measurements, the first approach generates uniform pre‑mining stress
gradients across heterogeneous geological units at a given depth, while the boundary
traction approach is able to produce pre‑mining stresses correlated to rockmass
mechanical properties (e.g., stiffer geological units carry higher stresses than the
others). On the other hand, the disadvantage of applying stresses at the boundary of the
model is that doing so produces displacement at the model boundary, which in turn
might have an effect on stress redistribution after mining. Table 4.1 summarize the
reported methodologies to reproduce an initial stress field within the large‑scale
numerical models.
Table 4.1 Summary of different methodologies used to reproduce the initial stress field within
numerical models.
Numerical
Model
Distinct
element
Distinct
element

Vertical stress

Horizontal stresses

Unit value

Unit value

Boundary
condition
Free

Calibration
method
Measured
stress points
Measured
stress points

Rockmass

Ref.

Homogeneous

McKinnon
(2001)
McKinnon
(2003)

Unit value

Unit value

Free

Distinct
element
Finite
element
Finite
difference
Finite
element
Boundary
element
Finite
difference

Constant value

Constant value

Free

Measured
stress points

Constant function of
the vertical stress
Constant function of
the vertical stress
Constant function of
the vertical stress
Function of vertical
stress and modulus
of elasticity, Mark
and Gadde (2008)
Constant function of
the vertical stress

Free

In‑situ Stress
measurements
Measured
principal stress
Measured
principal stress
With the coal
pillar strength

Homogeneous
with little or no
variation in the
material stiffness
Heterogeneous

Overburden
weight
Overburden
weight
Overburden
weight
Overburden
weight

Finite
difference

Overburden
weight

Finite
element

Constant
at
certain
level
value
with
gradient in the
vertical
direction

Constant at certain
level
value
with
gradient
in
the
vertical direction

Free

Free
Free
Fix

Fix

Principal
stresses
at
some points
Principal
stresses
at
some points

Heterogeneous

Homogeneous
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous

Bewick et al.
(2009)

Perman et al.
(2011)
Obara et al.
(2000)
Li
et
al.
(2009)
Esterhuizen
et al. (2010)

Heterogeneous

Shnorhokian
et al. (2014)

Heterogeneous

Shnorhokian
et al. (2014)

One of the principal advantages of the Provence coal mine is the availability of the in‑
situ stress measurements, which they are not commonly available in all cases. The in‑
situ stress measurements values’ and orientations are inserted and discussed in
Chapter 3. The virgin principal stresses at the coal seam level have been shown to be
highly heterogeneous and anisotropic, and the vertical stress to be systematically below
the calculated weight of the overburden.
The main objective of this chapter is to initialize the stress state within the large‑scale
numerical model of the Provence coal mine before modeling any mining operations
based on the available in‑situ principal stress measurements that have been already
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carried out at the level of 10°‑dipping coal seam. In this chapter, we successively
present and then compare five distinct methods (M#1 to M#5) and sub‑methods to
numerically simulate (i.e., initialize) the virgin stress field at the level of the coal seam
(Ahmed et al., 2016). The vertical stress in all methods, except M#3, is based on the
overburden weight (Eq. (4.1)) as reported by Perman et al. (2011), Obara et al. (2000),
Li et al. (2009), Esterhuizen et al. (2010) and Shnorhokian et al. (2014). In methods
M#1 and M#2, the horizontal stresses are based on Eq.(4.2) as reported by David and
Duane (1988), Sraj and Jonny (2013), Amie et al. (2009), Habib and Brett (2010),
Ferrero et al. (2013), Suchowerska et al. (2014) and Shnorhokian et al. (2014).

4.3

New methodology of initializing the virgin stress state

We focused our study on reproducing the initial stress field within the inclined coal
seam only, by using the available in‑situ stress measurements. In order to reproduce an
initial stress state within such large‑scale model, we assumed that:
1. The Eigen vectors are necessary to obtain the stress components in Cartesian form
(see Table 4.2),
2. The stress components linearly depend on the Cartesian coordinates x, y and z
(depth) that shown in Figure 4.6,
3. The Simplex Method is used to calculate the linear coefficients of stress variations
(i.e., stress gradients) by minimizing the squared differences between the predicted
stress values from the analytical model �Z and the measured stress values �[ (see
4.3.1),
4. The stress gradients are obtained in two different forms (1D and 3D stress
gradients) (see Table 4.3),
5. The linearly varying stresses are implemented in the numerical model in 5 different
ways (methods M#1 – M#5), and
6. All the proposed methods are based on “fixed” boundary conditions, with null
normal displacements on all lateral boundaries as well as the bottom one, except on
the top one, which is considered as a free surface of the Earth, coinciding with the
natural flat topography (see 4.3.2). Figure 4.7 shows the boundary conditions of the
model and the locations of the in‑situ measurements sites.
The Eigen vectors have been determined at each measurement site (6 ‑ 11) based on
the direction of each principal stress. After that, the stress tensors in Cartesian form as
well as the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios �-- and �.. have been determined as
shown in Table 4.2. The �-- and �.. ratios were obtained based on the widely accepted
relationship (Eq. (4.2))(see 4.1). We can clearly see that the shear stresses �-/ and �./
are equal to zero at all site, that is because the vertical stress is considered to be
principal stress at all sites.
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Table 4.2 Cartesian pre‑mining stresses (in‑situ measurements).
��
��
��
���
Site
��
��
��
���
��
��
��
��
��
��
no.
6
‑22.750
‑34.250
‑12
9.959
0.0
0.0
1.895
2.854
7
‑30.128
‑17.871
‑19
‑5.142
0.0
0.0
1.585
0.9406
8
‑30.532
‑23.468
‑20
1.877
0.0
0.0
1.526
1.173
9
‑18.120
‑21.879
‑20
0.684
0.0
0.0
0.906
1.0939
10
‑27.395
‑32.605
‑20
‑14.772
0.0
0.0
1.369
1.6302
11
‑33.577
‑20.422
‑27.5
2.394
0.0
0.0
1.221
0.7426
Avg.
1.417
1.405
Shear stresses �-/ and �./ are equal to zero at all site, that is because the vertical stress is considered to
be principal stress at all sites. All stresses are in MPa. �-- and �.. are dimensionless.

(4600,6020)
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(1789,3999,(1140)
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Figure 4.6 Coordinates of the in‑situ stress measurements (sites) within the model of the
Provence coal mine.
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(a)

Site"N°"8
Site"N°"7

Site"N°"11
z"="0.0
Site"N°"10

Site"N°"6
Site"N°"9

Figure 4.7 Null displacement boundary conditions except at the top of the model.

4.3.1 Linear fits of measured stress using Simplex Method
Let us consider a virgin stress tensor (i.e., before any excavation) whose components
linearly depend on the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z with one principal direction being
vertical, as in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). Eqs. (4.9) ‑ (4.11) must be fulfilled to achieve the
mechanical equilibrium ( represents the unit weight of the rock). These equations may
be rewritten as Eqs. (4.12) ‑ (4.14).
� �. �. �
F
�-+ � �--.- + � �--.. + ��--./
F
= �-.
+ � �-..- + � �-... + ��-../
0

� F-. + � �-.-. + � �-... + ��-../
F
�..

+ � �...- + � �.... + ��.../
0

0
0
� F// + � �//.- + � �//.. + ��//./

(4.7)

��� �

=

−� �

=

� �-��
� �..
��

+

=
=

0

(4.10)

=

�

(4.11)

�--.-

+

� �-.
��
� �-.
��
� �//
��

0
0
�
0

�-.,.
�-.,-

=

�//./

=

0

=

�

(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)

�....

+

+

0

(4.8)
(4.9)

The twelve linear coefficients (i.e., stress gradients) �c were fitted with the
measurements using the Simplex Method (Gass and Saul, 2001). A set of six equations
(the number of sites) was constructed for each stress component ��� , �.. , ��� and ��� in
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the form of Eq. (4.15) to build the minimization matrix. �[ is the measured stress; x, y, z
are the coordinates of the site (z increases vertically); and �Z is the predicted stress. We
initially assumed that the value of the predicted stress is equal to the measured stress
value. Subsequently, we solved the minimization matrix (six rows and four columns) to
obtain the fitted stress gradients �- , �. and �/ .
F
�Z = �[
+ � �- + � �. + � �/

(4.15)

Two different assumptions were proposed regarding the calculation of stress
gradients �- , gy and �/ . First, we assumed that the stress gradients �- and gy are equal
to zero and that only the vertical gradient �/ exists (purely 1D stress gradient). Second,
all stress gradients �- , gy and �/ had non‑zero values (full 3D stress gradient). While
solving the minimization matrix, an important constraint has been inserted:
(0.01 > �cF > −0.01)

(4.16)

where �cF is the stress value at level z=0.0. This constraint (Eq.(4.16)) means that there
are no stresses at level z=0.0 (i.e., the surface of the Earth). Table 4.3 shows the
calculated �c coefficient under the 2 assumptions (1D and 3D stress gradient).
Table 4.3 1D and 3D stress gradients obtained using the Simplex Method.

�-�..
�//
�-.

�cF

‑0.01
‑0.01
0.01
0.0099

1D stress gradient

�-

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

�.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

�/

0.02591923
0.020427777
0.019022892
0.000176136

�cF

‑0.01
‑0.01
0.01
0.01

�-

3D stress gradient

‑0.001161949
‑0.005751366
0.005434012
‑0.003311549

�.

‑0.003782241
0.003311549
‑0.001684345
0.001161949

�/

0.016605096
0.019425072
0.023544
0.0

The stress components � are in MPa. and �c are in MPa/m. �/ =�. where � is the specific weight (23.5
kN/m3) and the gravity is 9.81 m/s2.

As mentioned before, there is a difference between the measured and theoretical
vertical stress values, where the measured vertical stress values are significantly lower
than the rockmass specific weight (Chapter 3, section 3.4). When the Simplex Method
was applied to obtain the 1D stress gradients, the vertical stress gradient �/ was found
to correspond to a specific weight of (19.4 kN/m3) that is significantly lower than the
rockmass specific weight (23.5 kN/m3); as such, the value of 19.4 kN/m3 will be called
“virtual specific weight” hereafter.

4.3.2 Implementation of linearly varying stresses in the numerical model
Five different methods (M#1 ‑ M#5) were suggested to implement the calculated
(fitted) virgin stresses within the model, where the raw in‑situ measurements are
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impossible to be implemented without fitting, otherwise the numerical equilibrium will
never reach. Table 4.4 shows the specific assumptions that were made for each of these
methods and sub‑methods to fulfill Eqs. (4.12) ‑(4.14). When “Fit” is indicated in Table
4.4, it refers to the numerical values given in Table 4.3 (either 1D or 3D stress
gradients). The subscripts 1 and 2 associated with �-- and �.. indicate the method
number, i.e., �--4 and �..4 are obtained by M#1, and �--7 and �..7 are obtained by
M#2, for example. The virtual specific weight used in M#3 is equal to 19.4 kN/m3. Both
M#1 and M#2 assume that the vertical stress component �// equals the overburden
weight with 23.5 kN/m3 specific weight and that the horizontal stress components �-and �.. are proportional to the depth. In M#3, only a 1D stress gradient, �/ , was taken
into account, while a 3D stress gradient was considered in M#5. A combination of the
1D stress gradient and 3D stress gradient was used in M#4.
Table 4.4 The assumptions used for the 5 methods and their sub‑methods.
Method
Coefficient
���.� = ‑ ���.�
���.�
���.�
���.�
���.� = ‑���.�
���.�
���.�
���.�
���.�
���.�
��� �
��� �
���
��� �
�

steps to
reach the
equilibrium

M#1
A

B

M#2
C

D

A

B

C

D

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
�--4 �
�..4 �
�

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
�--4 �
�..4 �
�

0.0
0.0
Fit (3D)
0.0
0.0
Fit (3D)
�--4 �
�..4 �
�

Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
�--4 �
�..4 �
�

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
�--7 �
�..7 �
�

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
�--7 �
�..7 �
�

0.0
0.0
Fit (3D)
0.0
0.0
Fit (3D)
�--7 �
�..7 �
�

Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
�--7 �
�..7 �
�

0.0
‑
�--4 � �
‑
�..4 � �
‑��
0.0

Fit (1D)
‑
�--4 � �
‑
�..4 � �
‑��
Fit (1D)

0.0
‑
�--4 � �
‑
�..4 � �
‑��
0.0

Fit (3D)
‑
�--4 � �
‑
�..4 � �
‑��
Fit (3D)

0.0
‑
�--7 � �
‑
�..7 � �
‑��
0.0

Fit (1D)
‑
�--7 � �
‑
�..7 � �
‑��
Fit (1D)

0.0
‑
�--7 � �
‑
�..7 � �
‑��
0.0

Fit (3D)
‑
�--7 � �
‑
�..7 � �
‑��
Fit (3D)

One
step

One
step

Many
steps

Many
steps

One
step

One
step

Many
steps

Many
steps

M#3

M#4

M#5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Fit (1D)
Fit (1D)
�
(Virtual)
Fit (1D)
Fit (1D)

Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
0.0
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
�

Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)
� (3D)

Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)

Fit (3D)
Fit (3D)

Fit (1D)

Fit (3D)

Fit (3D)

‑��
Fit (1D)

‑� �
Fit (3D)

‑��
Fit (3D)

One
step

One
step

One
step

virtual
specific
weight

Comment

The stress components � are in MPa, the stress gradient g is in MPa/m and all stress gradients in z
direction are in positive sign (+ve), because the numerical values of the depth z are in (–ve) (z=0.0 the top
of the model). � (specific weight (23.5 kN/m3)) = � (density, 2400 kg/m5 )* g (gravity = 9.81 m/s 7 ).
� (Virtual)= 19.4 kN/m3.

Methods M#1A, M#1B, M#2A, M#2B, M#3, M#4 and M#5 satisfy the equilibrium
equations and they need only one step to reach the mechanical equilibrium. However,
methods M#1C, M#1D, M#2C and M#2D need few steps to equilibrate the 3D stress
gradient of �// with the linear functions of �-- and �.. .
4.3.2.1

Methods M#1 and M#2

Method M#1 and M#2 represent the simplest and most classical way of initializing
the stress state within a numerical model. The vertical stress component ��� = �. � is
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the overburden weight, and the horizontal stress components ��� and ��� are assumed
to be proportional to the vertical stress as:
F
�-=�-- �. �
F
�.. =�.. �. �

(4.17)
(4.18)

The main issue in M#1 is related to determining the values of �--4 and �..4 at the depth
of the mine. The average values of �--4 and �..4 have been taken from the measured
horizontal and vertical stresses at different sites (Table 4.2). We found that they could
be expressed as Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), respectively.
�--4 = 1.417
�..4 =1.405

(4.19)
(4.20)

Four different sub‑methods branched from M#1: M#1A, M#1B, M#1C and M#1D. The
horizontal stresses in the four sub‑methods are based on Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18). M#1A
is based on applying vertical stress with 1D stress gradient. M#1B tests the effect of
applying vertical stress and shear stress with 1D stress gradient. M#1C and M#1D test
the effect of applying vertical stress with 3D stress gradient, but the shear stress with
3D stress gradient is implemented in M#1D.
Meanwhile, in method M#2, based on the concept of “K ratio is a function of the
depth” that introduced in (section 4.1), the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios �--7 and
�..7 were developed as linear functions of depth (z), as shown in Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22),
respectively. �--7 and �..7 ratios were determined from a linear fit of the �-- and �..
values in Table 4.2 versus their corresponding depth values, as shown in Figure 4.8. As
the same concept of M#1, method M#2 is sub‑divided into four sub‑methods.
�--7 = ‑0.0020 (z) + 3.58
�..7 = ‑0.0044 (z) + 6.25

R²=0.549
R²=0.532

(4.21)
(4.22)

The deviation of the measured values from a perfectly linear relationship (quite low
R² values) may be explained by the fact that there are two dominant principal stress
orientations in case of the Provence coal mine. The major principal stress �4 is oriented
E‑W to NE‑SW at sites 7, 8, 10 and 11, while it is oriented NW‑SE at sites 6 and 9. In
addition, as previously said, at least two measurement sites 6 and 9 are influenced by
their nearness to the major Diot fault that was not taken into account in our model. A
higher‑degree polynomial fit may be used in a future study to avoid this deviation.
Table 4.5 provides the vertical and shear stresses at (x=0, y=0, z=0) and their
gradients implemented in sub‑methods of M#1 and M#2. In M#1A and 2A, �-- , �.. and
�// are principal stresses; the vertical stress equals to the overburden weight; and the
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horizontal stresses �-- and �.. are constant functions of the vertical stress �// (Eqs.
(4.19) and (4.20)). M#1C and 2C are conceptually similar to M#1A and 2A, respectively,
but the vertical stress is derived from the 3D stress gradient (Table 4.4). In M#1B, 2B,
M#1D and 2D, we assume that �-- and �.. are not principal stresses by introducing a
shear stress component �-. in order to test its impact as an initial stress. In M#1D and
M#2D, the 3D stress gradient is used once again.
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Figure 4.8 Linear fit of �--7 and �..7 versus depth.
Table 4.5 Initial stresses and stress gradients used to obtain pre‑mining stresses within the
numerical model.
Method
M#1A and M#2A
M#1B and M#2B
M#1C and M#2C
M#1D and M#2D

Stress (MPa) at
(x=0, y=0, z=0)
�//
�//
�-.
�//
�//
�-.

��

Stress gradients (MPa/m)
��

0.0
0.0
0.0099

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.005434012
0.005434012
‑0.003311549

��

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.023544
0.023544
0.000176136

‑0.001684345
‑0.001684345
0.001161949

0.023544
0.023544
0.0
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4.3.2.2

Method M#3

In addition to the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio, M#3 is used to generate a pre‑
mining stress field using a vertical stress gradient for all stress components, with no
stress gradients existing in the x and y directions (�- =�. =0.0). Table 4.6 shows the initial
stress values ��� , ��� , ��� and ��� initialized at level z=0.0 within the numerical model
and their gradient �/ that were used for M#3.
Table 4.6 Stress components used to obtain pre‑mining stresses within the numerical model
(M#3).
Method

Stress (MPa) at
(x=0, y=0, z=0)
�-�..
�//

M#3

�-.

4.3.2.3

��

‑0.01
‑0.01

0.0
0.0

0.01
0.0099

Stress gradient (MPa/m)
��
��
0.0
0.0

0.02591923
0.020427777

0.0

0.0

0.019022892

0.0

0.0

0.000176136

Method M#4

Method M#4 is based on a combination of 1D and 3D stress gradients and was
mainly developed to reproduce the vertical stress caused by the overburden weight.
M#4 is based on generating 3D stress gradients �- , �. and �/ for all stress components
��� , ��� and ��� , while the vertical component ��� only has a 1D stress gradient
(�- =�. =0.0), as seen in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Stress components used to obtain pre‑mining stresses within the numerical model
(M#4).
Method

M#4

Stress (MPa) at
(x=0, y=0, z=0)
�-�..

Stress gradient (MPa/m)
��

��

‑0.01
‑0.01

‑0.001161949
‑0.005751366

‑0.003782241
0.003311549

0.016605096
0.019425072

0.01

0.0

0.0

0.023544

0.01

‑0.003311549

0.001161949

0.0

�//

�-.

4.3.2.4

��

Method M#5

Finally, M#5 is based on the 3D stress gradients that are compatible with the highly
anisotropic in‑situ stress tensors. Table 4.8 provides the initial stresses at level z= 0.0
and their 3D stress gradients �- , �. and �/ .
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Table 4.8 Stress components used to obtain pre‑mining stresses within the numerical model
(M#5).
Method

M#5

Stress (MPa) at
(x=0, y=0, z=0)
�-�..
�//

�-.

4.4

��

Stress gradient (MPa/m)
��

��

‑0.01
‑0.01

‑0.001161949
‑0.005751366

‑0.003782241
0.003311549

0.016605096
0.019425072

0.01

0.005434012

‑0.001684345

0.023544

0.01

‑0.003311549

0.001161949

0.0

Results and discussion

4.4.1 Virgin stress states obtained from the methods
Each of the previously described method relies on specific assumptions.
Consequently, using each of them within the numerical model produced different initial
principal stress distributions. Method M#1A produced vertical stress values equal to the
overburden weight and they matched the minimum principal stress values (Table 4.9).
But, in the Provence mine, there is a discrepancy between the measured vertical
stresses and the overburden weight, in addition, the in‑situ measured vertical stresses
were not always in the minimum principal direction. Moreover, M#1A produced
Z
Z
and �..
) matched the principal stresses (�4Z and �7Z ),
horizontal stresses (�-respectively, which do not match the in‑situ measurements. Where the superscript n
represents the numerical values.
Introducing the shear stress as an initial stress in Method M#1B affected the
orientation of the principal stresses. However, the produced vertical stress is always in
Z
Z
a principal direction �5Z , while the horizontal stresses (�-and �..
) are not in principal
directions as shown in Table 4.9. To sum up, the most significant difference between
method M#1A and M#1B is the orientation of the maximum and intermediate principal
stresses.
The sub‑method M#1C produced the three shear stress components
Z
Z
, �-/
and �./
) as initial stresses to equilibrate the model, which could be the reason
behind that none of the Cartesian axes was in a principal direction, even the vertical
stress as shown in Table 4.9.
Z
(�-.

Table 4.9 shows that the principal stresses values and directions were affected by
initiating the numerical model with shear stress in M#1D. In addition, the Cartesian
axes were not principal axes even the vertical one, which means that the three shear
stress components were equilibrated within the model in order to reach the numerical
equilibrium.
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The vertical stress in M#2 corresponds to the overburden weight, and the horizontal‑
to‑vertical stress ratios are function of the depth. The vertical stresses produced from
M#2A are always in a principal direction as shown in Table 4.10, and its value is higher
than the in‑situ values. Moreover, the output horizontal stresses values, which they are
always in the principal directions, are not regularly increased with the depth, which is
one of the advantages of this method than M#1A.
Table 4.9 Principal stresses obtained by using M#1.

M#1A

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑33.06
‑33.70
‑35.16
‑41.66
‑36.96
‑40.60

M#1B

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑33.15
‑33.78
‑35.24
‑41.77
‑37.08
‑40.7

M#1C

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑19.17
‑26.6
‑30.46
‑37.63
‑30.98
‑37.97

M#1D

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑25
‑28
‑30.5
‑40.6
‑37.7
‑39.2

Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑32.80
‑33.42
‑34.87
‑41.30
‑36.65
‑40.27
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑32.7
‑33.35
‑34.8
‑41.23
‑36.57
‑40.18
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑17.5
‑24.7
‑29.27
‑32.66
‑27.95
‑31.5
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑16
‑25.3
‑28.35
‑36.64
‑28
‑30.8

���
‑23.3
‑23.7
‑24.8
‑29.4
‑26.1
‑28.6

���
N90
N90
N90
N90
N90
N90

���
‑23.3
‑23.7
‑24.8
‑29.4
‑26.1
‑28.6

���
N115
N115
N115
N115
N115
N115

���
‑12.46
‑15.5
‑19.65
‑25.32
‑19
‑24.66

���
N61
N67
N83
N160
N171
N173

���
‑10.9
‑13.6
‑17.8
‑26
‑17.5
‑23.12

���
N50
N57
N90
N5
N108
N104

Direction
���
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
Direction
���
N25
N25
N25
N25
N25
N25
Direction
���
N151
N157
N172
N70
N81
N83
Direction
���
V35
N147
N0.0
N95
N19
N15

���
V
V
V
V
V
V
���
V
V
V
V
V
V
���
V17
V24
V25
V11
V28
V29
���
N140
V34
V33
V12
V34
V36

Inserting the shear stress with 1D stress gradient as an initial stress in method M#2B
did not change the results significantly. We can clearly see that there is not big
difference in stresses values and orientations between M#2A and M#2B. This small
difference between M#2A and M2B means that the shear stress (1D stress gradient)
used in M#2B did not affect greatly on the principal stress tensor.
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Neither the vertical stress nor the horizontal stresses are principals in method M#2C
(Table 4.10). The produced vertical stress by M#2C is significantly different than that
produced by M#2B, which could explain the difference between using 1D stress
gradients (M#2B) and 3D stress gradients (M#2C).
Table 4.10 shows the initial principal stresses produced by using M#2D. Both,
stresses magnitudes and directions were changed by using M#2D than M#2C. Methods
M#1C, M#1D, M#2C and M2D match perfectly the cases where the shear stress
components �-. , �-/ and �./ are in‑situ stresses.
Table 4.10 Principal stresses produced by using M#2.

M#2A

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑44.3
‑43.14
‑40.25
‑31.95
‑36.12
‑32.9

M#2B

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑44.3
‑43.15
‑40.26
‑31.95
‑36.19
‑32.97

M#2C

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑25.8
‑35.07
‑36.14
‑27.54
‑33.22
‑29.54

M#2D

Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑29.89
‑34.9
‑35.7
‑28.07
‑34.75
‑30

Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑37.4
‑37.2
‑36.6
‑29.4
‑35.7
‑28.65
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑37.4
‑37.2
‑36.6
‑29.4
‑35.6
‑28.65
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑22.28
‑29.68
‑32.06
‑22.45
‑27.95
‑23.94
Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑21.79
‑32.23
‑31.89
‑24.4
‑29.8
‑25.17

���
‑23.3
‑23.7
‑24.8
‑22.48
‑26.1
‑25.9

���
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N90
N0.0
N90

���
‑23.3
‑23.7
‑24.8
‑22.48
‑26.1
‑25.9

���
N0.0
N0.0
N3
N90
N20
N90

���
‑12.26
‑11.06
‑14.55
‑19.76
‑13.66
‑15.82

���
N120
N124
N130
V39
N120
V37

���
‑11.46
‑8.95
‑12.5
‑21.87
‑11.6
‑13.1

���
N43
N100
N132
V35
N95
V37

Direction
���
N90
N0.0
N0.0
V
N90
V
Direction
���
N90
N90
N87
V
N70
V
Direction
���
N30
N34
N40
N29
N30
N50
Direction
���
N133
N10
N42
N55
N5
N45

���
V
V
V
N0.0
V
N0.0
���
V
V
V
N0.0
V
N0.0
���
V23
V31
V32
N119
V36
N140
���
V38
V35
V36
N145
V41
N135

Due to the diversity of the in‑situ shear stresses in the Provence coal mine, the
produced regression of the shear stress gradient (1D gradient) gave a very little shear
stress gradient (Table 4.6). Thus, the Cartesian stresses produced by M#3 are
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principals, and the vertical stress correspond the minimum principal stress as shown in
Table 4.11, which more or less similar to M#1A. As shown in Figure 4.9, all of the stress
components are regularly function of the depth (increase with the depth (z) increasing).
Table 4.11 Principal stresses produced by using M#3.
Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11
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���
‑25.68
‑26.2
‑27.32
‑32.37
‑28.7
‑31.55

Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑20.25
‑20.63
‑21.53
‑25.5
‑22.63
‑24.86

���
‑18.86
‑19.22
‑20.05
‑23.76
‑21.08
‑23.15

���
N90
N90
N90
N90
N90
N90

Direction
���
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0
N0.0

���
V
V
V
V
V
V
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Figure 4.9 Principal and vertical stresses of M#3.
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By implementing M#4, the vertical stress values correspond the weight of the
overburden, which they are always in a principal direction as shown in Table 4.12.
However, due to the presence of shear stress as an initial stress, the horizontal stresses
are not in principal directions. Figure 4.10 shows the vertical and principal stresses
produced by using M#4. It is clearly shown that the vertical stress increases with depth,
and the principal stresses were influenced by the 3D stress gradients.
Table 4.12 Principal stresses produced by using M#4.
Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑33.95
‑31.47
‑34.8
‑29.4
‑28.96
‑30.49

Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑23.32
‑23.76
‑24.79
‑27.41
‑26.07
‑28.63

���
‑16.97
‑20.68
‑17.42
‑22.88
‑22.17
‑20.59

���
N26
N70
N85
V
N66
N90

Direction
���
V
V
V
N25
V
V

���
N64
N20
N5
N65
N24
N0.0

Using the 3D stress gradients in M#5 had its influence on the initial stress
distribution as shown in Figure 4.11. The vertical stress distributed not only with
respect to the depth (z), but also with respect to the (x, y) coordinates. Moreover, they
approached the in‑situ values that means that using the 3D stress gradients (M#5) is
more effective than the 1D stress gradients (M#3). The vertical stress is always
principal stress, while the horizontal ones are not as shown in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13 Principal stresses produced by using M#5.
Site no.
6
7
8
9
10
11

���
‑33.95
‑31.48
‑34.8
‑27.41
‑28.95
‑30.49

Magnitude (MPa)
���
‑16.97
‑20.68
‑21.81
‑26.38
‑22.17
‑27.98

���
‑12.1
‑17.35
‑17.42
‑22.88
‑21.44
‑20.59

���
N26
N70
N85
N25
N66
N90

Direction
���
N64
N20
V
V
N24
V

���
V
V
N5
N65
V
N0.0
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Figure 4.10 Principal and vertical stresses of M#4.
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Figure 4.11 Principal and vertical stresses of M#5.
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4.4.2 Comparison between the stress initialization methods
To compare the efficiency of the proposed methods on the present case study, we
calculated the distance (D) between the measured stress tensor and the numerically
obtained values for each site (6 – 11). The term distance (D) could be considered as an
error and is calculated using the Frobenius Norm as shown in Eq. (4.23) where the
matrix L represents the difference between the measured stress matrix and the
numerically determined one.
D = ����� (�. �x )
where L =

Z
[
�-− �-Z
[
�-. − �-.
Z
[
�-/
− �-/

(4.23)
Z
[
�-.
− �-.
Z
[
�.. − �..
Z
[
�./
− �./

Z
[
�-/
− �-/
Z
[
�./ − �./
Z
[
�// − �//

and �x is the transpose. The subscripts m and n

indicate the measured values and the numerically estimated values, respectively.
By obtaining D, we will not only be able to compare the numerical values of the
principal stresses but also the rotations of the principal stresses axes. Table 4.14
provides the distance D for each method. The results show that the simplest methods
M#1A and M#1B do not efficiently reproduce the highly anisotropic in‑situ state of
stress (largest average distance). As mentioned previously, there is a difference
between the measured vertical stress and the overburden weight, but M#1A and M#1B
do not address this problem, which is one of their drawbacks. In fact, there is no
difference between the results of M#1A and M#1B. In M#1B and M#2B, initializing a 1D
shear stress within the numerical model has no effect on the resulted stress values.
Applying a vertical stress with 3D stress gradients (�- , �. , �/ ) is more effective than
using a 1D stress gradient (�/ only) in case of disagreement between the measured
vertical stress and overburden weight. As shown in Table 4.14, M#C and M#D, for both
methods 1 and 2, produce a shorter distance between the measured stress tensor and
the numerical one than M#A and M#B. These are not ideal applications in case of the
Provence coal mine because of the highly anisotropic in‑situ stress field. However, they
could be perfectly matched with another isotropic stress state case.
Among all the methods. M#5 gives the lowest distance D between the measured
stress tensor and the numerically obtained one as shown in Figure 4.12. Using the 3D
stress gradients for all stress components. M#5 is an efficient way to initialize an
anisotropic state of stress in the case where the measured vertical stresses do not
match the overburden weight; otherwise, M#4 is more appropriate. Regarding the
average distance D, M#3 and M#4 are nearly the same.
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Table 4.14 Distance between the measured stress tensor and numerical stress tensor for each
method.
Site
no.
6
7
8
9
10
11
Avg.
Max.
Min.

Distance (D)
M#1A

M#1B

M#1C

M#1D

M#2A

M#2B

M#2C

M#2D

M#3

M#4

M#5

20.88
18.15
13.78
31.98
24.34

20.73
18.24
13.74
31.98
24.57

15.61
11.85
7.21
21.00
20.96

17.97
9.89
8.16
24.54
16.4

25.31
27.69
18.27
16.75
23.44

25.44
27.63
18.31
16.77
23.2

10.35
18.39
12.86
9.22
22.54

16.78
17.22
12.9
10.0
18.42

21.37
8.53
4.58
15.25
22.92

26.65
6.64
9.82
12.51
20.52

24.11
4.9
8.69
10.36
19.61

21.05
21.70
31.98
13.78

21.00
21.71
31.98
13.74

17.73
15.73
21.00
7.21

19.4
16.06
24.54
8.16

7.18
19.78
27.69
7.18

7.32
19.78
27.63
7.32

12.96
14.39
22.54
9.22

15.49
15.14
18.42
10.0

7.55
13.37
22.92
4.58

4.88
13.5
26.65
4.88

4.79
12.08
24.11
4.79

†

Avg. per
site
20.5
15.3
11.6
18.2
21.5
12.6

44
where the average distance (Avg.) = ‡cˆ‰
‡cˆ‰ P P . the max. and min. cells for each method have the colors of
the site that gave that particular value and the bold cell indicate the lowest value obtained at that site.
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Figure 4.12 The average distance (D) produced by each method.

4.4.3 Comparison between sites
Even if the average distance D is similar for two stress initialization methods, there is
always a significant difference in D at particular sites. For example, at site 7, M#4
produces a distance of 6.64, while M#3 produces a distance of 8.53. In contrast, at site 8,
M#3 is more efficient than M#4, which demonstrates that using a ‘virtual specific
weight’ for the overburden could be a solution for the observed disagreement between
the theoretical and measured vertical stresses. Figure 4.13 shows graphically the D
values obtained by each method at each site, where D is represented as a radius of a
circle. At sites 8, 9 and 11 the circles have small radius which means that the stress
tensor at these sites can be reproduced by different methods. Sites 8, 9 and 11 have
small shear stress values compared to the other sites (Table 4.2). For that, the principal
stress axes are close to the x, y, z axes. Site 8 has the minimum distance D by applying
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the four sub‑methods of Method M#1 and the reason behind this is the �-- and
�.. values at this site are close to the �--4 and �..4 that has been used within the
numerical model as shown in Table 4.2. Also, site 9 has the minimum distance D for the
sub‑methods M#2C and M#2D due to the �-- and �.. values at this site being close to
the �--7 and �..7 calculated by Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22).

N
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D=15
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800

900

11
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1000
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9

6

M#3%
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M#5%

7

Site+number++

Isodepth+of+the+coal+seam++

Figure 4.13 Distance (D) for each method at various sites.

Regardless of the method used, site 8 has the minimum average distance (11.6)
(Table 4.14) amongst all the sites, which means that site 8 is the closest to the in‑situ
measurement. On the other hand, Figure 4.13 clearly shows that all the circles around
site 10 have large radii D for all the methods used, and regardless of the method used
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site 10 has the maximum average distance (21.5) among all sites. Consequently, site 10
is the farthest from the in‑situ measurements. That is because site 10 has the highest in‑
situ shear stress value among all the sites as shown in Table 4.2, which could not be
perfectly reproduced by the different methods.
To be able to compare the stress tensors obtained by Method M#5 and the in‑situ
measured stress tensors, Figure 4.14 provides a graphical presentation of the directions
and magnitudes of principal stresses (measured and numerical) at the coal seam level.
We introduced and used the Tensor Orientation Difference (TOD) term to express the
difference in orientation between the in‑situ principal stress tensor and the numerically
obtained one. M#5 produces stress tensors with orientations that vary from one site to
another (Figure 4.14). The minimum TOD is reached at site 7 (0°). The maximum TOD is
obtained at site 6 (57°) and site 9 (36°). The reason is that at these two locations, the
orientation of �1 is NW‑SE due to the fault passing nearby, while the predominant
orientation produced by method M#5 is NW‑SW as shown in Figure 4.14. At sites 7 and
11, the Ds values are nearly the same, but the TODs are different, which means that the
TOD value could play an important role as well. The results show the importance of
using both TOD and the distance D at each site to find out where the total difference
originates from (magnitude vs. orientation).
Despite the disagreement between the in‑situ measured vertical stresses and the
theoretical expected ones, method M#5 is still able to give very good prediction of the
in‑situ stress measurements. The numerical vertical stress values match perfectly the
in‑situ values at sites 6 and 11, and with a little difference at sites 8, 7 and 10. However,
at site 9 (depth 1200 m) the difference between the in‑situ and the numerically
obtained vertical stress is 6.3 MPa (31% of the in‑situ measured value), which is
relatively high (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14 Directions and magnitudes of the pre‑mining principal stresses obtained by M#5.

4.4.4 Effect of boundary conditions
Site 6 is 390 m away from the Southern boundary of the numerical model (Figure
4.6). Site 9 is 725 m and 573 m away from the Western and Southern boundaries,
respectively (Figure 4.6). A larger numerical model (5400 m long in x‑direction and
7000 m long in y‑direction) was constructed to check whether sites 6 and 9 are
submitted to any boundary effect due to their location close to the model boundaries.
We found that, for example, the average distance D obtained by applying Method M#5 is
24.11 for the current model, while for the larger model, it is 24.07. This means that the
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small model is large enough for comparing the different methods.

Surface z = 0.0

.

70 m

22
z=

Figure 4.15 3D view of the vertical stress produced by using M#5.

Method M#5 is capable of generating a complex initial stress distribution. As an
example, Figure 4.11 shows the principal stresses and the vertical stress distributions at
the surface of the inclined coal seam. From Figure 4.15 we can notice that the difference
in the vertical stress between the layers is not significant, whereas there is a large
stiffness contrast between them, which means that method M#5 with fix boundaries is
not able to distinguish between different rock formations. For that, further
investigations are needed to assess method M#5 with free boundaries instead of fix
boundaries within the numerical model in case of various layers with different stiffness
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where there is at least one in‑situ stress measurement at each layer.

4.5

Conclusion

This chapter examines the different methods for stress initialization at the surface of
the inclined coal seam, where the local principal stress measurements present
anisotropic and heterogeneous stress field. To reproduce a realistic pre‑mining stress
field not only for the measurement sites but also for the whole mine in such complex
conditions, five different methods (M#1 with 4 sub‑methods, M#2 with 4 sub‑methods,
M#3, M#4 and M#5) were used. Comparing these methods revealed the difference
between applying 1D and 3D stress gradients.
The results obtained using each method were compared, and unlike the anisotropic
field observations, methods M#1A, M#1B, M#2A, M#2B, based on the horizontal‑to‑
vertical stress ratio, were found to be inappropriate for producing the initial stress
state. However, using the same approach with 3D stress gradients for vertical stress in
M#1C and M#2C and for shear stress in M#1D and M#2D is much more appropriate in
the case of an anisotropic stress field. However, the disadvantage of the 4 methods
M#1C, M#1D, M#2C and M#2D is that none of them was able to reproduce the vertical
stress (�// )as principal stress, which is contrary to what is measured in case of the
Provence coalmine where the vertical stress is always principal stress.
In contrast, M#3, M#4 and M#5, which are not based on the horizontal‑to‑vertical
stress ratio but are instead mainly based on the horizontal and vertical stress gradients,
are much more preferable for initializing the stress field. However, in M#3, to reproduce
vertical stresses that are in good agreement with the measured one, however, we have
to use a “virtual specific weight” lower than the real one. Using the 3D stress gradients
for all stress components, as shown for M#5, is an efficient way to reproduce and
initialize the anisotropic stress state at the surface of an inclined coal seam in the case
where the measured vertical stresses are not in agreement with the overburden weight
and where the measured stress tensors have different rotations.
The Simplex Method is an efficient technique to obtain the stress gradients by
assuming that they are linearly dependent on the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z.
Moreover, by using this method, many constraints can be applied, e.g., the stresses at
level z=0.0 (the surface of the Earth) are zero.
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5.1

Introduction and state of the art

When a coal seam is extracted by using longwall with caving mining method, three
zones of disturbance could be defined as shown in Figure 5.1. These disturbed zones
(caved zone, fractured zone and continuous deformation zone) are frequently called the
“goaf area”.

Surface

Continuous&deformation&zone&

Hf

Fractured&zone&

Goaf
Hc$
Coal&seam&(t)

Caved&zone

Figure 5.1 Three zones of disturbance due to longwall mining (Peng and Chiang, 1984).

In the caved zone, the immediate roof is totally broken into blocks and collapses onto
the floor. The fractured zone lies above the caved zone. In the fractured zone, the strata
are broken into blocks by essential vertical and horizontal cracks associated with bed
separation. The third zone is the continuous deformation zone, which is the slightly
influenced by the excavation, where the major cracks appear; however, the strata may
be considered as a continuous medium with large deformation. Many researches have
been released based on different approaches (i.e., empirical correlations, in‑situ
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measurements, and observations and numerical modeling) in order to determine the
goaf geometry (i.e., fractured zone height Hf and caved zone height Hc), the goaf
mechanical properties, the induced stresses within the goaf area and the surface
subsidence due to longwall mining.

5.1.1 Goaf geometry
The goaf geometry depends strongly on the panel geometry, the immediate roof
characteristics, coal seam thickness and the initial in‑situ stresses. Despite the
inaccessibility to the caved area after mining took place, numerous researchers have
been carried out to assess the caved zone and/or the fractured zone geometry based on
in‑situ observations and measurements. Kenny (1969) proposed that the height of the
caved zone is equal to 2t to 4t according to in‑situ measurements, where t is the coal
seam thickness. Peng and Chiang (1984) suggested that the thickness of the fractured
zone ranges between 28t and 42t. Styler (1984), from in‑situ observations, showed that
the height of the caved zone ranges between 8t and 12t and the fractured zone is equal
to 50t. Palchik (1989) suggested that the fractured zone height ranges between 20t and
100t, which is a relatively wide range, where the direct roof above the coal seam
consists mainly of sandy shale. Palchik (2003) observed another range for estimating
the fractured zone, which ranges between 53t and 92t. Kelly et al. (2002) proposed that
the fractured zone height is equal approximately to 40t. Rafiqul et al. (2009) and Zhimin
et al. (2010) suggested that the fractured zone height ranges between (6.28t and
10.57t) and (14.3t and 17.9t), respectively. The values proposed by Rafiqul et al. (2009)
and Zhimin et al. (2010) are relatively low compared with those proposed by other
authors (i.e., Palchik (1989) and Palchik (2003)).
Many other researches tried to assess empirically the caved zone and/or fractured
zone height. For example, Ropski and Lama (1973) developed an empirical equation to
determine the height of the caved zone, which ranges between 3t and 3.5t. Cheun
(1979) suggested that the fractured zone height for a strong rock ranges between 13t
and 31t. Richard et al. (1990), Zhou (1991), Booth and Spande (1992) and Luo et al.
(1998) suggested empirical ranges for estimating the fractured zone height, which are
equal to (30‑60) t, (5‑6) t, (20‑60) t and 12t, respectively. Also, Chekan and Listak
(1993) obtained empirically the height of the caved zone and the fractured zone. They
suggested that the caved zone and the fractured zone heights range between (2t and
20t) and (20t and 50t), respectively. According to Singh and Kendorski (1981) the
height of the caved zone and the fractured zone range between (3t and 6t) and (26t and
56t), respectively. Karmis et al. (1983) proposed that the caved zone height is equal to
12t. Fawcett et al. (1986) proposed another formula to estimate the fractured zone
height as mentioned in Table 5.1, which is based on panel width (W) rather than
extraction thickness (t).
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Table 5.1 Empirical/analytical equations and values to predict the height of fractured zone.
Fractured
height

zone

Remarks

Mining depth
(m)

Fractured
zone (m)

Ref.

Hf = (28‑42) t
Hf = 100t / (1.2. t +2)
Hf = (13‑31) t
Hf = (26‑56) t
Hf = 56(t) 0.5
Hf = 50 t

Empirical equation
Strong overburden
Empirical equation
Empirical equation
General formula
In‑situ measurements

‑
‑
‑
‑
80
‑

‑
‑
‑
‑
79
‑

Peng and Chiang (1984)
Cheun (1979)
Cheun (1979)
Singh and Kendorski (1981)
Singh (1986)
Styler (1984)

Hf = 0.83. W– 11
Hf = (30‑60) t
Hc,f = 100t /[(0.64. t+
16)± 8.2]
Hf = (5‑6) t

Empirical equation
Empirical equation
Hard rock

500
300
‑

72
120
‑

Fawcett et al. (1986)
Richard et al. (1990)
Zhou (1991)

260

3

Zhou (1991)

Hf = (20‑60) t
Hf = 12 t

Empirical equation
For strong rock
Empirical equation
Empirical equation

220
150

60
70

Booth and Spande (1992)
Luo et al. (1998)

Hf = (20‑100) t
Hf = (53‑92) t
Hf = 40 t

In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
Numerical modeling

‑
50
50
60
22‑37
64
62

Palchik (1989)
Palchik (2003)
Kelly et al. (2002)

Hf = (6.28‑10.57) t
Hf = (14.3‑17.9) t
Hf = 16.04 t

‑
280
Case 1: 200
Case 2: 500
290
253
188

Hf = (20‑50) t
Hf = 11.5 t
Hf = (18.6‑47.6) t
Hf = 13.3 t
Hf = 27.5 t
Hf = 9.23 t
Hf = 8.13 t
Hf = 8.6 t
Hf = (29.8‑35) t
Hf = 30 t
Hf = 10 t

Empirical equation
Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling
In‑situ measurements
Empirical equation
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
Analytical formula

‑
300
600
280
400
285
285
285
137
213
316

‑
62
225
40
110
37
32.5
34.4
72‑84
60
45

Chekan and Listak (1993)
Xie et al. (2009)
Zhang et al. (2013)
Gao et al. (2014)
Shabanimashcool (2012)
Haifeng et al. (2011)
Haifeng et al. (2011)
Haifeng et al. (2011)
Wenbing et al. (2012)
Hasenfus et al. (1998)
Karekal et al. (2011)

Hf = (5.8‑6.7) t
Hf = 10.5 t
Hf = 43t + 32

Numerical modeling
In‑situ measurements
Minimum cover

1300
192
‑

92
47
‑

Hf = (12.5 ‑16) t
Hf = (10‑11) t

In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements

85
1160

35‑45
58

Rafiqul et al. (2009)
Zhimin et al. (2010)
Zhimin et al. (2010)

Shaojie et al. (2011)
Miao et al. (2011)
NCB, PI/1968/8 (revised
1975)
Shun et al. (2013)
Zhang et al. (2011)

W is the panel width (m), t is the coal seam thickness and Hf is the height of fractured zone (m).

On another hand, numerical modeling has been used as a useful tool to estimate the
goaf geometry. For example, Xie et al. (2009) used the numerical modeling to obtain the
height of the fractured zone, and their results showed that the influence of panel
excavation could reach up to a height equals to 11.5t. Singh and Singh (2009) tried to
obtain the influence of the caved zone; they obtained a constant value equals to 15t.
Zhang et al. (2013) used the numerical modeling to investigate the evolution of
overburden fractures. Their investigations proved that the height of the fractured zone
ranges between 18.6t and 47.6t. Geo et al. (2014) developed a numerical approach to
simulate the caving progression due to longwall coal mining panel. They found that the
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fractures could extend up to 13.3t. Also, Shabanimashcool et al. (2012) determined from
the numerical modeling that the caved zone might extend up to 4t and the fractured
zone 27.5t. Follington and Isaac (1990) obtained numerically a linear relation between
the panel width and failure height. To sum up the above work that have already done,
the empirical and analytical equations to predict the fractured zone (Hf) and the caved
zone (Hc) are presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively.
Table 5.2 Empirical/analytical equations and values to predict the height of caved zone.
Caved zone height

Remarks

Hc = t/ (BF ‑1)

If the strata break and
fall without sagging
In‑situ measurements
Empirical equation
Empirical equation

Hc = 12 t
Hc = (8 – 12) t
Hc,f = 100t /[(0.64. t+
16)± 8.2]
Hc = 15 t
Hc = (2 – 20) t
Hc = 4 t
Hc = (100 t/(4.7 t+19)) –
2.2
Hc = 3.765 t
Hc = 3.88 t
Hc = 2.1 t
Hc = (4 – 6) t
Hc = 4.03 t
Hc = 2.05 t
Hc = (4.1 – 11.25) t
Hc = (5 – 6) t
Hc = 15 t

Numerical modeling

Hc = (2 – 4) t
Hc = (3 – 3.5) t
Hc = (3 – 6) t

Mining
depth (m)

Caved zone
(m)

Ref.

‑

‑

Peng and Chiang (1984)

‑
220
‑

‑
‑
‑

Empirical equation
In‑situ measurements
Hard rock

‑
‑
360

‑
‑
‑

Kenny (1969)
Ropski and Lama (1973)
Singh
and
Kendorski
(1981)
Karmis et al. (1983)
Styler (1984)
Zhou (1991)

Numerical modeling
Empirical equation
Numerical modeling
Medium strong strata

188
‑
400
258

‑
‑
‑
‑

Zhimin et al. (2010)
Chekan and Listak (1993)
Shabanimashcool (2012)
Haifeng et al. (2011)

Numerical modeling
In‑situ measurements
Empirical equation
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements
In‑situ measurements

258
258
258
213
192
85
280‑420
1160

‑
‑
‑
‑
18
6
‑
29

Haifeng et al. (2011)
Haifeng et al. (2011)
Haifeng et al. (2011)
Hasenfus et al. (1998)
Miao et al. (2011)
Shun et al. (2013)
Palchik et al. (2002)
Zhang et al. (2011)

370

45

Singh and Singh (2009)

Hc is the height of caved zone (m), t is the coal seam thickness and BF is the buckling factor

5.1.2 Mechanical consequences of longwall caving
In addition to the goaf geometry estimation issue, the assessment of the longwall
consequences is very difficult due to inaccessibility to the caved area. Thus, many
researchers tackled this problem and many researches have been released to assess
mechanically the goaf area behavior in terms of its mechanical properties, stress
distribution around the excavation and within the goaf itself and induced surface
subsidence due to mining.
5.1.2.1

Stress redistribution around longwall excavation

Many authors tried to characterize the goaf material behavior in terms of stress
redistribution either within the goaf area itself or on the rib‑sides. For example, Jaeger
and Cook (1979) provided an analytical solution for an elliptical crack “opening” of
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length 2c subjected to a stress with magnitude �// perpendicular to this opening plan as
shown in Figure 5.2. This problem corresponds to an infinitely wide slot of length 2c in
an infinite medium (i.e., longwall panel with 2c width and infinite length).

z

σzz%=%γz%
0.0

x

2c

Figure 5.2 Elliptical crack of length 2c.

The vertical stress along the edges of this opening is given by:
�// =

�// . �

�7

−

�7

(5.1)

where SŒŒ is the vertical stress into the rib‑side adjacent to the opening, �// is the
vertical stress perpendicular to the opening, x is the distance into the rib‑side and c is
the half of opening width. Eq. (5.1) is named by (MESE) MSHA Elastic Stress Equation,
which is applicable along x‑axis for (x/c > 1). It is able to predict the rib stresses with
only knowledge of the seam depth (H) and the entry width (2c). However, this equation
is available for two‑dimension geometry (i.e., there is no consideration for the third
dimension) subjected to isotropic stress in a homogeneous medium. Eq. (5.1) is
independent of the material mechanical properties and the opening height (t).
Terry et al. (1991) tried to verify numerically Eq. (5.1) by using FLAC2D finite
difference program. They adapted a very precise mesh to overcome the mesh effect.
They applied their iterations for a constant excavation height with various widths at
various depths in a homogeneous medium. The obtained vertical stress SŒŒ from their
numerical model matched well the analytical solution Eq. (5.1), except the point at the
excavation border that attracted vertical stress value higher than the analytical value.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the MESE model, Heasley (1998)
developed an analytical model that is called “LAMODEL” as shown in Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3)
to predict the vertical stress at the edge of a two‑dimensional slot on a laminated
overburden, where the seam thickness (t) and the elastic properties of the overburden
are taken into consideration.
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�// = �// . �
�=

�’

2�‡ L
�
���

7••
.•‘ˆ

(5.2)

12(1 − � 7 )

(5.3)

where SŒŒ is the vertical stress into the rib‑side adjacent to the opening, �// is the
vertical stress perpendicular to the opening, x is the distance into the rib‑side and c is
the half of opening width, �” is the elastic modulus of the seam, � is the elastic modulus
of the overburden, t is the extraction thickness for (x/c > 1), �’ is the lamination
thickness in the rockmass and ν is the Poisson ratio of the overburden rockmass.
Wilson (1980) suggested that, after the goaf consolidation due to stress
redistribution, the vertical stress within the goaf increases linearly from zero at the
ribside to the pre‑mining vertical stress at a distance from the rib‑side equals to 0.3 –
0.4 times z, where z is the mining depth. Wilson (1982) also suggested that the peak
vertical stress on the rib‑side (the “abutment pressure”) might be as high as six times
the initial one and occurs at the limit of the crushed coal. The generally accepted stress
re‑distribution developed by Wilson (1982) is as shown in Figure 5.3. However, Wilson
proposed a 2D model and he did not consider the effect of the third direction that may
play an important role in the stress redistribution. Also, he did not refer to the material
properties and their effects on stress redistribution.

Szz$=$6$γH$

Vertical,stress

Szz$=$σzz$=$γH$
Crushed,coal

Virgin,coal

Szz$=$0.0$

Distance
0.3,H,0,0.4,H

0.12,H
H$=,mining,depth

Figure 5.3 Scheme of stress distribution in goaf and over pillar (Wilson, 1982).

Whilst Wilson (1982) suggested that the abutment pressure could reach up to the six
times the initial one onto the rib‑side, Brady and Brown (2002) proposed that the
consolidation process would reduce the pressure on the adjacent pillars, because the
consolidated material would absorb part of the vertical load. Whittaker and Singh
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(1979) considered an advancing longwall face at moderate depth in Great Britain and
obtained a nomograph indicating the vertical stress distribution around a longwall
excavation as shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Whittaker and Singh (1979)
established another value of the abutment pressure on the rib‑sides. They suggested
that the vertical stress may increase up to 4 times the initial magnitude.

Figure 5.4 Vertical stress distribution in and around the longwall panel, KK’ and LL’ are vertical
sections of the vertical stress distribution at goaf edge and goaf center, respectively (Whittaker
and Singh, 1979).

Figure 5.5 Nomograph layout indicating vertical stress distribution in and around a longwall
panel of 200 m width (Whittaker and Singh, 1979).
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Gerhard (1994) established a normalized stress distribution around a longwall panel
of 200 m width as shown in Figure 5.6. His model based on the mathematical solution,
which is based on the theory of elasticity. Gerhard’s model assumed that the seam is
wide but thin, with total closure by elastic deformation of the overlying and underlying
strata.

z

x

Panel width = 200 m
Figure 5.6 Normalized major principal stresses around a wide opening in elastic material
(Gerhard, 1994).

Smart and Haley (1987) and Sheorey (1993) suggested that the peak stress on the
adjacent rib‑side will reduce to the overburden weight (�// ) at a distance equal to 0.12H
(i.e., 12% of the depth of cover). Wilson (1982) found that the overburden weight
should be reached at distance equal to 0.3H (i.e., 30% of the depth of cover). Choi and
McCain (1980), Smart and Haley (1987), Trueman (1989) and Lawrence (2009)
assumed that the stress within the goaf increases linearly, while Yavuz (2004)
suggested that the stress distributes in form of S‑shape.
5.1.2.2

Mechanical properties of the goaf

Despite the caved materials are the same as the immediate strata, it could be
considered as deformed fragmented rocks that behave mechanically in a different
manner. The materials that caved into the mined‑out area are compressed under the
pressure of the overlying rock and become consolidated after a certain period of time.
Salamon (1983) defined the goaf area in terms of compressive stress‑strain relation of
the caved materials, which could be expressed as:
�=
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where � is the vertical compressive stress, � is the vertical strain in the goaf area, a and
b are constants. Three types of the caved materials have been defined by Salamon
(1983), a and b values for each type are as shown in Table 5.3. A comparison between
the three‑fill materials A, B and C was plotted as shown in Figure 5.7.
Table 5.3 Suggested values of a and b for different fill material (Salamon, 1983).
� (���)
20.57
6.52
1.30

Material type
A
B
C

b
0.214
0.368
0.547

200"
180"

Vertical)stress)(MPa))

160"
140"

A

B

C

120"
100"
80"
60"
40"
20"
0"
0.00"

0.10"

0.20"

0.30"

0.40"

0.50"

0.60"

Vertical)strain))

Figure 5.7 Compression characteristics of the three fill material.

Mukherjee et al. (1994) suggested that the constants of Salamon’s formula (Eq.(5.4))
must be varied across the caved zone in order to obtain a realistic normal stress
distribution. They recommended Eqs. ((5.5) and (5.6)) to calculate the a and b
constants, respectively.
� = �› (1 − � L4F- œ )
� = b1 − � › (1 − � L4F-

œ

)

(5.5)
(5.6)

where x is the distance from the rib‑side and H is the mining depth. For three different
depths and three different excavation height (i.e., nine working conditions) numerical
modeling was performed to find out the most suitable values of the three parameters.
The recommended values of the three parameters �› , � › and b1 are as shown in Table
5.4. However, Mukherjee et al. (1994) concluded that the proposed values are not
suitable for very soft or very hard strata. Further research is required for such
conditions.
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Table 5.4 Suggested constants for numerical simulation of caved zone using chamber of mines
formula (Mukherjee et al., 1994).
Mining depth H (m)

�›
4.0

b1
0.3

�›
0.12

3.0
4.5
1.5
3.0

4.0
4.0
0.8
0.8

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2

0.09
0.02
0.20
0.14

4.5
1.5
3.0
4.5

0.8
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1

0.07
0.21
0.14
0.07

Excavation height t (m)
1.5

100

500

800

Hsiung and Peng (1985) used the finite element method for simulating the
mechanical properties of the goaf material. They proposed a possible stiffness for
different types of goaf material that subjected to different compaction situations as
presented in Table 5.5.
Smart and Haley (1987) used the roof strata tilt theory to define the relationship
between roof‑floor convergence (opening closure) and goaf material resistance. The
roof strata tilt theory assumes that the broken materials of the caved rocks behave as a
very large stone‑built pack next to the longwall face. Based on in‑situ measurements
from the Scottish coalfield, Smart and Haley (1987) proposed a stress‑strain relation for
the caved material, which could be expressed as follows:
� = 512.9� G − 294� 5 + 121� 7 − 1.7� + 0.007 (MPa)

(5.7)

where � is the vertical stress in the goaf and � the vertical strain in the goaf.
Table 5.5 Suggested goaf material properties for various compaction state (Hsiung and Peng,
1985).
Material name

Sandstone

Shale

Coal

Young’s modulus
(MPa)
605

Poisson ratio
0.10

Compaction state of goaf
material
Well packed

413
345
242
172
138
60.5
43.1
34.5

0.08
0.05
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.10
0.08
0.05

Normally packed
Loosely packed
Well packed
Normally packed
Loosely packed
Well packed
Normally packed
Loosely packed

Trueman (1989) attempted to extend the work of Smart and Haley (1987) by using
the numerical modeling to obtain more realistic values of compaction of the caved
rocks. In addition, he modified the stress‑strain relationship of Smart and Haley (Eq.
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(5.7)) to make it more representative of their measured values. Trueman (1989)
constructed a two‑dimensional finite element model to investigate the vertical stresses
distribution within the goaf area. He defined the goaf area firstly by assuming that the
immediate roof of the coal seam has a buckling factor (BF) of 1.5, because the FEM
model could not simulate the caving process. The modified stress‑strain relationship
obtained by Trueman (1989) could be expressed as shown in Eq. (5.8), which is only
applicable for materials with a buckling factor (BF) approaching 1.5. He found that the
goaf could develop a vertical stress in excess of the overburden weight (the initial
vertical stress).
�=

�
(MPa)
0.164 − 0.44�

(5.8)

We tried to distinguish the difference between the two previous formulas Eqs. (5.7)
and (5.8) proposed by Smart and Haley (1987) and Trueman (1989), respectively. The
vertical stress values were calculated from the two formulas for the same vertical strain
table. We found that the two formulas of Smart and Haley (1987) and Trueman (1989)
are very close to each other and there is almost no difference between them as shown in
Figure 5.8. The two formulas of Smart and Haley (1987) and Trueman (1989) express
the same behavior of material type A in the formula suggested by Salamon (1983) (see
Figure 5.7).
5"
4.5"

Vertical)stress)(MPa))

4"
σ!=!512.9ℇ4!)!294ℇ3!+!121ℇ2!)!1.7ℇ!+0.007

3.5"
3"
2.5"
2"

σ!=!ℇ/(0.164!)!0.44ℇ)

1.5"
1"
Smart"and"Haley"(1987)"
Trueman"(1989)"

0.5"
0"
0.00"

0.03"

0.06"

0.09"

0.12"

0.15"

0.18"

0.21"

0.24"

0.27"

Vertical)strain))

Figure 5.8 Smart and Haley (1987) vs. Trueman (1989).

In order to take the buckling factor (BF) into consideration, Salamon (1990)
enhanced his own formula (Eq.(5.4)) to be as shown in Eq. (5.9).
�=

�F �
1 − (�/�[ )

(5.9)
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where, � is the vertical compressive stress, � is the vertical strain in the goaf area, �F is
the initial tangent elastic modulus of the goaf material, and �[ is the maximum possible
strain of the buckled goaf material. The �[ can be defined in terms of the initial buckling
factor (BF) as follows:
�[ =

�� − 1
��

(5.10)

The initial tangent modulus of the goaf material, �F (MPa), can be defined as a function
of the compressive strength of intact rock (�¥ ) and the buckling factor (BF) (Pappas and
Mark, 1993 and Yavuz, 2004):
10.39 �¥ 4.FG7
�F =
�� ¦.¦

(5.11)

Salamon (1991) tried to determine the stress distribution in the goaf analytically by
using a laminated model of stacked linear elastic plates associated with a non‑linear
compaction property for the caved zone. He characterized the goaf material by an
‘effective’ modulus and the coal seam by an elastic modulus. This allowed the caved
zone to be modelled as a non‑linear strain‑hardening material. Since 1991, researchers
at the Camborne School of Mines used the experimental double yield mechanical model
(DY) that is integrated in FLAC numerical software. The DY model is capable of
simulating the strain‑hardening behavior with irreversible compaction of the cave‑in
material. The failure criterion consists of two yield surfaces, one of which is mainly
active for the shear yield, and another is active during the volumetric yield. The shear
yield surface corresponds to Mohr‑Coulomb failure criterion. The volumetric yield
surface or “cap surface” has to be defined by stress‑volumetric strain table. The cap
surface could be defined by the cap pressure “Pc” which is related to plastic volumetric
strain. The cap pressure is not the vertical stress within the goaf area, however it could
approach the vertical stress values.
From his experience at Singareni Coalfield, Sheorey (1993) developed Eqs. (3.1) and
(5.13) to evaluate the moduli E and K over the goaf span by using finite element method.
The theory of beams on elastic foundations was used to show that:
-

�c = 600( § )©

(5.12)

Kgoaf = 0.0256 Kseam

(5.13)

¨

where, Ei is the elastic modulus of the ith goaf element, xi is the distance of the ith goaf
element from rib‑side, L is the half of span or width of the goaf in perpendicular
direction to the work face and p = 13(1 − § )F.7N , K is the bulk modulus of the goaf
material.
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Pappas and Mark (1993) conducted laboratory compressive tests to study the
consolidation behavior of loose material. They claimed that Salamon’s formula (Eq.
(5.9)) is valid for representing the mechanical stress‑strain behavior of the caved‑in
material. King and Whittaker (1971) and Choi and McCain (1980) proposed another
technique, which is based on the shear angle to determine the goaf loading. They
suggested that the shear angle might be equal to the angle of draw angle used in
subsidence analysis, however, this concept is not widely accepted.
Thin et al. (1993) suggested that all models should be validated, where possible, by
available in‑situ measurements such as; goaf stress, roof‑floor convergence, surface
subsidence and pillar loading. He developed more complex 2D numerical model by
using the double yield mechanical behavior. The parameters used in the numerical
modeling were derived from the goaf stress‑strain relationship developed by Trueman
(1989) (Eq. (5.8)). However, Thin et al. (1993) claimed that the finite element method
was not able to simulate a strain‑hardening material. For that, he performed a manual
iterative technique as an initial solution. In his numerical model, the goaf was generated
instantly after panel excavation. The goaf was split into a number of elements, each of
which has different elastic properties, where the elastic modulus increased with
distance into the caved area with increasing of the expected material compaction. After
the first run, the vertical stresses and strains of each goaf element were compared with
the stress‑strain relation given by Eq. (5.8). Then, they adjusted the elastic modulus
within the goaf area in function of its agreement with Eq. (5.8).
Thin et al. (1993) supposed that using the DY mechanical model to represent the goaf
is considered to be much more realistic than the elastic mechanical model used by
Trueman (1989). He concluded that i) a thicker mining seam produces a thicker and
more deformable goaf ii) the greater overburden load results more quickly in a stiffer
goaf response, because of the strain‑hardening nature of the goaf iii) the stress
redistribution in the goaf will be affected by the mining phases (one phase mining or
gradually mining). Many other authors used the Double Yield mechanical model to
simulate the goaf material based on Salamon’s stress‑strain relation (Eq.(5.9)) such as;
Yavuz (2004), Lawrence (2009), Shabanimashcool and Charlie (2012, 2013) and
Zizheng Zhang et al. (2015).
Xie et al. (1999) considered the caved material within the goaf as a loose material,
which is progressively compressed under the overburden rock strata where the elastic
modulus, Poisson ratio and density are time dependent. The goaf mechanical properties
and density could be expressed in function of time (t) as follows:
� = 1600 + 800 1 − � L4.7Qˆ
� = 15 + 175 1 − � L47Qˆ
� = 0.05 + 0.2 1 − �

L4.7Qˆ

(kg/m3)

(MPa)

(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
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Kose and Cebi (2010) suggested that the elastic modulus of the goaf material could
be found within a wide interval of (15‑3500) MPa. Tajdus (2009) conducted a back
analysis in eleven sites of a Polish mine for determining the elastic modulus value
within the area that influenced by mining. He found that the elastic modulus in
horizontal direction and in vertical direction are very low, in the range between 50 MPa
and 150 MPa.
Saeedi et al. (2010) developed a method by using FLAC2D based on applying a grid
force on the above roof and the floor below the goaf area. This magnitude of a grid force
was calculated based on the roof convergence induced at the grid point using Salamon’s
goaf formula (Eq.(5.9)). Saeedi et al. (2010) adjusted Salamon’s model to limit the roof
convergence to be 50% of the excavation height, while the vertical stress generated by
the goaf material at this convergence is equal to the virgin vertical stress.
Wei Yang et al. (2014) constructed a FLAC3D numerical model to simulate one
longwall panel. They used the Mohr‑Coulomb failure criterion for all layers while the
goaf area was not filled, which means that the mechanical properties within the goaf
area are the same as the mechanical properties of the host‑rock. Cheng et al. (2010),
Jiang et al. (2012) and Basarir et al. (2015) used a very soft material with low elastic
modulus value to simulate the goaf material. Cheng et al. (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012)
assigned elastic modulus of 190 MPa and Poisson ratio of 0.25 to the goaf material.
Basarir et al. (2015) focused on predicting the magnitude and orientation of stresses
due to longwall mining rather than satisfying the stability that is why they preferred
using the elastic mechanical model than the elasto‑plastic or the double yield
mechanical model.
From the previous presented studies, we can conclude that the goaf materials that is
produced due to longwall mining could be presented and simulated numerically in
many different manners. This part of mine could be presented either with soft elastic
mechanical properties that depend strongly on the rockmass conditions as proposed by
many authors such as; Hsiung and Peng (1985), Salamon (1991), Sheorey (1993), Xie et
al. (1999), Cheng et al. (2010), Jiang et al. (2012), Basarir et al. (2015) Cheng et al.
(2010), Jiang et al. (2012), Tajdus (2009) and Kose and Cebi (2010), or with elasto‑
plastic mechanical behavior as proposed by; Wei Yang et al. (2014), or with strain‑
hardening mechanical behavior “double yield” as proposed by; Salamon (1983), Smart
and Haley (1987), Trueman (1989), Salamon (1990), Pappas and Mark (1993),
Mukherjee et al. (1994), Thin et al. (1993), Yavuz (2004), Lawrence (2009), Saeedi et al.
(2010), Shabanimashcool and Charlie (2012, 2013) and Zizheng Zhang et al. (2015) .
5.1.2.3

Surface subsidence due to caving

Surface subsidence is one of the old issues that are relevant to longwall caving
mining. Many researchers have developed empirical methods to predict the surface
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Subsidence/Seam&thickness&(t)

subsidence due to longwall excavations. The NCB subsidence handbook (1975) adopted
a relationship for estimating the surface subsidence due to mining operations. The New
South Wales Department of Minerals Resources (DRM) issued handbooks that
aggregate the in‑situ subsidence from three coal fields, the Southern coal field (Holla,
1985), the Newcastle coal field (Holla, 1987) and Western coal field (Holla, 1991). Also,
Waddington and Kay (1995) developed an empirical method that could be used to
predict the surface subsidence due to longwall mining. Figure 5.9 illustrates the
subsidence prediction curves that have been provided by the different authors, which
are commonly known as S‑curves. It is clearly shown that the NCB values are
significantly larger than those obtained by Holla (1985, 1987 and 1991) and
Waddington and Kay (1995) which could be the effect of overburden nature (the weak
overburden produces large surface subsidence than the rigid one).

Panel&width&(W)/mining&depth&(H)

Figure 5.9 Prediction curves of maximum incremental subsidence (mine subsidence engineering
consultants, 2007).

The in-situ surface subsidence in the Provence coal mine had been measured and
correlated in function of panel width (W)-mining depth (H) ratio as shown in Figure 5.10
(Arcamone, 1980). The estimated subsidence curve of the Provence coal mine is similar
as the curves proposed by Waddington and Kay (1995) as shown in Figure 5.11. The
critical panel width has been defined as the width that equals to the mining depth
(critical panel width W/H= 1), and the super critical panel width is the width that equals
or larger than 1.4 times the mining depth (super critical panel width W/H  1.4). It is
clearly shown that the subsidence increased with the increase of panel width (W) to
mining depth (H) ratio. However, the surface subsidence is constant for the super
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critical panel width, where the angle of draw does not increase and subsequently the
subsidence does not increase as well.
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Figure 5.10 In‑situ surface subsidence of the Provence coal mine (Arcamone, 1980).
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Figure 5.11 Global surface subsidence curves vs. the subsidence curves of the Provence coal mine.
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5.1.3 Summary
As shown above, many equivalent mechanical properties and mechanical models
have been proposed to be assigned to the goaf material in numerical modeling. The
main objective of this chapter is to numerically simulate the caved zone and the
fractured zone (the goaf) that accompany the longwall mining. Then, the goaf will be
implemented within the large‑scale model of the Provence coal mine that includes many
longwall panels. Simulating this part of the mine numerically will permit us to observe
the stress re‑distribution and its effects on the surrounding rockmass. The available in‑
situ data that concern the goaf presence in the Provence coal mine are the observation
of total collapse between the roof and the floor during the face advance, the vertical
stress evolution in function of the working face advance and the in‑situ surface
subsidence in function of the panel width (W)‑the mining depth (H) ratio.
In order to simulate the goaf area of the Provence coal mine longwall panels and
their consequences, we verified each simulation step either with in‑situ observations
that already exist in the mine or with other studies suited on the same conditions. We
seek to reproduce the environment accompanying the goaf presence, like the total
convergence between the roof and floor after panels excavation, the in‑situ surface
subsidence and the ratio between the induced vertical stress to the initial one along the
goaf area and on the rib‑side. For that, the goaf geometry (i.e., the fractured zone height
and the caved zone height) has been estimated based on the previous studies that are
subjected to similar conditions (i.e., intermediate to strong overburden rocks). Then,
three different models have been developed and implemented to express the
mechanical behavior within the goaf area. Two of these models are based on the elastic
mechanical behavior which is widely accepted, while the third one is based on the
double yield mechanical model (based on Salamon’s formula) that takes the
consolidation behavior into consideration, which is a reliable model and widely used in
the recent researches.

5.2

Goaf numerical simulation

The numerical simulation of the goaf area in such a complex model is a challenge,
where the initial stresses are highly heterogeneous, the block sizes in the caved and
fractured zones are unknown, the consolidation processes took place in the caved zone,
however, the stress‑volumetric strain hardening process had not been measured. In
addition, the longwall panels have regular width (200 m) with irregular lengths (400 –
1400 m).
A simple 3D numerical model was constructed by using the finite difference code
FLAC3D as shown in Figure 5.12. This model simulates the excavation of 7 longwall
panels at the coal seam level. The top of the model coincides with the ground surface at
level z=0.0 while the excavated panels lies at depth of 1000 m below the surface. The
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panels in this model have regular width of 200 m and length of 1400 m (the super‑
critical panel length). This model is very large; it contains approximately 2.5 million
mesh. The mesh density was adjusted to be fine enough near the excavated area and it
increased by ratio of 1.1 up to the model borders. Four different rock types were
specified: the coal seam, the Fuvelian, Rognacian with height 400 m and 600 m,
respectively above the coal seam and Jurassic limestone beds below it. The overall
dimensions of the model are the same as the large‑scale model that is presented in
Chapter 3. The model boundaries are fixed except the top is free. The initial stress state
within this model corresponds to method M#4 that has already been presented in
Chapter 4. The method M#4 has been chosen because the initial vertical stress in this
method is a function of the overburden weight (σzz = γz). In another word, the method
M#4 has been chosen to be sure that vertical stress and vertical displacement at the
earth’s surface (at z = 0.0) are equal to zero, which are very important conditions for
model calibration as demonstrated later on in this chapter.

.

6020 m

2700 m.

z = 0.0

4600

m.

Figure 5.12 A simplified 3D numerical model.

5.2.1 Goaf geometry
There are many dominant factors in goaf simulation, such as the height of the caved
zone, the height of the fractured zone and the mechanical properties of both of them.
The geometry of the caved zone and the fractured zone and their heights above the
excavated coal seam were obtained based on the previous studies reported in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2. The fractured zone height (Hf) was plotted versus the mining depth (H)
for many cases around the world, where the overburden rocks are medium to strong
rocks. It was found that the height of the fractured zone could extend from 3 m up to
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230 m above the mining seam. Also, we found that the fractured zone height is
independent of the mining depth as shown in Figure 5.13. The fractured zone height
corresponds mining depth of 1000 m (the Provence coal mine) is equal to 80 m (Figure
5.13).
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Figure 5.13 Fractured zone height versus mining depth.

Another method was applied to obtain the height of the fractured zone and the caved
zone above the coal seam. The coal seam height (t = 2.5 m) was substituted in all
reported ranges in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 in order to produce a presentable histogram
of the most frequent values of the fractured zone height and the caved zone height. We
found that the most frequent values of fractured zone heights are positioned between
(70‑80) m and (80‑90) m as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14 The frequency of the fractured zone height.
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Therefore, we considered that the fractured zone is approximately equal to 80 m
(32t), which falls into the ranges proposed by Peng and Chiang (1984), Singh and
Kendorski (1981), Palchik (1989), Richard et al. (1990), Booth and Spande (1992),
Chekan and Listak (1993), Palchik (2003), Wenbing et al. (2012) and Zhang et al.
(2013). We found also that the most frequent values of the caved zone height are ranged
between (5‑10) m and (10‑15) m as shown in Figure 5.15. For that, we considered that
the average value of the caved zone above the coal mining seam is equal to 10 m (4t),
which matches the values proposed by Kenny (1969), Singh and Kendorski (1981),
Hasenfus et al. (1998), Chekan and Listak (1993), Palchik et al. (2002), Miao et al.
(2011) and Shabanimashcool (2012). Both of the caved zone and the fractured zones
were assumed to be in rectangular shape as shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15 The frequency of the caved zone height.
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Figure 5.16 Goaf geometry above one panel (W = 200 m) in the numerical model of the Provence
coal mine.
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5.2.2 Goaf mechanical properties
In mines, when panels are totally mined out, the roof and floor get totally in contact
(full closure), which permits the vertical stress to be generated within the goaf area.
However, due to the hypothesis of elastic behavior in the numerical model, the
convergence between roof and floor might be less than the coal seam thickness. This
happens in particular when the stiffness of the roof is too high to produce such great
displacement value. In the Provence coal mine case, we tried to estimate numerically
the mechanical properties within the goaf area. The elastic modulus of the goaf is
calibrated with the total convergence between the roof and the floor of one panel (sub‑
critical phase) with 200 m width (W) and length (L) varies between 400 m to 1400 m.
Then, once the convergence is fulfilled and the vertical stress is induced within the goaf,
the model is calibrated with the in‑situ ground surface subsidence for multi‑panel with
maximum width (W) of 1400 m and maximum length (L) of 1400 m (critical phase).
Three different approaches are developed to present the mechanical properties of the
goaf in sub‑critical phase.
5.2.2.1

Model 1

In model 1, we assumed that the goaf area is composed of two zones (the caved zone
(Hc = 4t) and the fractured zone (Hf = 32t)) as shown in Figure 5.17.

32t

(400
#)#14
00)#m
.

.
200#m

4t

Caved#zone#(Ecaved#=#225#MPa.)
Fractured#zone#(Efractured#=#Ehostrock/2)

Figure 5.17 3D Isometric view of the caved zone and the fractured zone above one panel (W = 200
m and L= (400 ‑ 1400) m) (Model 1).

The mechanical behavior of model 1 is elastic. The elastic modulus of the fractured
zone (Efactured‑zone) was initially assumed to be the half of the host‑rock “Fuvelian
limestone” elastic modulus (Ehostrock) (i.e., Efactured‑zone = Ehostrock (Efuvelian)/2 = 4226 MPa).
Nevertheless, iterations were carried out to estimate the caved zone modulus for
various length to width ratios (L/W = 2 ‑ 7) that satisfy the total convergence between
the roof and floor. Firstly, the elastic modulus of the caved zone was assumed to be the
same as the host‑rock (i.e., Ecaved‑zone = Ehostrock), which represents the case without any
changes in the mechanical properties (without goaf). The last iteration was carried out
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with (i.e., Ecaved‑zone = Ehostrock /37 =0.027 Ehostrock = 225 MPa). For all of the performed
iterations the Poisson ratio was not changed (i.e., �factured‑zone= �caved‑zone=�hostrock).
5.2.2.2

Model 2

This model is conceptually similar to the model proposed by Sheorey (1993). But, in
this model the elastic modulus (Egoaf) of the goaf was assumed to vary linearly in the
vertical direction (not in the horizontal direction as assumed by Sheorey (1993)) within
the goaf height (Hc + Hf = 36t) as shown in Figure 5.18. The mechanical behavior of
model 2 is elastic as well. The elastic modulus begins from a certain value Eimmediate‑roof,
which is the value of the elastic modulus within the first few meters of the roof directly
above the opening, and increases linearly within the goaf up to Ehostrock at 36t (the end of
the goaf geometry as defined above). Eimmediate‑roof is different than Ecaved‑zone in model 1,
which it is for few meters (not more than 3 m (numerical zone height)), however, Ecaved‑
zone was defined to be implemented in a height of 4t (see Figure 5.16). Eq. (5.17) was
fitted to estimate Egoaf at any point through the goaf by assuming that the Poisson ratio
is � goaf = � hostrock and the immediate roof above the excavation has Eimmediate‑roof. The only
parameter value that could be changed in this equation (Eq. (5.17)) is the Eimmediate‑roof,
for that, we tried to operate the model by using different values of Eimmediate‑roof. Four
different values were tried: 600, 450, 225 and 180 MPa. Then, the elastic modulus Egoaf
could be estimated at any point (ℎ¬ .t) within the goaf by using Eq. (5.17).
Egoaf(hg.t) =

•-®•¯°®±² L •§³³´µ§¶¯´·°®®¸
-.ˆ

. �¬ . � + Eimmediate‑roof

(5.17)

where (x.t) is the maximum height influenced by the goaf, t is the coal seam thickness (t
= 2.5 m). In the current study we found that (x.t = 36t = 36*2.5 = 90 m) is the maximum
height of the goaf that corresponds Egoaf(36.t) and (ℎ¬ .t) is the height that corresponds to
Egoaf(hg.t), ℎ¬ ranges between 0.0 (the direct roof) and 36 (the end of the goaf geometry).

Figure 5.18 Linear variation of the elastic modulus within the goaf area (Model 2).
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5.2.2.3

Model 3

In the caved zone, the rock moves down and separates from the host‑rock. Once the
separation happens, this separated rocks behaves as a loose material. But, after certain
period, these rocks start to consolidate. In model 3, we simulated the goaf behavior as
equivalent mechanical properties as the previous model (model 2), in addition to
adding the consolidation behavior within the consolidated zone (xt), where x.t is the
height of the consolidated zone that will be calibrated with the surface subsidence. The
mechanical model is elastic and the double‑yield constitutive model was used to
simulate the consolidation behavior of the consolidated zone (xt) as shown in Figure
5.19.

Figure 5.19 Constitutive models within the goaf.

The constitutive Double Yield mechanical model in FLAC3D intend to present the
material with significant irreversible deformation (i.e., volumetric yield). To implement
the double yield mechanical model in the consolidated zone, the required physical and
mechanical properties are the bulk modulus K, shear modulus G, cohesion C, tensile
strength T, density , the ratio between the elastic bulk modulus to the plastic one (R),
and the hardening table that links the stress to volumetric strain, where (R > 1) and (K
and G) are the maximum value of bulk and shear modulus during the consolidation
process. The volume changing due to the hardening processes takes into account i) the
shear failure envelope ii) tensile failure envelope iii) volumetric yield surface (or “cap”).
The cap surface is defined by the cap pressure (Cp), where Cp > 0 and Cp  initial vertical
stress. The hardening behavior of the cap pressure is activated by volumetric plastic
strain. The tangential K and G evolve as a plastic volumetric strain takes place according
to a special law defined in term of the factor R.
In our case, we assumed that both C and T do not change under hardening, where C is
equal to 0.01 MPa and T is equal to 0.0 MPa for the caved materials. The maximum
values of the elastic parameters K and G were assumed to be equal to those assigned to
the host‑rock (Fuvelian) in case of maximum consolidation. The hardening table was
obtained by using Salamon’s analytical equation (Eq. (5.9)), where the maximum strain
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was calculated by using Eq. (5.10) by using buckling factor (BF = 1.4) and the initial
tangential elastic modulus (�F ) calculated from Eq. (5.11), where the laboratory tests
reported that the uniaxial compressive strength (�¥ ) is equal to 140 MPa for the
Fuvelian rockmass.
In order to verify the rationality of the input parameters of the double yield
mechanical model within the consolidated zone, a single mesh test with dimensions 1 m
× 1 m × 1 m was carried out as shown in Figure 5.20. The loading was simulated by
applying a vertical velocity with fixed boundary conditions. The input parameters were
fitted by an iterative change of the R factor and the angle of friction. We found that, in
our case, the numerical values obtained from one single mesh test matched Salamon’s
analytical solution Eq. (5.9) (Figure 5.20) when the friction angle of the consolidated
material equals to 5° and the R factor equals to 20.
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Figure 5.20 Stress strain curve (numerical vs. analytical).

5.2.3 Implementation of the goaf in one isolated panel (sub‑critical)
The first and the second models were implemented in case of one isolated panel with
200 m width and varying lengths. The main purpose of implementing these models in
one isolated panel is to obtain the mechanical properties of each that fulfill the total
convergence between the roof and floor, where the vertical displacement of the roof is
significantly larger than the floor uplift. In model 1, the modulus of elasticity within the
caved zone was decreased up to a certain value where the total closure was achieved. In
model 2, the value of the Eimmediate‑roof was decreased in order to produce a convergence
equal to the coal seam thickness (2.5 m). In model 3, which is similar to model 2, the
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modulus of elasticity was applied in the goaf area based on Eq. (5.18), then the caved
zone of x.t = 4.t =10 m height was imposed to hardening process based on the Double
Yield constitutive model.
In the numerical model, once the total closure was reached, the excavations width
was enlarged to cover more than one panel up to seven panels with maximum width of
1400 m (super‑critical panel width). Each of the proposed models were implemented
and the mechanical properties of each were calibrated with the in‑situ measurements of
the surface subsidence.

5.2.4 Implementation of the goaf in multi‑panels phase (critical and super‑
critical phases) and model calibration
Many authors used the subsidence curves in order to calibrate their numerical
models. In the case of the Provence, the subsidence empirical curve (Figure 5.10) was
used to calibrate the goaf mechanical properties. In order to reproduce the surface
subsidence by using the numerical modeling, the goaf was implemented within the
model during each excavation step as shown in Figure 5.21. The proposed models
(Model 1 – Model 3) were implemented into the goaf area and goaf mechanical
properties was calibrated with the surface subsidence.
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Figure 5.21 Implementation of the goaf in multi‑panel phase.

The interpenetration between the roof and the floor of an excavation is a common
problem in the numerical modeling while using the large displacement model, where a
group of elements become in contact with another element or group of elements, which
is not a physical phenomenon. The interpenetration occurs in case of large scale
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excavations accompanying high vertical displacement. FLAC3D has the possibility to
integrate the interface as collection of triangular elements acts like a spring that
consumes the energy of the system and could prevent the interpenetration. The
interface should be identified by certain mechanical parameters such as; friction,
cohesion, dilation and tensile strength in addition to the normal and shear stiffness Kn
and Ks for interface elastic behavior.
However, in case of pure elastic mechanical behavior, such as in model 1 and model
2, when excavations larger than 200 m width are performed, the interface concentrates
high displacement near to its nodes, which do not allow the vertical displacement to
contribute up to the surface of the model to produce the predicted surface subsidence.
Thus, we used another numerical procedure to prevent the interpenetration. The
procedure includes filling the excavated area with very soft material after 95% of the
convergence has been occurred (95% has been chosen to let some space to be filled
with the soft material), which permit us to evaluate the effect, on the surface (i.e.,
subsidence), of the presence of heterogeneous material within the goaf. Figure 5.22
shows the general flowsheet of the numerical process of goaf modeling in case of model
1 and model 2. The panels were excavated with different width from 0.2 to 1.4 H and the
mechanical properties within the goaf area were changed according to either model 1 or
model 2 then the surface subsidence was calibrated with the in‑situ measurements.
NO
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Figure 5.22 General flowsheet of modeling process.

Nevertheless, the effect of introducing an interface after excavation did not appear
while applying a non‑elastic mechanical behavior within the adjacent zones as in model
3. For that, another modeling procedure has been developed in case of using model 3 as
goaf material after panels excavation. Figure 5.23 shows the general flowsheet of
modeling process in case of using goaf materials based on model 3. Two interfaces were
attached to the floor and roof of the excavated panel with normal and shear stiffness
equal to ten times the normal and shear stiffness of the adjacent zone (ITASCA, 2012b),
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respectively. The unbalanced force ratio of 1e‑7 was chosen for the three models in
order to be sure that the displacement at the surface did not increase with number of
step increasing (ITASCA, 2012b).
Model&geometry&and&meshing
Boundary&conditions&
and&material&properties&
Stress&initiation
Check&the&equilibrium&of&the&
initial&and&boundary&conditions&
Identify&the&goaf&height&=&(36t)&
where&t&is&the&seam&thickness
Panel&Excavation&&
W&=&0.2&H
Attach&two&interfaces&in&the&roof&and&Qloor&of&
the&panel&with&normal&and&shear&stiffness&equal&
to&10&times&the&stiffness&of&the&adjacent&zone
Change&the&young&modulus&of&
&the&goaf&area&(Model&3)
Apply&the&double&yield&hardening&
mechanical&model&within&the&caved&zone&
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Calibrate&the&subsidence&at&the&surface&
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!Determine!the
!mechanical!properties
within!the!goal!area
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Figure 5.23 General flowsheet of modeling process (model 3).

5.3 Results and discussion
Three main issues related to longwall mining was studied: i) roof‑floor convergence,
which permits the transmission of the vertical stress within the mined area, ii) surface
subsidence due to longwall mining and iii) stress redistribution within the goaf area and
on rib‑sides.

5.3.1 Roof ‑ floor convergence
In the Provence coal mine, it was observed that the excavated openings close totally
with the face advance. For that, we tried to reproduce this total convergence in the
numerical modeling. Model 1 and model 2 were implemented in case of sub‑critical
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panel width (one isolated panel) with 200 m width and 1400 m length in order to fulfill
the total convergence between the roof and the floor. Figure 5.24 shows the
convergence between roof and floor by using different elastic modulus within the caved
zone in model 1. We found that the convergence was affected by length to width ratio
(L/W = 2 ‑ 4), however, for ratio more than 4, the convergence stayed nearly constant.
Decreasing the elastic modulus (E) of the caved zone in model 1 up to 225 MPa (i.e.,
Ecaved‑zone = 0.027 Ehostrock = 225 MPa) was sufficient to produce total closure of the
opening. The convergence remained constant (100%) when the modulus was further
reduced.
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Figure 5.24 The total convergence in function of length/width ratio and the caved zone elastic
modulus (model 1).

The Eimmediate‑roof was decreased as well in model 2 in order to satisfy the total
convergence. We found that decreasing the Eimmediate‑roof up to 180 MPa (Eimmediate‑roof =
0.021 Ehostrock) is sufficient to produce total convergence between the roof and floor of
the panel as shown in Figure 5.25. Thus, we could express the heterogeneity within the
goaf area by using Eq. (5.18).
Egoaf(hg.t) =
Egoaf(hg.t) =

•-®•¯°®±² L4»F
-.ˆ

. ℎ¬ . � + 180

•-®•¯°®±² LF.F74•-®•¯°®±²
-.ˆ

Egoaf(hg.t) = �R¼‡ˆ½¼¥¾ 0.979

R¿
-

. ℎ¬ . � + 0.021�R¼‡ˆ½¼¥¾

+ 0.021

(5.18)

where (x.t) is, the maximum height influenced by the goaf, t = coal seam thickness = 2.5
m. x.t = 36t = 36*2.5 = 90 m. ℎ¬ ranges between 0.0 (the direct roof) and 36 (the end of
the goaf geometry).
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Figure 5.25 The total convergence in function of length/width ratio and the immediate roof
elastic modulus (model 2).

5.3.2 Surface subsidence
After obtaining the appropriate values of Ecaved and Eimmediate‑roof were obtained to
fulfill the total convergence, models 1, 2 and 3 were implemented in multi‑panel phase
and then calibrated with the in‑situ subsidence values. Model 1 was implemented
directly after panels excavation, where the Ecaved and Efractured‑zone are equal to 225 MPa
and 4226 MPa (Ehostrock/2 = 4226 MPa), respectively. The results reveal that the surface
subsidence produced due to panels excavation and goaf simulation by using model 1 are
rational up to panel width  500 m as shown in Figure 5.26, where model 1 permits us
to see that surface subsidence values lie between the maximum and the minimum
measured values.
However, for panel width 600 – 1100 m, the subsidence values resulting from
implementing model 1 were underestimated, which might be due to the mechanical
properties of the goaf material (caved zone and fractured zone) were not soft enough to
reproduce such high subsidence values. Also, the results show that the resulted surface
subsidence values from implementing model 1 within panel width between 1200 to
1400 m was little bit higher than the measured values. In order to satisfy the surface
subsidence, the Efractured‑zone was decreased to be less than the initially proposed value
(4226 MPa) in case of panel width less than 1200 m. We found that Efractured‑zone that
fulfilled the surface subsidence in case of panel width less than 1200 m is equal to 2113
MPa (i.e., Efactured‑zone= Ehostrock /4 = 2113 MPa). Figure 5.26 shows the produced surface
subsidence due to using different fractured zone values in model 1. Appendix C contains
the detailed subsidence curves for each numerical model.
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In model 2, the goaf area was substituted by equivalent material with linearly
varying Young’s modulus that began from Eimmediate‑roof (180 MPa) up to Ehostrock at 32t
height from the excavation. This model presented the heterogeneity within the goaf
area. The results show that model 2 is applicable for panel width  1000 m, where the
produced surface subsidence matched well the in‑situ measured values. However,
model 2 gave overestimated subsidence values for panels width > 1000 m, which could
be the influence of the consolidation. In other words, we can say that model 2 is able to
express efficiently the goaf zone in terms of its heterogeneity, and it could be used to
estimate the surface subsidence, but in reality, these subsidence values did not increase
with the same rate in case of critical and super‑critical panel width (W/H>1.0).
In order to be able to reproduce the surface subsidence in case of critical and super‑
critical panel width (W/H>1.0), the Eimmediate‑roof could be expressed as a consolidated
material (due to the hardening mechanical behavior after excavation). Another
calculation was performed to reproduce the surface subsidence in case of panel width
W > 1000 m, we found that the Eimmediate‑roof is to 1000 MPa in order to fulfill the surface
subsidence for panel width larger than 1000 m. Figure 5.26 shows the produced surface
subsidence in case of using model 2 for expressing the goaf area.
In model 3, the goaf area was presented in the same manner as model 2, but the
strain‑hardening mechanical behavior (i.e., Double yield) was implemented within the
caved zone (xt height) in order to present the consolidation process after panel
excavation and caving process. The height of the consolidated zone (xt) was calibrated
with the given surface subsidence. Two calculations were carried out. The first one was
based on applying the consolidation DY mechanical behavior within constant height
that is equal to the caved zone height (10 m) for all the panel widths. The second one
was based on applying the DY mechanical model within various heights, which
increased gradually from 4 m (1.6t) up to 15 m (6t) with panel width increasing. We
found that applying DY hardening behavior within the 10 meters of the goaf is able to
produce surface subsidence curve slightly different from the measured one. However,
applying the DY behavior within varying height could produce subsidence curve similar
to the in‑situ one as shown in Figure 5.26. Figure 5.27 shows the incremental
subsidence profiles obtained by simulating excavation of multi‑longwall panels, up to 7
panels of 200 m width each, with goaf simulation using model 3.
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Figure 5.26 Numerical surface subsidence curves.
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Figure 5.27 Incremental subsidence profiles obtained using model 3.

We can conclude that after panel excavation, height amount of vertical displacement
would be imposed in the roof and in the floor of the excavation as well as on the sides
walls. This displacement puts the roof on high compression stress and the floor on high
tension stress, which eventually could lead to the total collapse (i.e., roof‑floor
convergence). The vertical displacement produced in the roof is commonly higher than
that produced in the floor, which may be the influence of the gravitational force that
facilitate the collapse of the roof into the floor. This collapse produces a fragmented
material within the area of excavation, which has a little or no cohesion and low elastic
mechanical properties. The opening closure process could propagate upward to the
earth’s surface (i.e., surface subsidence) above the excavated zone, which begins from
few centimeters up to some meters. This fragmented material consolidates after certain
period and its elastic mechanical properties increase. However, the surface subsidence
does not decrease with the time.
In order to simulate numerically this complicated processes of longwall mining, we
tried to fulfill each criterion (i.e., roof‑floor convergence and surface subsidence). We
found that, in order to fulfill 100% of roof‑floor convergence, the fragmented material
within the caved zone or within the few meters above the excavation should have
equivalent elastic modulus range between (180 MPa – 220 MPa) or less. In order to
fulfill the surface subsidence numerically, three models have been developed to
simulate the equivalent mechanical properties within the goaf area that extends up to
90 m above the excavation, which includes the caved zone (with very low elastic
modulus) and the fractured zone (with slightly high elastic modulus). We found that, the
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goaf equivalent mechanical properties could be represented by different approaches to
fulfill the empirical surface subsidence. However, model 3 is able to simulate the
consolidation mechanical behavior of the goaf associated with longwall mining. In
addition, model 3 is more efficient to simulate the longwall mining where the panels
could be excavated separately (i.e., panel by panel) which is not possible by using
models 1 and 2 because of the interpenetration issue.

5.3.3 Stress redistribution due to longwall mining
The stress redistribution due to longwall mining creates over‑stressed zone and
distressed zones. This stress change is one of the most important factors that could
influence the stability after longwall panel excavation. Wilson (1980) suggested that the
vertical stress increases linearly from zero at the longwall borders near to the rib‑sides
up to the in‑situ values at the center of the goaf. Wilson (1980) suggested also that the
vertical stress at the rib‑sides is equal 6 times the initial values (Figure 5.3) and
Whittaker and Singh (1979) suggested that the vertical stress may increase up to 4
times the in‑situ stress magnitude (Figure 5.5).
In model 1, we found that the vertical stress increase in the goaf with increasing of
the panel width as shown in Figure 5.28. The vertical stress increased in ribsides with
width increasing. The vertical stress reached its maximum values in case of super
critical panel width (W = 1400 m), it increased 3 times its initial values in ribsides and
0.9 times in the goaf center.
In model 2, the results of vertical stress increment were different than model 1. The
vertical stress reached its maximum value (3.2 times its initial value) on ribsides at
panel width W = 600 m, then it declined in ribsides with its augmentation in the goaf
area itself. The vertical stress increased up to the overburden weight at the goaf’s
center at panel of super critical width W = 1400 m as shown in Figure 5.29.
In model 3, the longwall panels were excavated and the goaf area substituted by soft
equivalent material where part of it has been consolidated. We found that the vertical
stress increasing into the rib‑side is equal to 2.5 times the in‑situ value for panel with
width‑to‑mining depth (W/H) ratio equal to 0.2. But, when the excavation included
another panels, the induced vertical stress increased up to 4 times the in‑situ values for
panel (W/H  0.6) as shown in Figure 5.30, which matches the suggestion of Whittaker
and Singh (1979). However, the obtained vertical stress increment values were less
than the values proposed by Wilson (1980).
Also, we found that due to the consolidation process, the vertical stress at the goaf
area reached its initial value when the panel width (W) to mining depth (H) ratio is
equal to 1 (critical panel width). However, in case of super critical panel width (panel
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width (W) > mining depth (H)) the vertical stress within the goaf area may exceed the
initial value (Figure 5.30) due to the consolidation process.
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Figure 5.28 Vertical stress distribution in the goaf and on ribsides (model 1).
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Figure 5.29 Vertical stress distribution in the goaf and on ribsides (model 2).
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Figure 5.30 Vertical stress distribution after consolidation (model 3).

Also, we compared the general stress distribution sketch reported by Whittaker and
Singh (1979) (Figure 5.4) with the one that produced from our study (Figure 5.31). we
found that the vertical stress increased in the longwall face as well as the rib‑sides,
which is slightly different than the suggestion of Whittaker and Singh (1979) who
suggested that the vertical stresses increases at the longwall corners more than the
longwall face.
We also compared Gerhard’s model with the results of model 2 (100 % elastic model
without consolidation behavior), because his model is based mainly on the elastic
theory which is incomparable with the strain‑ hardening mechanical behavior. This
result could also verify that model 2 could be used to represent the goaf materials in
case of pure elastic behavior. The resulted stress distribution due to excavating 200 m
width panel (model 2) is as similar as the stress distribution proposed by Gerhard
(1994) (Figure 5.32).
Model 2 was implemented in case of two parallel panels with regular width of 200 m
and separated by 200 m width rib‑pillar as well. Figure 5.33 shows the induced to initial
vertical stress ratio at the center of two parallel panels separated by 200 m rib‑pillar.
We can notice that the goaf presences increased the vertical stress within the rib‑pillar
as well as on the rib‑side.
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Figure 5.33 Section of vertical stress distribution at the middle of 200 width rib‑pillar (a) without
goaf (b) with goaf (model 2).

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter examines the numerical simulation of the goaf. Defining the goaf area
needs some characterization like, the caved zone height, the fractured zone height and
the mechanical properties of both of them. The caved zone height and the fractured
zone height were defined based on previous researches. The widely and frequently used
caved zone height is equal to 4t, which matches the value proposed by Kenny (1969).
Also, the frequently used fractured zone height is equal to 32t, which falls into the range
proposed by Peng and Chiang (1984), where (t) is the thickness of the mined coal seam.
To simulate the goaf mechanical behavior and its consequences, we tried to
reproduce the environment accompanying the goaf presence, like the total convergence
between the roof and floor after panels excavation, the in‑situ surface subsidence and
the ratio between the induced vertical stress to the initial one along the goaf area and
on the rib‑side. Three different models were used to express the mechanical behavior
within the goaf area. Two of them are based on the elastic mechanical behavior, while
the third one takes the consolidation behavior into consideration (based on Salamon’s
model).
In model 1, the goaf area was divided into two different parts (caved zone and
fractured zone), each of them behaves elastically but with different mechanical behavior
than the host‑rock. In model 2, the goaf area was simulated as one part that behaves
elastically and represents the heterogeneity of material within this part of the mine. The
equivalent mechanical properties in model 2 was simulated to vary linearly along the
height of the goaf, which began from very soft material close to the excavation up to it
reach the initial elastic modulus of the host‑rock. In model 3, the same model as model 2
was used, but by adding the consolidation behavior after convergence took place.
We found that the appropriate Young’s modulus values that are able to produce the
total convergence between roof and floor of and opening ranges between 180 MPa to
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225 MPa. In model 1, in order to reproduced the in‑situ measured surface subsidence,
we found that the equivalent Young’s modulus within the fractured zone has to be equal
to (Ehostrock /4) for panels width less than 1000 m (sub‑critical width) and it has to be
equal to (Ehostrock /2) for panels width  1000 m (critical and supercritical panel widths).
In model 2, in order to fulfill the total convergence as well as the surface subsidence, the
EImmediate‑roof was found to be 180 MPa in case of sub‑critical panel width, and it could
increase due to the consolidation up to 1000 MPa in case of critical and supercritical
panel widths. In model 3, we observed that the height of the zone that could exposure to
the consolidation process (i.e., consolidated zone) due to longwall mining, which could
vary between 4 m up to 15 m in function of the panel width. Also, the consolidated rock
Young’s modulus could reach up to 2000 MPa after consolidation took place.
We concluded that, model 3 is able to present a realistic mechanical behavior in
terms of rock heterogeneity within the goaf area and the non‑linear strain‑hardening
consolidation behavior. In addition, in model 3 the panels have been excavated one by
one which means that the numerical interpenetration is not a problem anymore and we
are not forced to excavate a group of panels at one to avoid the interpenetration as
introduced in model 1 and model 2. We found that the vertical stress could reach up to 4
times the in‑situ values in the rib‑sides due to longwall mining after consolidation.
These values are in agreement with the values that suggested by Whittaker and Singh
(1979). Generally, the goaf simulation increased the vertical stress in the rib‑side and
rib‑pillars.
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6.1

Local stress re‑distribution due to mining

When an underground excavation is developed in a rockmass, the stresses that
already existed (i.e., virgin stresses) transfer to the adjacent rock. This phenomenon is
called stress redistribution. The shaft station area in the Provence coal mine was
excavated by using the room‑and‑pillar mining method, where the vertical stress
increased on pillars due to galleries excavation. Salamon and Munro (1967) considered
that the vertical stress at any point in a pillar depends on: i) the average pillar stress
which depends on the remaining area of the pillar and ii) the stress concentration which
is a function of pillar shape. These two factors are discussed in details in the following
sections.

6.1.1 Average pillar stress
Due to excavating a series of underground parallel openings (“galleries or tunnels”),
the average vertical stress increases on adjacent pillars. Figure 6.1 shows a typical
room‑and‑pillar mining method layout by assuming that overburden load is uniformly
distributed over these pillars. The average vertical stress (�© ) in pillars could be
estimated by using the Tributary area theory which is firstly used by Salamon and
Munro (1967). The average vertical stress (�© ) for various pillar shapes is summarized
in Figure 6.2, where � is the rock unit weight, � is the overburden thickness, �¼ is the
opening width, �© is the pillar width, �¼ is the opening length and �© is the pillar length.
In all cases, the Tributary area theory assumes that each pillar sustains the weight of a
rock column above it and the value of �© is given by the ratio between the rock column
carried by individual pillar and the plan area of this pillar.
However, the Tributary area theory ignores the effect between pillars and arch. For
that, the Tributary area theory is applicable in case of regular mines which is not the
case in the majority of the underground mines. In case of the Provence coal mine, the
remaining pillars in the shaft station are either rectangular or irregular (see Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.2 Average vertical pillar stresses in typical pillar layouts (Hoek and Brown, 1980).
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Recently, Poulsen (2010) suggested the Pressure Arch theory that estimates the
average vertical stress on irregular pillars. The average pillar stress can be expressed
as:
� 7
�� 2LTD + ‰
2
(6.5)
�© =
7
�‰
2LTD +
− �’
2
LTD = −1×10LG � + 0.2701 �
(6.6)
where LTD is the maximum distance at which the stress can be laterally transferred,
which was firstly introduced by Abel (1988), z is the overburden thickness, � is the
specific weight of rock, �‰ is the pillar effective width and �’ is the excavation area.

6.1.2 Influence of pillar shape (stress concentration)
Pillar shape is one of the parameters that has a great influence on the stress
redistribution in pillars. Obert and Duvall (1967) performed a photo‑elastic studies to
determine the stress distribution in the rib‑pillars between a number of circular
openings. Figure 6.3 illustrates the average vertical stress at the mid‑height of the pillar
which is expressed by using Eq.(6.3), by considering that the average value of the
maximum principal stress �4 across the pillar must be equal to the average pillar stress
�© in order to fulfill the equilibrium. Obert and Duvall (1967) determined the average
vertical stress in the rib‑pillar for different �¼ /�© ratios as shown in Figure 6.4. They
found that the average vertical stress �© increases with increasing of �¼ /�© ratio, in
other words, the narrow pillars have a greater average vertical stress (�© ) than the wide
ones (Figure 6.4). Also, small pillars attract more maximum stress �Ò at their edges than
large pillars.
�4 (� + �)/�©

A

Wo

�© =�� Ó1 +

Á®

ÁÂ

Ô

B

Wp

Wo

Figure 6.3 Distribution of major principal stress within pillar depends on the average pillar stress
and the stress concentration around individual gallery (Hoek and Brown, 1980).

In case of triaxial stress condition, the stress induced at the center of the pillar is very
important to determine the pillar stability. Figure 6.5 shows diagrammatically the stress
distribution in a square or rectangular pillars. The stress across the pillar is non‑
uniform. The pillar edges attract more stress than the center. The maximum principal
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stress at the center of the pillar is lower than the average pillar stress and the minimum
principal stress increases significantly proportional to the average vertical stress
(Brown and Hoek, 1978).
�© = ��
Á®

ÁÂ

Á®

ÁÂ

=0
�© = 2��
=1
�© = 3��

Á®

ÁÂ

Á®

ÁÂ

Á®

ÁÂ

�Ò = 1.1 �©

=3
�© = 5��

Á®

�Ò = 1.27 �©

=2
�© = 4��

ÁÂ

�Ò = 1.65 �©

=4
�© = 6��

�Ò = 1.04 �©

�Ò = 1.03 �©

=5

Figure 6.4 Stresses within rib pillars between parallel circular opening (Obert and Duvall, 1967).

In our current case study, the �¼ is regularly equal to 5 m (�¼ = 5 m), and �© ranges
from 16 m (pillar R3) up to 56 m (pillar 18/2) (see Figure 6.9), which means that the
�¼ /�© ratios are less than 1 for all shaft station pillars. Thus, the average pillar stress in
the shaft station pillars is less than 2��, �Ò is higher than 1.65 �© and the typical 3D
stress distribution in the shaft station pillars is as shown in Figure 6.5.
The stress in rocks increases with increasing of mining depth or with excavating a
series of very close excavations as in room‑and‑pillar mining. Consequently, the failure
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is even more susceptible to take place with the mining advance, because the strength of
rocks might be exceeded. This failure could range from a minor damage on the pillar
skin to a major collapse or/and a rockburst in which a volume of rock might explode
suddenly depending on the rock mechanical behavior. The following section includes
the pillar strength formulas that are used to estimate its resistance to failure.

Pillar

Figure 6.5 Stress distribution in a square or rectangular pillar (Hoek and Brown, 1980).

6.2

Pillar strength and pillar failure

The most known pattern of underground instability is the pillar failure. Three major
types of pillar failure are widely known: 1) structurally controlled failure, 2)
progressive failure and 3) brittle failure (rockburst). Structurally controlled failure
usually happens when the rockmass contains failure planes (i.e., discontinuities) and
the pillars are oriented unfavorably with respect to this failure plane. This type of
failure could be easily observed. The second type of pillar failure is the progressive
failure where the skin of the pillar has little confinement and high tangential stresses.
Initially the pillar remains intact and retains its bearing capacity, then, as the spalling
takes place, the stresses are progressively redistributed to the pillar core until the pillar
reaches a critical cross‑section area and fails. The brittle pillar failure is a violent and
sudden failure that usually happens because of local stress concentration. This type of
failure is discussed in details later on.
To assess pillar stability, the pillar strength (�©‡ )/average pillars stress (�© ) ratio (i.e.,
factor of safety) has been used for a long time. The pillar average stress formulas were
presented and discussed in the previous section. One of the effective methods to
determine the pillar strength is the back analysis of failure cases (Gale, 1999). For that,
many empirical equations have been developed to assess the coal pillars and hard rock
pillars. Coal pillar strength has been a focus of research for many years; Salamon and
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Munro (1967) studied 125 pillars in the South African coal fields. They used Eq. (6.7) to
assess coal pillar strength.
�©‡

�©Ò
=�
ℎE

(6.7)

where K is the strength of a unit cube of coal which was determined to be equal to 7.2
MPa, �©‡ is the pillar strength in (MPa), �© is the pillar width, h is the pillar height and a
and b are empirical constants. Salamon and Munro (1967) determined from a back
analysis the values of a=0.66 and b=0.46. Other authors suggested other values for a
and b constants as shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Constants suggested by various authors for empirical pillar design (Hoek and Brown,
1980).
Ref.
Salamon and Munro (1967) analysis of collapsed pillar areas in South Africa
Greenwald et al. (1939) in‑situ tests on small pillars in USA

a
0.66
0.85

b
0.46
0.5

Holland and Gaddy (1956) extrapolation of small scale laboratory tests

1.00

0.5

Bieniawski (1968) interpretation of tests on in‑situ coal specimens in South Africa

0.55

0.16

Madden (1991) added additional pillar failure cases to the database of Salamon and
Munro (1967). Then, he re‑analyzed the gathered data by using the same statistical
method as the original one. Madden (1991) proposed a mathematical formula to
estimate the pillar strength as follows:
�©‡ = 5.26

�©F.P5
ℎF.¦»

(6.8)

After that, Galvin and Habblewhite (1995) updated the formula of Salamon and
Munro (1967) to be compatible with their database of Australian square coal pillars.
The updated formula is expressed as:
�©‡ = 7.4

�©F.GP
ℎF.PP

(6.9)

When rectangular pillars have been added to the Australian database, the following
formula has been obtained:
�©‡ = 8.6
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Salamon et al. (1996) updated his own database by adding new pillar failure cases.
Then, they re‑analyzed the updated database to obtain a new coal pillar strength
formula as follows:
�©‡

�©F.G7
= 6.88
ℎF.PF

(6.11)

Van der Merwe (1999) found that the appropriate manner to express successfully the
data is to obtain the smallest overlap between the population of failed and stable pillars.
He added 1965 case to the original database of Salamon and Munro (1967). He obtained
the same formula of pillar strength, however, the constant values have been changed as
shown in Eq. (6.12).
�©‡

�©F.»
= 4.05 F.¦Q
ℎ

(6.12)

In 1999, Galvin et al. (1999) aggregated the database of South Africa mines to the
Australian one. They obtained a more generalized formula for pillar strength as follows:
�©‡

�©F.Q
= 6.88
ℎF.¦

(6.13)

Table 6.2 provides a summary of the established empirical strength formulas for coal
pillars based on different database. All of these empirical formulas are applied to the
pillars of the shaft station of the Provence coal mine to be compared with their average
stress. The results are discussed later on in this chapter. The applicability of these
empirical formula is also discussed.
The pillar strength empirical formulas are able to distinguish between pillars that
have different widths. But, they cannot predict the violent failures that occur suddenly
without warning, because they are based on assuming that the vertical stress is the only
factor that controls the failure without any consideration of the other stress
components or even the strains. This sort of brittle failure take place in underground
mines under specific conditions. In other words, not only the pillar width could play a
role in such type of failures but there are also different aspects have to be considered.
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Table 6.2 Summary of empirical formulas for strength of coal pillars.
Pillar strength formula
�©‡ = �

�©Ò
ℎE

�©F.P5
ℎF.¦»
�©F.GP
= 7.4
ℎF.PP

�� (MPa)
7.2

Remarks

Ref.

South African coal mines

Salamon and Munro (1967)

�©‡ = 5.26

5.26

�©‡

7.4

Australian mines

Galvin and Habblewhite (1995)

�©‡ = 8.6

8.6

Australian mines

Galvin and Habblewhite (1995)

�©‡

6.88

South African coal mines

Salamon et al. (1996)

�©F.Q4
ℎF.»G
�©F.G7
= 6.88
ℎF.PF

�©‡ = 4.05
�©‡ = 6.88

6.3

�©F.»
ℎF.¦Q
�©F.Q
ℎF.¦

4.05
6.88

‑

‑
South African coal mines
and Australian mines

Madden (1991)

Van der Merwe (1999)
Galvin et al. (1999)

General aspects about rockburst in mines

A general aspect concerning rockbursts is presented in this section to explain the
rockburst event that took place in a limited pillar (RC2) at the shaft station area in the
Provence coal mine.
Rockbursts have been classified into three categories: i) the strain burst is
commonly known in mines and civil engineering structures; it could be described as a
violent failure where small pieces of rock are ejected from the excavation boundary ii)
the pillar burst is a violent pillar failure caused by local stress concentration and high
amount of released energy often accompanies it, and iii) the face burst is a form of the
strain burst and it is caused by strain energy accumulation into the fractured rockmass
in front of the face.
Many conditions could influence rockburst occurrence, some of which are natural
conditions, the others are due to mining. The natural conditions have been classified as
follows (Gerhard, 1994):
1. Roof and floor strata: the most common condition in which rockbursts occur is
the proximity of the coal seam to strong, thick and rigid strata. Obert and Duvall
(1967) defined these strata as a competent massive elastic rock. In case of the
Provence coal mine, the lignite coal seam is embedded between two limestone
strata that have more than 100 m thick, and their uniaxial compressive strength
reach up to 200 MPa.
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2. Virgin ground stresses: the virgin stress state could indicate the rockburst
tendency. Gerhard (1994) suggested that, in few cases, high horizontal
compressive stresses increase the rockburst tendency, but this cannot be
generalized. In case of the Provence coal mine, the horizontal stresses were
significantly larger than the vertical one across all the mining area (Chapter 4).
3. Depth below Earth’s surface: the influence of depth was examined in individual
coalmines. From his experience at Upper Silesian coalfield, Neyman (1962)
showed that the rockburst frequency increases with the mining depth.
4. Coal properties: natural variations of coal mechanical properties do not have
much influence on rockburst occurrence. From the laboratory tests, most types
of coal tend to burst when subjected to sufficiently high compressive stress.
The mining conditions that could influence the rockburst have been classified as follows
(Gerhard, 1994):
1. Pillar configurations: it has a great influence on rockburst presence in coal
mines. The special term “pillar burst” is used in this context, where the brittle
failures take place in one or more pillars. The burst tends to be heavy when a
wide face of extraction approaches another extracted area. For example, In the
Provence coal mine, the shaft station area was exploited on 1984 and the
rockburst took place on 1993 when the longwall panels approached to this area.
2. Corners and remnants: rockbursts in the corner area between two goaf zones
have been experienced in different mining fields. The coal face may burst when a
longwall face advances parallel to an adjacent old goaf. This would explain the
face burst that happened between two adjacent goaf areas in the Provence coal
mine (Chapter 3). The age of the adjacent goaf seems to have no influence on
burst danger. It was recognized that rockbursts occurred in the vicinity of areas
that had been mined out 4 months to more than 20 years before.
3. Wide roof span: it was found that pillars or longwall faces tend to burst where
the main roof span is extremely wide and endures major overhang in the
extracting area. This is the main cause of burst in starting longwall faces.
4. Rate of face advance: it is assumed that slow rate of face advance would be a
precaution against bursts. However, there is no much evidence for that.
Rockburst due to mining conditions was the predominant in the Provence coal mine,
because, the RC2 rockburst took place in THE shaft station area, where all natural
conditions were common for all coal pillars. Pillar configurations is discussed in details
in the following sections. The effect between the goaf presence in the Provence coal
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mine and the stress increase in the shaft station area is discussed in section 6.5.
However, to assess or detect the proneness of brittle failures (i.e., rockburst), Wawersik
and Fairhust (1970) showed that the stress component alone is not sufficient to
describe the consequences of a rockmass failure. Brady and Brown (1985) suggested
that the rockburst occurrence in mines is usually associated with energy changes due to
mining operations. The energy balance in underground mine is addressed in the
following section.

6.3.1 Energy balance during underground mining
Salamon (1984) considered that there are two sources of energy from one excavation
step to another one. The first source is the work done by external body forces which is
denoted by W. The second energy source is the stored strain energy within volume V
which is denoted by Um. The total amount of energy in the system could be estimated as
(W + Um). This energy can be dissipated in two ways: I) increase in the strain energy in
the surrounding rockmass which is denoted by Uc, and ii) increase in the pressure on
support elements surrounding the opening that denoted by Ws. Hence, the total amount
of consumed energy could be estimated by (Uc + Ws). It is obvious that the total
dissipated energy cannot be larger than the energy available in the system. While the
energy stored Um is not able to strain rock, or supports, and it always has an amount
greater than zero (Um > 0), for that, the following inequality condition must be applied:
W+ Um > Uc+ Ws

(6.14)

Jaeger et al. (2007) provided many formulas to calculate the stored strain energy per
unit volume for isotropic rocks in MJ.m‑3, Eq.(6.15) is one of them.
Um =

4

7•

�4 7 + �7 7 + �5 7 − 2� �4 �7 + �7 �5 + �5 �4

(6.15)

where E is the elastic modulus in MPa and �4 , �7 and �5 are the principal stresses in
MPa.
The previous inequality implies the existence of another energy type “excess energy”
denoted by Wr that must be dissipated when passing from one step to another step. The
excess energy could be estimated from Eqs. ((6.16)‑(6.18)). This energy balance due to
underground mining (Eq. (6.16)) is firstly introduced by Cook (1967) and later
redefined by Salamon (1974, 1984), Brady and Brown (1985) and Hedley (1992).
Salamon (1984) concluded that the mining advance is always associated with some
released energy that must dissipate in some manner.
Wr = (W+ Um) – (Uc+ Ws) > 0

(6.16)

Wr  Um > 0

(6.17)
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Wr = Um + Wk

(6.18)

The kinetic energy Wk is an essential component of energy release during mining
operations. The greatest magnitude of the kinetic energy, Wk occurs at the immediate
periphery of the excavation. The excavation boundary acts as a source for a wave that
propagates through the rock medium. However, Salamon (1974) showed that when
mining takes place in very small steps the kinetic energy Wk tends to be equal zero.
Even when the static stress concentration is not sufficient to cause failure,
superposition of the dynamic stresses related to the released energy may be sufficient
to induce an adverse response in the medium. Many approaches have been developed
to find a relationship between energy changes due to mining operations and rockburst
proneness in terms of the released energy Wr such as; the energy released rate (ERR),
the excess shear stress (ESS), the loading system stiffness (LSS) and the energy storage
rate (ESR). The following section contains various rockburst proneness criteria based
on energetic and non‑energetic approaches.

6.3.2 Rockburst prediction
Rockburst is an issue that threatens the stability of underground mines, for that, it
was a focus of research for many years. Rockburst prediction is not easy especially in
mines with complex geometries. Many criteria have been developed to assess rockburst
proneness in underground mines in terms of either intact rock mechanical behavior or
induced stresses or energy changes during mining especially the stored strain energy.
Some of the proposed rockburst proneness criteria are described as follows:
1. Energy Released Rate (ERR)
Cook et al. (1966) introduced the energy released rate (ERR), which is defined as the
amount of energy in a part of a rockmass to be then excavated. After that, Jaeger and
Cook (1979) and Hedley (1992) formulated a damage criterion based on the ERR
amount. They established a relation between the ERR and the number of seismic events
in mines as shown in Figure 6.6.The damage is negligible if the ERR is lower than 15
MJ/m3, while the damage potential is extreme when the ERR exceeds 100 MJ/m3. The
ERR criterion has been widely used especially with advancing of the numerical
modeling methods. Cook (1978), Bolstad (1990), Minney and Naismith (1993) and Mitri
et al. (1993) used the ERR quantity as an indicator for rockburst proneness.
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Figure 6.6 Relationship between ERR and number of seismic events (Jaeger and Cook, 1979).

The ERR index could be calculated in the numerical modeling for 1D stress component
as follows:
��� =

1
2

�4x (�ØcZE’ − �F ) ��

(6.19)

where �4x is the strain corresponding to the final stress, �F is the virgin stress.
However, this formula (Eq. (6.19)) need to be adapted in 3D numerical modeling. The
3D formula from the ERR index could be expressed in MJ/m3 as follows:
��� = (�[(ØcZE’) − �[(cZcˆcE’) )
1
��� =
( �4 7 + �7 7 + �5 7 − 2� �4 �7 + �7 �5 + �5 �4 ØcZE’
2�
− �4 7 + �7 7 + �5 7 − 2� �4 �7 + �7 �5 + �5 �4

(6.20)
(6.21)
cZcˆcE’

)

where �4 , �7 and �5 are the principal stresses in MPa.
2. Excess Shear Stress (ESS)
The ERR assesses the rockburst proneness based on the virgin stress field and the
rock elastic properties, however, it does not give an indication of risk along the
geological discontinuities (i.e., joints and faults). In order to overcome the shortcoming
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of the ERR quantity criterion, Ryder (1988) developed another criterion based on the
shear stresses along the surface of discontinuity and it is called (Excess Shear Stress,
ESS). Ryder expressed the excess in shear stress (ESS or �‰ ) as follows:
���(�‰ ) = �‡ ‑ �Ü = �‡ + �‡ �Z ‑ �Ü �Z

(6.22)

where, �‡ is the cohesion of the discontinuity, �‡ is the static coefficient of friction, �Ü is
the dynamic coefficient of friction and �Z is the normal stress acting on the
discontinuity. Ryder assumed that the values of �‡ is equal to zero at the initiation of the
slipping, in addition, he suggested that the values of critical excess shear stress
corresponds the failure occurrence ranges between 5 to 10 MPa for existing plane of
weakness and 20 MPa for the intact rock.
3. Linear elastic energy (�• )
Kwasniewski et al. (1994) suggested that the rockburst could be predicted from the
elastic strain energy (�• ) accumulated before the failure in a simple uniaxial test
(Figure 6.7), which could be calculated as follows:
�¥ 7
�• =
2�

(6.23)

Where �¥ is the uniaxial compressive strength in MPa, and � is the elastic modulus in
MPa. Kwasniewski et al. (1994) divided the rockburst intensity into four categories as
follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Weak rockburst: �• < 40 kJ.mL5 .
Moderate rockburst: 40 kJ.mL5 ≤ �• < 100 kJ.mL5 .
Strong rockburst: 100 kJ.mL5 ≤ �• < 200 kJ.mL5 .
Extra‑strong rockburst: �• > 200 kJ.mL5 .

Recently, Sheng‑Jun Miao et al. (2016) performed uniaxial and triaxial test in order to
test the rockburst proneness in Sanshandao Gold Mine. They found that the rockburst
tendency increases with depth. They clarified that, the first necessary condition for a
rockbusrt is the ability to accumulate large amount of elastic energy.
4. Burst Potential Index (BPI)
Mitri et al. (1999) developed the burst potential index (BPI), which is based on the
stored strain energy within the rock mass. The BPI could be expressed as:
��� =

���
∗ 100%
�¥

(6.24)
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��� =
1
�4 =
2
1
�7 =
2

�
(� + �7 )
�� 4

(6.25)

�4x �cZÜ ��

(6.26)

�7x �¼ ��

(6.27)

�¥ = �• =

ä±

F

� ��

(6.28)

where ESR is the energy storage rate, �4 is the strain energy caused by the induced
stress, �7 is the strain energy caused by the virgin stress, �cZÜ is the induced stress due
to mining �¼ is the virgin stress, �4x and �7x are the strain correspond to the induced
stress and the initial stress, respectively. Mitri et al. (1999) defined the critical energy
density values, �¥ , as the area under the stress‑strain curve up to the point of the peak
stress as shown in Figure 6.7, where �¥ is the uniaxial peak strain. In case of the absence
of the stress‑strain data of the rock material, �¥ has been approximated by the linear
elastic energy �¥ = �• =

å±æ

7•

, where �¥ is the material’s compressive strength.
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Figure 6.7 Ideal stress‑strain curve.

However, this formula proposed by Mitri et al. (1999) is applicable in 1D stress state,
because it gives the rockburst proneness based on the vertical stress and its
corresponding strain, which means that Mitri et al. (1999) assumed that the other stress
and strain components do not play any important role in rockburst phenomenon. This
assumption must be verified. A 3D BPI formula is necessary and it could be developed in
future research.
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5. Impact property (R)
Neyman et al. (1972) proposed the impact property (R) to evaluate the rockburst
proneness. R is the ratio between the elastic energy (before failure) and the plastic
energy (after failure). The impact property is based on the complete stress‑strain curve
(Figure 6.7), and it could be estimated by:
�=

�•
�©

(6.29)

Where �• is the elastic strain energy accumulated before the failure (peak) point
which has been defined by Kwasniewski et al. (1994) and �© is the plastic strain energy
consumed after rock failure. If the impact property is R ≥ 1, the rockburst will occur and
the tendency of rockburst increases when R becomes greater.
6. Loading System Stiffness (LSS)
Wiles (2002) assessed the pillars stability in terms of their loading stages. He
assumed that the pillar on its intact situation is at ‘Stage I’ and during the loading until
the burst it will arrive to ‘Stage II’ as shown in Figure 6.8.

Load

Stage/I

LSS
Wk

Wf

Stage/II
Deformation

Figure 6.8 Loading deformation response.

He assumed that the Loading system stiffness (LSS) is simply the slope of the load
deformation response curve of the pillar loading process. The total amount of energy
released from the surrounding rockmass during pillar failure (Wr) is the area of the
triangle in Figure 6.8 and could be expressed as follows:
Wr = Wf + Wk

(6.30)
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where Wk is the kinetic energy and Wf is the amount of energy that would be used to
crush the pillar (Wiles, 2002). He suggested that the slope between stage I and stage II
(LSS) could be expressed in terms of mean stress (�[ ) and volumetric strain (εé ) as
shown in Eq. (6.31), when the post‑peak behavior of pillar material matches the
behavior reported in Figure 6.8. Wiles (2002) did not provide a range of LSS that if we
found, we would estimate the rockburst proneness. But, the rockburst proneness
generally increases with decreasing of (1/LSS) value.
�[ = LSS �ê
�[ = (�4 + �7 + �5 )/3
�ê = (�4 + �7 + �5 )

(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)

7. Brittleness coefficient (�)
Peng and Wang (1996) developed the brittleness coefficient (B) to estimate the
rockburst proneness based on an experimental study. B is the ratio between the
uniaxial compressive strength (�¥ ) and the tensile strength (�ˆ ) as shown in Eq.
(6.34).The Brittleness coefficient has been reported by and Cai et al. (2001) as well.
�=

�¥
�ˆ

(6.34)

The rockburst proneness has been classified according to the B value as:
No rockburst: � > 40.
Weak rockburst: 26.7 < � ≤ 40.
Moderate rockburst: 14.5 ≤ � ≤ 26.7.
Strong rockburst: � < 14.5.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

8. Tao discriminant index (�)
Tao (1988) developed the Tao discriminant index (�) based on the stress reduction
factor of the (Q) rockmass classification system that has been developed by Batron et al.
(1974). Tao (1988) suggested that the � could be calculated as follows:
�=

�¥
�4

(6.35)

where �4 is the maximum principal stress in MPa and �¥ is the uniaxial compressive
strength in MPa. Tao index has classified the rockburst proneness as follows:
I.
II.
III.
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No rockburst: � > 14.5.
Weak rockburst: 5.5 < � ≤ 14.5.
Moderate rockburst: 2.5 ≤ � ≤ 5.5.
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Strong rockburst: � < 2.5.

IV.

9. Russenes criterion
Russenes (1974) illustrated a relation between the rockburst proneness and the
tangential stresses in tunnel surface. The Russenes criterion is based on assuming that
the intact rock has the same mechanical properties as the rockmass. The Russenes
criterion could be expressed as:
�‡ =

�ì
�¥

(6.36)

where �ì is the tangential stress of surrounding rockmass around openings or stops in
MPa and �¥ is the uniaxial compressive strength of rock in MPa. In order to calculate the
tangential stress (�ì ), Palmstrom (1996) used the formula of Hoek and Brown, which
could be expressed as follows:
�ì = (A*K‑1) �//

(6.37)

where K is the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio and �// is the vertical stress in MPa.
The rockburst proneness has been classified based on the Russenes criterion as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

No rockburst: �‡ < 0.2.
Low rockburst: �‡ = 0.2 − 0.3.
Moderate rockburst: �‡ = 0.3 − 0.55.
High rockburst: �‡ > 0.55.

Similarly, Wang et al. (1998) provided another scale of rockburst tendency based on the
Russenes criterion (�‡ ):
I.
II.
III.
IV.

No rockburst: �‡ < 0.3.
Weak rockburst: �‡ = 0.3 − 0.5.
Strong rockburst: �‡ = 0.5 − 0.7.
Violent rockburst: �‡ > 0.7.

10. Competency factor (Cg)
Palmstrom (1995) enhanced the Russenes criterion (�‡ ) by taking the rockmass scale
effect into consideration. He used the Rock Mass Index (RMi) classification system to
edit the Russenes criterion from small‑scale (i.e., laboratory scale) to large‑scale one
(i.e., rockmass). Palmstrom (1996) proposed the competency factor (Cg) to assess the
rockburst proneness, which could be expressed as follows:
�¬ =

îïc
åð

=

Øñ . å±
åð

(6.38)
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For block size 1 – 15 m3, the rockmass property �å = 0.45 − 0.55. Palmstrom (1996)
classified the failures mode in brittle massive rockmass as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

No rock stress induced instability: �¬ > 2.5.
High stress, slightly loosening: �¬ = 2.5 − 1.
Light rockburst or spalling: �¬ = 1 − 0.5.
Heavy rockburst: �¬ < 0.5.

11. Seismic energy criterion
Not only the elastic strain energy that has been used to assess the rockburst
proneness, but also the seismic energy (�‡ ) has been utilized as an indicator of damage.
The �‡ could be calculated by using Spoties and Gar equations (Bieniawski, 1987) as
follows:
log �J = 1.5 �¨ − 1.2 (Mj)
�¨ = log �J − 1.16 (Richter)

(6.39)
(6.40)

where �J is the magnitude of shear wave, �¨ is the magnitude of longitudinal wave.
Bieniawski (1987) classified the damage degree in function of seismic energy and
Richter scale as shown in Table 6.3. However, the seismic energy criterion could not be
applied in the numerical modeling.
Table 6.3 Seismic event classification (Bieniawski, 1987).
Degree of damage
Development of joint
Exfoliation
Weak rockburst
Strong rockburst
Violent rockburst

Richter scale
‑3.5
‑2
‑1
0
1
2
3
4

Seismic energy (j)
0.4
63
2 × 107
6.3 × 10G
2 × 10P
6.3 × 10¦
2 × 10N
6.3 × 104F

Seismic event
Weak shake

Weak earthquake

Various criteria have been presented to assess the rockburst proneness in
underground mines. Some of those criteria are based on the intact rock mechanical
properties that derived from uniaxial laboratory tests. Other criteria are based on the
induced stresses and the elastic energy stored in rock due to mining operations. Table
6.4 reveals a summary of the criteria and qualitative indexes that concern the rockburst
proneness in mines and they are applicable in the numerical modeling. All rockburst
criteria reported in Table 6.4 have been implemented in the numerical model of the
Provence coal mine in order to test their applicability and their efficiency to describe
the rockburst event that took place in the shaft station area. The rockburst case study is
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presented in details in the next section. The results of criteria implementation are
presented later on in this chapter.
Table 6.4 Summary of different criteria for evaluating the rockburst proneness.
Index

Equation
No

•

Energy release rate
(ERR)

•

Loading System
Stiffness(LSS)

•

Burst potential
index (BPI)

•

Impact property (R)

•

•

Criterion of elastic
stain energy We
Rock brittleness
coefficient (B)
Tao discriminant
index (�)
Turchaninov
criterion
Russenes Criterion

•

Stress coefficient

•

Criterion of
tangential stress
Competency factor
(Cg)

•
•
•

•
•

Five factors
comprehensive
criterion

Rockburst tendency
Low
Medium

Ref.
High

1
�4x (�ØcZE’ − �F ) ��
2
LSS = p/ εv
The burst tendency increases with LSS
increase or with 1/LSS decrease
1 x
�4 (�ØcZE’ ) ��
The burst tendency
��� = 2
∗ 100%
�¥
increases with BPI
R = WE/Wp
When R ≥ 1, the rockburst will occur
�‰ =σc2/2E
< 40
40‑100
100‑200
> 200
��� =

Cook (1979)
Wiles (2002)

Mitri et al. (1999)
Neyman et al. (1972)
Kwasniewski et al.
(1994)
Wang et al. (1998)

σc/σt

> 40

40‑26.7

26.7‑14.5

< 14.5

� =σc/σ1

> 14.5

14.5‑5.5

5.5‑2.5

< 2.5

Tao (1988)

σ1+ σθ /σc

≤ 0.3

0.3‑0.5

0.5‑0.8

> 0.8

σθ/σc
σθ/σc
σθ/σc

≤ 0.2
< 0.3
0.34

0.2‑0.3
0.3‑0.5
0.42

0.3‑0.55
0.5‑0.7
0.56

> 0.55
> 0.7
0.7

Turchanionv et
(1972)
Russenes (1974)

> 2.5

2.5 ‑ 1

1 ‑ 0.5

< 0.5

≤ 0.15

0.15‑0.2

0.2‑0.4

> 0.4

Zhang and Fu (2008)

≤ 0.2
< 15
<2

0.2‑0.3
15‑18
2‑3.5

0.3‑0.55
18‑22
3.5‑5

> 0.55
> 22
>5

Zhang and Fu (2008)

�¬ =
σ1/σc

���
�ì

σθ/σc
σc/σt
Wet = WE/Wp

al.

Wang et al. (1998)
Hoek and Brown
(1997)
Palmstrom (1996)

Zhang and Fu (2008)
Zhang and Fu (2008)

where �ØcZE’ is the stress value after stress redistribution due to excavation in MPa, �F is the initial stress
value before excavation, �4x is the strain due to excavation by assuming that the strain value is equal to
zero at the initial stress state, p is the mean stress in MPa, p=(�4 +�7 + �5 )/3, εv is the volumetric strain, WE
is the elastic energy, Wp is the plastic energy, �• = �¥ is the elastic strain energy, �¥ is the uniaxial
compressive strength in MPa, and � is the elastic modulus in MPa, �¥ is the uniaxial compressive strength
in MPa, �ˆ is the tensile strength of the rock in MPa, �4 is the maximum principal stress in MPa, �ì is the
maximum tangential stress of surrounding rock in MPa and ��� is the rock mass index classification
system.

6.4

Description about RC2 rockburst

On October 1993, a magnitude of 2.7 seismic event (weak ‑ strong rockburst on
Richter scale (Table 6.3)) was recorded in the shaft station area (Yvon Morandat shaft)
in the Provence coal mine. The reported damage was limited to a single pillar, known as
RC2 pillar (see Figure 6.9). This pillar was the smallest of the coal pillars at this area.
The larger coal pillars in this area were not affected by the recorded seismic event.
Tinucci (1993a) performed a 2D numerical analyses to quantify the seismic behavior of
pillars and their proximity to nearby mined longwall panels. His results showed that:
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1. It is possible that the seismic event of magnitude Ml=2.7 could have been the
sudden loss of the pillar (RC2) bearing capacity.
2. RC2 pillar burst was likely the result of sudden energy release when the pillar
lost capacity.
3. The post‑peak softening behavior of the coal and strength behavior of the coal‑
limestone contact are critical to the pillar’s ultimate load capacity.
The 2D study conducted by Tinucci (1993a) focused on examining the causes of RC2
failure, but no attention was paid to evaluate other pillars likelihood to fail in similar
manner. For that, Tinucci (1993b) conducted a 2D numerical model by using FLAC
(Itasca, 1993) to examine other pillars in the shaft station that have a potential to fail.
He examined the stress distribution and failure behavior of “18/2” and “83/3” pillars as
well as RC2. The coal was represented as strain softening material. His results showed
that the RC2 pillar would not come to an equilibrium state even though the average
pillar stress remains constant. Crushing of the side walls appeared to continue inward
until the core reached its residual strength. This behavior suggested a time dependent
deformation that probably continued until complete failure is reached. The effective
size of RC2 pillar was reduced, which means more and more energy was transferred to
the core. He expected that this process of volume degradation would continue until
stresses in the core exceed the strength of the coal and the remaining pillar quickly fails.
Tinucci (1993b) found that the “18/2” and “83/3” pillars were safer than RC2 pillar in
terms of equilibrium and stability under the same initial stress conditions.
Tinucci (1993a) and Tinucci (1993b) performed a 2D model to analyze the RC2
behavior, which it could be insufficient to analyze such irregular pillar. In addition, it
has been recognized that a very stiff limestone layer with maximum thickness of 50 cm
existed in the shaft station pillars, which would have been predicted that it might have
an effect on the pillars behavior. The previous researches that have been carried out to
study the shaft station area in the Provence coal mine did not take the presence of this
stiff limestone layer into consideration. For that, we conducted a new investigation on
RC2 pillar and other adjacent pillars in the shaft station. The main aim here is to provide
a useful help to understand such failures in underground coal mines.

6.5

New investigation on RC2

We take advantage of the evolution of the numerical modeling software to perform
advanced numerical calculations to re‑investigate the Provence coal mine case study.
We studied the stress changes due to excavation in the shaft station. These pillars
include the failed pillar RC2, and other surrounding pillars; 18/2, 18/3, 83/2, RC1, RC3,
R3 and R5 as shown in Figure 6.9 (this figure captured from the Provence numerical
model presented in Chapter 3). The studied pillars have different width to height ratios
(�© ranges from 16 m (pillar R3) up to 56 m (pillar 18/2)), for that, the coal pillar
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strength formulas were applied to obtain the average pillar stress/pillar strength ratios
based on the different formulas reported in Table 6.2. Also, we used the rockburst
criteria as useful tool to back analyze the rockburst proneness in the shaft station.

R5
RC3
R3
RC2

RC1

18/3
83/2

18/2

25#m.

Figure 6.9 Layout of the shaft station pillars.

Three types of numerical calculations were performed in order to assess
mechanically the coal pillars behavior:
Firstly, a single pillar model (i.e., phenomenological model) was constructed in order
to determine:
1. The effect of the pillar volume in failure tendency,
2. The effect of mesh density in elasto‑plastic numerical models, and
3. The effect of the non‑homogeneity of pillars.
Secondly, the shaft station galleries were excavated in the large‑scale model to
observe the effect of those excavations on the adjacent coal pillars. The formulas of coal
pillars strength were applied on the studied pillars to obtain their strengths to be
compared with their average stress values after excavation.
Thirdly, the longwall panels were excavated from 1984 until 1993 to observe the
stress changes (i.e., horizontal and vertical stress redistribution) on the rockmass near
to the panels as well as on the shaft station area after each year of longwall panels
excavation. After that, the rockburst criteria were implemented within the model to test
the pillar burst tendency in the shaft area due to the excavation of longwall panels.
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6.5.1 Model of single pillar (phenomenological model)
A single pillar model (i.e., phenomenological model) was constructed by using
FLAC3D to study a quarter of a pillar as a result of the symmetry considerations. This
model simulates a single coal pillar with 2.5 m height surrounded by limestone layers
above and below (Fuvelian limestone). Figure 6.10 shows the model dimensions and
the boundary conditions. All boundaries are fixed along the sides and the bottom, and a
20 MPa vertical stress was applied on the top of the model. The limestone layers behave
as an elastic material, and the coal pillar behaves as a strain‑softening material with a
total loose of cohesion. The rockmass properties are as shown in Table 6.5. A
laboratory‑scale sample was carried numerically to simulate the mechanical behavior of
the coal under uniaxial compression by using FLAC3D. The stress strain behavior was
detected during the uniaxial compression with velocity at the top and bottom of the
sample. Figure 6.11 shows the stress strain curve of a lignite coal sample under uniaxial
compression test.

25)m)

2.5)m
5)m

y

x

5)m

35)m

Front)view)

Host%rock)(limestone)
Coal)pillar

Back)view)

Figure 6.10 Single pillar model dimensions and boundary conditions.

Many objectives are behind developing such phenomenological model (one single
pillar). First objective: to test the effect of mesh density on plastic zone volume during
pillar loading. In other words, is the very precise mesh necessary while performing an
elasto‑plastic numerical calculation? Second objective: to detect the ratio between the
volume of plastic zones volume and the pillar volume. Do the small pillars have a higher
tendency to yield than the large ones? Finally, one of the important objectives of
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operating such model is to test the effect of relative stiffness between different seams
within the coal pillar.
Velocity
14"

12"

Vertical)stress)(MPa))

10"

8"

6"

4"

2"

Coal"(E=2000"MPa,"Poisson"ratio"="0.3)"
0"
0"

0.01"

0.02"

0.03"

0.04"

0.05"

Strain)

Figure 6.11 Stress strain behavior of the coal sample (the other mechanical properties are
inserted in Table 6.5).

6.5.1.1

Effect of mesh density

To verify whether the mesh density has a significant effect on the total volume of
plastic zones or not, the phenomenological model was run by using different mesh
densities within the coal pillar. The mesh density varies from 1 element/m3 up to 300
element/m3 as shown in Figure 6.12.

2.5"m

x"="2
0"m

5"m
y"="1

(a)"coarse"mesh"(1"mesh/m3)

(b)"7ine"mesh"(300"mesh/m3)

Figure 6.12 Mesh density in function of pillar volume.

After applying the same initial conditions, boundary conditions and mechanical
properties in the model (only the mesh density in the coal pillar that was changed), we
found that increasing the mesh density from 1 element/m3 up to 40 element/m3 could
increase the plastic zone volume by 4% (from 19% to 23%) as shown in Figure 6.13.
However, increasing the mesh density from 40 element/m3 up to 300 element/m3 has
increased the plastic volume by less than 1% (Figure 6.13). We can conclude that, in our
case study, the mesh density has a very slight effect while applying an elasto‑plastic
mechanical behavior. Also, we found that using mesh density of 1 element/m3 would
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save a lot of calculation time as well as calculation speed. A future investigation is
needed to verify whether this effect of mesh density will stay low or not in case of softer
or stiffer coal material than those implemented in our case study.
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22.0%

21.0%
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280%

300%
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Figure 6.13 Percentage of plastic zones in function of mesh density.

6.5.1.2

Effect of pillar volume

To test whether the pillar volume play a role on coal pillar failure, the single pillar
model was run with different pillar volumes from volume of 15 m x 15 m x 2.5 m up to
volume of 40 m x 15 m x 2.5 m as shown in Figure 6.14.

x"=
"15
"m

2.5"m

x"=
"40
"m

y"="15"m

y"="15"m

(a)"Volume"1"(15x15x2.5"m3)

(b)"Volume"6"(40x15x2.5"m3)

Figure 6.14 Pillar volume effect.

The percentage of plastic zone volume/total pillar volume was calculated. We found
that, under the same initial conditions and loading stress value, the small pillar (volume
1) tend to produce a higher percentage of plastic zones than the large one (volume 6).
Figure 6.15 shows the percentage of plastic zones per initial pillar volume.
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Figure 6.15 Percentage of plastic zones in function of pillar volume.

We can clearly see that 26% of the small pillar zones (volume 1 (square pillar)) were
posed in plasticity, while only 17% of the large pillar zones (volume 6) were posed in
plasticity. We concluded that the smaller the pillar is, the higher the plastic zones are
(Figure 6.15). As reported above, the RC2 pillar was the smallest pillar at this area of the
shaft station, for that, we can conclude from Figure 6.15 that RC2 volume played a role
during its failure.
6.5.1.3

Effect of non‑homogeneity

Many calculations were carried out by using different limestone stiffness samples
(the typical stress strain behavior of the limestone is as shown in Figure 6.16) to assess
the effect of stiffness in rock mechanical behavior. We noticed that, under the same
loading conditions, the uniaxial compressive strength increases with increasing of the
Young’s modulus as shown in Figure 6.16.
To test whether the limestone presence (i.e., stiff material) within the coal pillar
would change the volume of plastic zones or the type of failure (i.e., shear or tension),
the single pillar model was performed by inserting a 50‑cm limestone layer at the
middle of the pillar as shown in Figure 6.17. The mechanical properties of this
limestone layer are as shown in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.16 Stress strain behavior of different limestone samples (the other mechanical properties
are inserted in Table 6.5).
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Figure 6.17 Pillar heterogeneity effect.
Table 6.5 Mechanical properties of the rockmass.
�
σc(intact rock) σc(rockmass)
σt

(MPa)
(°)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
Lignite coal
1500
2000
0.3
28
12
1
30
2.11
Fuvelian limestone
2400
8453
0.2
‑
‑
‑
‑
‑
Limestone layer
2400
23000
0.1
140
70
3.17
35
5.6
where E is the elastic modulus, ν is the Poisson ratio, ρ is the rock density, σt is the tensile strength, σc is
the uniaxial compressive strength, C is the cohesion and  is the friction angle.
Rock types

�
(kg/�� )

Erockmass
(MPa)

�

It is obvious that the limestone rock tends to store higher amount of elastic strain
energy (�• ) than the coal as shown in Table 6.6. According to the classification of
Kwasniewski et al. (1994), the coal has a weak tendency to burst, while the limestone
has a strong tendency to burst, which could explain that the presence of such stiff
material at the middle of the coal pillars may play an important role in terms of burst
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tendency. In contrast, the Brittleness coefficient criterion (B) demonstrated that the
coal has a strong proneness to rockburst, while the limestone layer has a moderate
rockburst proneness (Table 6.6).
Table 6.6 Rockburst proneness analysis.
Erockmass
(MPa)

Rock types

σc(rockmass)
(MPa)

σt
(MPa)

Brittleness
coefficient
��
Proneness
�=
��

2000
23000

Lignite coal
Limestone layer

12
70

1
3.17

12
22

Strong
Moderate

Linear elastic energy
�� (Kj.�L� )
�� �
Proneness

�� =

��

36
106

Weak
Strong

In term of plastic volume of the coal pillar, introducing such stiff limestone layer
within the coal pillar increased the volume of plastic zones. The percentage of plastic
zones increased form 27% in case of uniaxial charging of a pure coal pillar up to 37% in
case of introducing very stiff limestone seam (Ecoal/Elimestone = 20) within the coal pillar
as shown in Figure 6.18. In addition, the yield type has been changed from shear failure
to tensile failure at the limestone level as shown in Figure 6.19. It is clearly seen in
Figure 6.18 that the percentage of zones that exposed to the tension failure are not
many, even with existence of stiff limestone, compared with the percentage of shear
failure zones’.
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Figure 6.18 Effect of relative stiffness during coal pillar charging.
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Without'limestone'

With'limestone'

Figure 6.19 Coal pillar plasticity (with and without stiff limestone).

Finally, the phenomenological model gave us an idea about how the pillar volume
could play an important role on pillar stability. Also, we recognized that the mesh
density has only little effect in the volume of plastic zones. We found also that the stiff
limestone rock tends to store higher amount of elastic energy than the coal, which could
increase rockburst proneness. The presence of a hard limestone layer at the middle of a
coal pillar could increase the volume of plastic zones by nearly 10%. As an advanced
step in the current research, we enlarged our scope to include the real shaft station
excavations in order to assess the effect of galleries excavation on coal pillars in terms
of stress changes and elastic energy concentration.

6.5.2 Small‑scale model (shaft station excavation)
In order to observe the effect of the galleries excavation on the shaft station pillars’,
the numerical model of the Provence coal mine has been operated initially by using
method M#4 that has been introduced in Chapter 4. The model was performed by using
elastic behavior, where the mechanical properties of coal and the thin limestone layer
are as shown in Table 6.5. The mechanical properties of the other rock formations are
discussed in details in Chapter 3. Then, the galleries that separated the coal pillars in the
shaft station area were excavated. This step of excavation does not include the panels
excavation step (large‑scale excavations).
We observed that, due to galleries excavation, the average stress of shaft station
pillars varies between 30 to 35 MPa. However, by applying the Tributary area theory of
average pillar stress (Eqs. (6.1)‑(6.4)), we found that its values are always lower than
the values obtained from the numerical model (Figure 6.27). The normalized values of
the vertical stress (Szz/σzz) and the horizontal stresses ((Sxx/σxx) and (Syy/σyy)) after
galleries excavation are as shown in Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26,
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respectively. We noticed that the vertical stress increased by 1.5 times it initial value,
and only the pillars corners that have been influenced by galleries excavations (Figure
6.24).
The strength of shaft station pillars was calculated based on the empirical formulas
reported in Table 6.2 to be compared with the average stress values. We found that all
of those empirical equations produced pillars strength values close to each other except
Eq. (6.1)(Bieniawski, 1968), that gave regular values for all shaft station pillars, and Eq.
(6.12) (Van der Merwe, 1999) that well distinguished the pillars strength as shown in
Figure 6.20. By comparing the average pillar stress with the average pillar strength (Van
der Merwe, 1999), we found that pillars R3, RC2 and R5 are not stable by comparing
their strengths (20 MPa) with their average stresses (30 ‑ 33 MPa) (see Figure 6.27).
The next step after galleries excavation is the longwall panels excavation to detect their
consequences on the near rockmass as well as the shaft station pillars’.
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Figure 6.20 Strength of shaft station pillars.

6.5.3 Large‑scale model (shaft station excavation+ longwall panels)
In order to enlarge our scope to include the longwall panels excavation and their
effects on the adjacent rockmass, the longwall panels in the Provence coal mine model
was exploited. The goaf above the panels was implemented within the large‑scale model
of the Provence coal mine based on model 3 that has been presented in Chapter 5. In the
numerical model, the panels were excavated by year in order to recognize the effect of
each year of excavation on the shaft station pillars’.
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We found that the excavation of the longwall panels increased the vertical stress (Szz)
on the adjacent rockmass (i.e., the rib‑sides) up to 4 times the initial values as shown in
Figure 6.21. This value of vertical stress increment has been already predicted from the
simple model presented in Chapter 5. We found also that the vertical stress values
within the goaf area ranged between 0.4 up to 1 times its initial value. Also, the
horizontal stresses (Sxx and Syy) increased on rib‑sides due to longwall panels
exploitation by 1.4 times their initial values as shown in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.21 Normalized vertical stress distribution (Szz/σzz(ini)) after panels excavation in 1993.
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Figure 6.22 Normalized horizontal stress distribution (Sxx/σxx(ini)) after panels excavation in 1993.

We noticed that the shaft station pillars have not been influenced by longwall
excavations until the excavation of 1992 and 1993 panels (the year of RC2 rockburst),
because theses panels are the closest to the shaft station. The stress state after shaft
station excavation was compared with the stress state after longwall panels exploitation
in order to detect the effect of longwall panels presence nearby the shaft station. We
found that the vertical stress increased by 1.5 times its initial value in the pillars skin
due to galleries excavation (small‑scale galleries excavations). However, after longwall
panels excavation, the vertical stress increment reached up to the core of the pillars as
shown in Figure 6.24. Not only the vertical stress that increased, but also the horizontal
stresses (Sxx and Syy) increased due to galleries excavation. These stresses increment
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extended to the pillars cores due to excavation of longwall panels as shown in Figure
6.25 and Figure 6.26.

Figure 6.23 Normalized horizontal stress distribution (Syy/σyy(ini)) after panels excavation in 1993.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.24 Normalized vertical stress distribution (Szz/σzz(ini)) (a) after excavation of shaft station
galleries (b) after panels excavation in 1993.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.25 Normalized horizontal stress distribution (Sxx/σxx(ini)) (a) after excavation of shaft
station galleries (b) after panels excavation in 1993.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.26 Normalized horizontal stress distribution (Syy/σyy(ini)) (a) after excavation of shaft
station galleries (b) after panels excavation in 1993.
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The average pillar stress σp values increased due to longwall excavations as shown in
Figure 6.27. The pillar RC1 became in a critical situation compared with its maximum
and minimum strength values (theoretical values). All shaft station pillars are instable
compared with the minimum strength values (Salamon, 1996). The average pillar stress
exceeds the strength values in pillars R3, R5 and RC2, which announce an instability in
these pillars.
55#
Average#pillar#stress#(the#Tributary#theory)#
Max.#pillar#strength#(Van#der#Merwe,1999)#
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Figure 6.27 Average pillar stress vs. pillars strength.

The current question is how these stress changes could influence the pillar failure? Is
the vertical stress control alone the pillar failure tendency? Are the elasto‑plastic
mechanical models able to describe the stress increment in pillar cores? All these
questions are discussed in details in the following sections.
Another calculation was performed based on applying the elasto‑plastic mechanical
behavior Mohr‑Coulomb at the shaft station level. The Elastic‑perfect plastic was
applied to the coal pillars and strain‑softening mechanical behavior was applied to the
limestone layer at the middle of the coal pillars. This calculation was performed to
recognize the effect of longwall panels excavation in terms of plastic deformation. We
noticed that the smallest pillar (RC2) gained the highest amount of plasticity at its edges
due to excavations, where 30% of the pillar imposed in plastic deformation. We found
that the percentage of plastic zones did not increase due to longwall panels as shown in
Figure 6.28. The plastic zones were kept almost constant after excavation of the shaft
station galleries’ and the excavation of longwall panels (at the end of 1993). We also
noticed that, the shear yield was the dominant, however, the tension failure appeared at
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the level of stiff limestone layer but it did not extend up to the pillar core as shown in
Figure 6.28.
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Figure 6.28 Plasticity on shaft station pillars.

We can conclude that, the vertical stresses increased on shaft station pillars’ due to
galleries excavation. This stress increment concentrated in the pillars edges, which it
reached up to 1.5 times the initial values. Due to longwall panels exploitation, the stress
increment reached the pillars cores, which could threaten their stability. However,
applying an elasto‑plastic mechanical behavior in the shaft station area was not able
explain sufficiently these stress changes due to excavation in terms of plastic failure. For
that, we tried to use the rockburst criteria as a useful tool to explain the stress changes
in terms of rockburst proneness tendency.

6.6

Implementation of rockburst criteria in the Provence coal mine

The rockburst criteria in Table 6.4 were implemented in the large‑scale numerical
model of the Provence coal mine to evaluate the pillar burst tendency in the shaft
station. The fish language was used to identify each criterion in function of its
parameters. The shaft galleries were excavated as a first step of calculation, then the
longwall panels were exploited by year (accompanying the goaf with consolidation
behavior). These rockburst criteria were recognized at the end of 1993 exploitation.
We found that the rockburst criteria that are based on intact rock mechanical
properties like the Brittleness coefficient (B) and the comprehensive criterion give a
regular value across all the shaft station pillars’. In other words, we can say that this
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type of rockburst criterion is not able to distinguish the pillar burst seriousness because
it gives a constant burst tendency value across all the pillars (because all pillars
compose from the same rock).
The Turchaninov criterion gave high rockburst tendency for all pillars, which ranged
between 1.2 to 1.4 (Appendix D). The Russenes criterion produced a very high
rockburst tendency > 0.7 for all shaft station pillars (Appendix D). Although, these two
criteria (the Turchaninov and the Russenes) produced high burst tendency over all the
shaft station pillars, they are able to distinguish between the high stressed pillars like
RC2 and R3. Tao discriminant index did not able to distinguish between the shaft station
pillars, because it gave very high values of burst tendency for all pillars.
On another hand, we found that the inverse of the LSS criterion, which is based
mainly on the norm of stress and volumetric strain, was able to distinguish the
rockburst tendency in the shaft station pillars. This criterion gave a very high burst
tendency in pillars RC2 and R3 as shown in Figure 6.29, which could explain the stress
increasing in these pillars than the others. Furthermore, the stored strain energy
criterion (based on Eq. (6.15)) was capable of recognizing the high burst tendency in
RC2 pillar based on the stress changes as presented in Figure 6.30. Also, we noticed
that, the stored strain energy was highly greater in coal than in limestone layer (50 cm
seam), which could be explained by that the limestone layer did not attract more
stresses than the coal because of the fixed initial conditions (presented in Chapter 4).

1/#MPa.

Figure 6.29 Rockburst tendency at shaft station level ((1/ LSS) criterion).

The Energy Released Rate (ERR) was found to be higher in RC2 than all other pillars
as shown in Figure 6.31. However, the produced values of ERR due to excavations are
very low compared with the values reported in Figure 6.6. Finally, the Burst Potential
Index (BPI) was found to be a good tool to discriminate the pillar burst tendency. The
BPI is almost 100% in RC2 pillar core and 80% at the core of R3 pillar, while the other
shaft station pillars have at maximum 50% BPI as shown in Figure 6.32.
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Kj/m%3

Figure 6.30 Rockburst tendency at shaft station level (stored strain energy criterion).

ERR#(Kj/m)3)

Figure 6.31 Rockburst tendency at shaft station level (ERR criterion).

BPI%

Figure 6.32 Rockburst tendency at shaft station level (BPI criterion).

Finally, we can conclude that the rockburst criteria that are based on the intact rock
mechanical properties are not necessary to be implemented within the numerical
modeling. In addition, the Turchaninov criterion, the Russenes criterion and Tao
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discriminant index generated high rockburst tendency for all the shaft station pillars’.
On another hand, we found that the Energy Released Rate (ERR) criterion, Loading
System Stiffness (LSS) criterion, stored strain energy criterion and the Burst Potential
Index (BPI) are able to distinguish the burst tendency due to stress changes in the shaft
station area.
Generally, the vertical stress only is not able to describe the rockburst proneness in
the shaft station of the Provence coal mine. The vertical strain and volumetric strain
should be recognized in numerical models to assess the rockburst proneness.

6.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we focused on pillars stability and the influence of large‑scale
exploitation (i.e., longwall panels) on adjacent small‑scale excavation (i.e., galleries
excavation). We also investigated the causes behind pillar failure or pillar burst. Many
questions have been investigated and discussed, for example, does the pillar volume
play a role on its stability? Could the mechanical composition of the pillar or the relative
stiffness between the different layers pose a problem? Could we predict the rockburst
occurrence from the numerical calculations based on the rockburst criteria?
Numerical simulations were performed to reproduce the RC2 pillar burst. Three
models with different scales were carried out. The first one included a single pillar (i.e.,
phenomenological model) loaded by a vertical compression stress. Many configurations
were performed with different pillar volumes to assess the effect of the coal pillar
volume in failure tendency. In addition, a very thin limestone layer with 50 cm was
introduced in the middle of a coal pillar of 2.5 m in order to assess the effect of its
presence. Many others configurations were carried with different Young’s modulus
values of the limestone layer. The second model is the small‑scale model of the
Provence coal mine that contains the shaft station pillars and galleries. The galleries of
the shaft station were excavated in order to observe the effect on the adjacent pillars,
specially RC2. The third model is the large‑scale model of the Provence coal mine that
contains the longwall panels as well as the shaft station pillars and galleries. The
longwall panels were excavated and the goaf was attached, which permit the total
collapse between the roof and the floor of the excavations. The longwall panels were
excavated by year (from 1984 until 1994) in order to assess their effects on the shaft
station pillars’.
We found, from the phenomenological model, that the pillar volume could play a role
in the failure tendency, because we found that the small pillars tend to gain more
plasticity on their skins than the large ones. The stiff limestone layer at the middle of the
coal pillar increased the plasticity by 10%. The tension yield zones appeared at level of
the stiff limestone layer, but it did not propagate up to the core.
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The vertical and horizontal stresses increased on the shaft station pillars due to
excavation of shaft station galleries’. However, these stresses increment affected only on
the skin of these pillars. After panels excavation, specially in 1992 and 1993, these
stresses boot extended up to the core of the pillars. We found also that the elasto‑plastic
mechanical behavior is not necessary to be used in the numerical modeling, because it
did not able to convert these stress changes into plastic deformation.
The rockburst criterion were implemented within the numerical model in order to
recognize their ability to estimate the pillar burst in the shaft station area due to these
stress changes. We found that the rockburst criteria that are based on the intact rock
mechanical properties are not necessary to be implemented within the numerical
modeling. Also, the Turchaninov criterion, the Russenes criterion and Tao discriminant
index generated high rockburst tendency for all the shaft station pillars’. But, we noticed
the criterion based on stress‑strain relation were always able to reveal real rockburst
tendency. For example, the Energy Released Rate (ERR) criterion, Loading System
Stiffness (LSS) criterion, stored strain energy criterion and the Burst Potential Index
(BPI) were able to distinguish the burst tendency due to stress changes in the shaft
station area.
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7.1

Summary of results and conclusions

This research focused on the numerical modeling of large‑scale underground
excavations (i.e., longwall and room‑and‑pillar) and their consequences (i.e., stress
redistribution, surface subsidence and brittle failures). The main objective of this
research is to develop numerical approaches applicable for many cases that permit us to
quantify the rockburst proneness in underground mines due to stress and energy
changes. For that, the Provence coal mine was selected to be the case study of this
research because it is a very rich mine, where many in‑situ measurements were carried
out during the mine life. A large‑scale numerical model of the western part of the
Provence coal mine was generated. This model contains the shaft station area that was
excavated by room‑and‑pillar mining method. Moreover, the large‑scale numerical
model contains the longwall panels that were excavated after the shaft station between
1984 and 1994. The in‑situ measurements of the Provence coal mine were useful to
calibrate the numerical model.
The first step of each reliable numerical modeling is to reproduce the pre‑mining stress
state that depends on the tectonic history. In the present case study, the stress initiation
step was a challenge, because of the particular geology of the Provence. The Simplex
Method was used to generate stress gradients by optimizing the difference between the
numerical initial stress values and the in‑situ measurements recorded at six sites in the
mine (sites 6‑11). By using the Simplex Method, two types of stress gradients were
proposed, the 1D stress gradients and the 3D stress gradients. Based on these stress
gradients, five methods (M#1 to M#5) were developed and implemented within the
numerical model in order to initialize the isotropic stress state in the heterogeneous
rockmass. Each of those methods relies on specific assumptions. Consequently, using
each of them within the numerical model produced different initial stress distributions.
The results obtained by using each method were compared. Unlike the field
observations, the methods that are based on the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratio (M#1
and M#2) were found to be inappropriate for producing such anisotropic initial stress
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state. In contrast, the methods that were not based on the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress
ratio but are based on the horizontal and vertical stress gradients were found to be
much more preferable for initializing the anisotropic stress field. We concluded also
that implementation of the 3D stress gradients within the numerical modeling was
much efficient than the 1D stress gradients. Using the 3D stress gradients for all stress
components, M#5, is an efficient way to reproduce and initialize the anisotropic stress
state at the surface of an inclined coal seam in the case where the measured vertical
stresses are not in agreement with the overburden weight and where the measured
stress tensors have different orientations. However, in our study we preferred using
method M#4 that similar to M#5, but the vertical stress computation was based on the
overburden weight. Because, method M#4 produced zero initial stresses at the model’s
surface, which has been considered as the earth’s surface. From this research, we
concluded that the in‑situ measurements are very useful to support the numerical
modeling results. The Simplex Method is very useful tool to generate stress gradients
based on in‑situ measurements. Hiring the stress gradients that generated from the
Simplex Method were able to reproduce the initial stress at large‑scale with few
difference with the in‑situ measurements. The efficiency of the initial stress distribution
in the numerical modeling could increase with increasing of the in‑situ measurements
used in the optimization process (the Simplex Method). However, the six in‑situ stress
measurements were sufficient to reproduce such anisotropic initial stresses maps in the
case of the Provence coal mine. All the proposed methods were based on fixed boundary
conditions expect on the top of the model. We found that the fixed boundary did not
distinguish between the different layers (the stiffer layer did not induce more stresses).
The second issue while modeling such large‑scale underground excavations is the
numerical simulation of the longwall panels and their accompanying goaf area. In order
to simulate the goaf (geometry and mechanical behavior) area accompanies the
longwall panels, three methodologies of modelling have been developed and
implemented within the numerical model. These models represent the equivalent
mechanical properties within the goaf area (the disturbed area) due to longwall mining.
We found that the elastic mechanical model with linearly varying modulus of elasticity
could be successfully used to present this part of mine. However, the strain‑hardening
(i.e., Double Yield model) mechanical behavior (model3) is preferred because it is more
realistic, where the affected zone by the excavation (the goaf) could reach up to 36t
(where t is the opening height). Two different criteria were used to calibrate the
numerical model. The first one is the total convergence between the roof and the floor
of the panel, which permits the vertical stress to transmit within the goaf area. The
second one is the in‑situ surface subsidence. The modulus of elasticity within the few
meters above the excavation (i.e., the caved zone) did not exceed 220 MPa in order to
fulfill the total numerical convergence between the roof and the floor of the panel. We
found also that, due to longwall panels excavation, the vertical stress increased from 2.5
up to 4 times its initial value for multi‑panels. The surface subsidence increased with
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panel width. The maximum subsidence due to excavating panel of super‑critical width
was equal to 0.65t (where t is the opening height).
In the last part of this research, we focused on pillars stability and the influence of
large‑scale exploitation (i.e., longwall exploitation) on adjacent small‑scale excavation
(i.e., galleries excavation). The RC2 pillar in the shaft station of the Provence coal mine
was taken as a case study of pillar‑burst as it was damaged on October 1993. We
investigated the causes behind pillar failure or pillar burst. A phenomenological model
(one pillar model) was constructed to assess the effect of pillars volume in brittle failure
tendency, the plastic zones volume in function of mesh density effect, and the
consequences of non‑homogeneity within the pillar in function of failure types (i.e.,
shear failure or tension failure). We noticed that, the pillar volume could play a role in
the failure tendency because we found that the small pillars tend to gain more plasticity
on their skins than the larger ones. Moreover, we noticed that the very dense mesh in
the numerical model in our case is not necessary because we found that there was
almost no difference, in terms of percentage of plasticity, between the low mesh density
and high mesh density in the pillars. Then, the stiff limestone seam at the middle of the
coal pillar did not play an important role in terms of plasticity increasing. However, the
presence of such stiff seam converted the yield type form shear to tension at its level.
In the large‑scale model, the shaft station galleries were excavated to recognize their
effects on the adjacent pillars. We found that the vertical and horizontal stresses
increased in the skin of the shaft station pillars by 1.5 and 1.2 times their initial values,
respectively. Model 3 was implemented above the panels of the large‑scale model (the
Provence coal mine model) in order to correctly simulate the longwall panels
excavation between 1984 until 1994, also, to simulate the influence of panels excavation
on the shaft station pillars. The panels were excavated by year during ten years, but,
their effect did not appear at the shaft station level before the excavation of 1992
panels. The stresses increment that already observed at the pillar skin were extended
up to the core of the pillars after longwall mining (1992 and 1993). The panels of 1992
and 1993 were observed to be the nearest to the shaft station and the most effected on
their pillars.
In order to convert these stresses changes to failure tendency or plastic deformation,
another calculation was carried out by using Mohr‑Coulomb mechanical model within
the shaft station area to observe the plastic deformation due to stress increasing. We
noticed that, after the excavation of the shaft station galleries, almost all skins of the
pillars were imposed in plastic deformation (shear in coal and tension in limestone).
The RC2 pillar (the smallest pillar) gained the higher percentage of plasticity, where
30% of its volume was imposed in plastic deformation. However, this percentage did
not change after longwall panels excavation. Then, many rockburst criterion were
implemented within the numerical model in order to recognize their ability to estimate
the pillar burst in the shaft station area due to these stress changes. We found that the
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rockburst criteria that are based on the intact rock mechanical properties are not
necessary to be implemented within the numerical modeling. Also, the Turchaninov
criterion (1972), the Russenes criterion (1974) and Tao discriminant index (1988)
generated high rockburst tendency for all the shaft station pillars. But, we noticed that
the criterion based on stress‑strain relation were always able to reveal real rockburst
tendency. For example, the Energy Released Rate (ERR) criterion, Loading System
Stiffness (LSS) criterion, stored strain energy criterion and the Burst Potential Index
(BPI) were able to distinguish the burst tendency due to stress changes in the shaft
station area. However, the BPI criterion which is based on 1D calculations is not totally
compatible with 3D numerical modeling. Further study is necessary to enhance this
formula in 3D.
Finally, we found that to observe the rockburst hazard in underground mines, the
initial stress state has to be firstly determined before any excavation step. The initial
stresses and the induced stresses have a great impact on rockburst proneness. Thus, in
numerical modeling, the stress initialization step has to be realistic (coherent with the
in‑situ measurements), otherwise, the resulted stress redistribution due to would not
be precise, which would influence the quality of quantifying the rockburst hazard in
underground mines. Also, the longwall mining process has to be simulated in a realistic
manner convenient to in‑situ observations and measurements. The goaf area
accompanying the longwall excavation has to be presented in an appropriate and
realistic manner to be representable to the actual in‑situ situation. Simulating this part
of mine in a realistic manner provides many answers, such as its influence on the
adjacent rockmass, its influence on the surface, its influence on far‑field excavations and
its mechanical behavior during excavating new panels.

7.2

Recommendations for future work

•

We concluded that using the fixed boundary conditions to initialize the stress
state within the numerical model did not able to display the difference between
the overburden layers in terms of stress distribution in function of stiffness. For
that, it would be very interesting to apply the proposed five methods with free
boundaries to initialize the stresses in the model of the Provence coal mine.

•

Also, it would be interesting to add the fault that passed nearby the sites 6 and 9
within the numerical model in order to observe its effect on initial stresses maps
as well as the induced stresses.

•

It would be motivating to discover the initial stress distribution at the shaft
station level especially within the limestone seam (the stiff seam) due to using
the free boundaries conditions. In addition, it is recommended to observe the
stress redistribution in the model (at large‑scale and small‑scale) according to
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these boundary changes. Also, the distribution of the rockburst criteria would be
changed with boundaries conditions. It would be interesting to observe the
changes in those rockburst criteria distributions and compare them with the
presented results in this study (Chapter 6).
•

In addition to simulating the goaf area above the longwall panels by using the
strain‑hardening mechanical model (DY mechanical mode), it would be
interesting to simulate the shaft station area by using the creep model with the
actual time of excavations at least the last two years of longwall excavations
(1992 and 1993).

•

It would be interesting to adapt the Burst Potential Index (BPI) parameters in 3D
instead of its present form in 1D.
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7.1

Résumé et conclusion

Ces travaux de recherche sont axés sur la modélisation numérique des excavations
souterraines à grande échelle par longue taille et chambres‑et‑piliers ainsi que leurs
conséquences en termes de redistribution de contraintes dans le massif, d'affaissements
en surface et de ruptures (en traction ou fragile et ductile en cisaillement). L'objectif
principal de cette recherche est de développer des approches de modélisations
numériques applicables à de nombreux cas historiques et qui nous permettent de
quantifier la prédisposition aux coups de terrains résultants des changements des
contraintes et d'énergie dans des mines souterraines. Pour cela, la mine de charbon de
Provence a été choisie comme une étude de cas de cette recherche parce qu'elle est une
mine très riche, où beaucoup de mesures in situ ont été effectuées tout au long de sa vie.
Un modèle numérique à grande échelle de la partie occidentale de la mine de charbon
de Provence a été construit. Ce modèle comprend la zone du puits vertical exploitée par
la méthode de chambres‑et‑piliers. Il intègre également les panneaux de longue taille
excavés entre 1984 et 1994 après le creusement du puits vertical. Les mesures in situ
réalisées dans cette la mine ont d’abord servi à calibrer le modèle numérique puis de
juger de la pertinence des résultats numériques.
La première étape de chaque modélisation numérique doit être de reproduire l'état
de contrainte initial prévalant dans le massif avant toute perturbation (i.e mine) et
dépendant de l’histoire tectonique du massif. Dans cette étude de cas à grande échelle,
l'étape d'initialisation de contrainte était un défi compte tenu de la géologie particulière
de la Provence. La méthode des Simplex a été utilisée pour optimiser la différence entre
les valeurs de contraintes initiales numériques et les mesures in situ correspondantes
qui ont été enregistrées au niveau de six sites dans la mine (sites 6 ‑ 11). En utilisant la
Méthode des Simplex, deux types de gradients de contraintes ont été proposés, soient le
gradient de contraintes 1D et le gradient de contraintes 3D. Cinq méthodes (M#1 à
M#5) basées sur ces gradients de contraintes ont été développées et mises en œuvre
dans le cadre de la modélisation numérique afin d'initialiser l'état de contrainte
anisotrope dans le massif rocheux constitué de plusieurs roches très différentes.
Chacune de ces méthodes repose sur des hypothèses spécifiques. Par conséquent,
l’utilisation de chacune d'entre elles dans le modèle numérique a produit des
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distributions des contraintes initiales différentes. Les résultats obtenus avec chacune
des méthodes ont été comparés entre eux. Contrairement aux mesures in situ qui
indique un champ de contrainte anisotrope, les méthodes basées sur le rapport de
contrainte horizontale à la contrainte verticale (M#1) se sont révélées inapproprié pour
reproduire l'état de contrainte initial. En revanche, les méthodes utilisant les gradients
des contraintes horizontale et verticale se sont avérées beaucoup plus approprier pour
approcher le champ de contraintes anisotropes initial. Nous avons aussi conclu que la
mise en œuvre des gradients de contraintes 3D dans la modélisation numérique était
plus fiable que celle des gradients 1D. L'utilisation des gradients 3D pour toutes les
composantes de contraintes, M#5, était de plus un bon moyen de reproduire l’état de
contrainte anisotrope et d’initialiser l'état de contrainte anisotrope à l’aplomb de la
couche de charbon inclinée où la contrainte verticale mesurée ne coïncide pas avec celle
résultant du poids des terrains sus‑jacents d’une part et où les tenseurs de contrainte
ont des orientations différentes d’autre part. Cependant, dans notre étude, nous avons
préféré la méthode M#4 semblable à M#5 et pour laquelle le calcul de la contrainte
verticale est basé sur le poids des terrains sus‑jacents parce qu’elle permet d’obtenir un
état de contrainte nul à la limite supérieure du modèle, qui a été considérée comme la
surface du sol.
De cette recherche, nous avons conclu que les mesures in situ ont été d’un intérêt
capital pour calibrer l’état initial des contraintes dans le modèle numérique et la
confrontation avec les résultats de la modélisation numérique. La Méthode des Simplex
a été très utile pour générer les gradients de contraintes sur la base des mesures in situ.
L'utilisation des gradients de contraintes à partir de la Méthode des Simplex ont permis
de reproduire la distribution anisotrope des contraintes initiales à grande échelle avec
peu de différence avec les mesures in situ. La distribution des contraintes initiales issue
de la modélisation numérique pourrait être plus précise avec l'augmentation des
mesures in situ utilisées dans le processus d'optimisation (la Méthode des Simplex).
Toutefois, les six mesures de contrainte in situ étaient suffisantes pour permettre de
reproduire les cartes de contraintes initiales anisotropes dans le cas de la Provence.
Toutes les méthodes proposées ont été basées sur des conditions de déplacement fixe
aux frontières du modèle à l’exception de la surface. Nous avons constaté que les
frontières fixes n'affectent pas les différentes couches (la couche la plus rigide ne
concentre pas plus de contraintes).
La deuxième problématique de modélisation d’exploitations souterraines à grande
échelle a consisté à la simulation numérique des panneaux de longue taille ainsi que la
zone foudroyée qui les accompagne. Pour simuler la zone de foudroyage (géométrie et
comportement mécanique), trois méthodologies de modélisation ont été développées et
mises en œuvre dans le modèle numérique. Ces modèles représentent plusieurs
comportements et propriétés mécaniques équivalentes dans la zone de foudroyage.
Nous avons constaté que le modèle mécanique élastique avec un module d'élasticité
variant linéairement pourrait être utilisé avec succès pour représenter cette partie du
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toit de la mine. Deux critères ont été utilisés pour calibrer le modèle numérique. Le
premier critère est la convergence totale entre le toit et le mur du panneau, qui permet
de transmettre la contrainte verticale dans la zone de foudroyage. Le deuxième critère
est l'affaissement en surface. Le module d'élasticité au toit immédiat dans la zone de
foudroyage au‑dessus des panneaux n'a pas excédé 220 MPa pour arriver à la
convergence numérique totale entre le toit et le mur du panneau. Nous avons constaté
aussi que, en raison de l’exploitation par longue taille, la contrainte verticale a augmenté
de 2.5 à 4 fois de sa valeur initiale. L'affaissement en surface a augmenté avec la largeur
de panneau. L'affaissement maximal de panneau de largeur supercritique était égal à
0.65t (t est la hauteur du panneau).
Dans la dernière partie de cette recherche, nous nous sommes concentrés sur la
stabilité des piliers et de l'influence d'exploitation à grande échelle par rapport aux
galeries adjacentes. Le pilier RC2 dans le puits vertical de la mine la Provence a été pris
comme une étude de cas d'explosion de pilier comme il a été endommagé en octobre
1993. Nous avons examiné les causes de la rupture et de l’explosion du pilier. Un
modèle phénoménologique (un modèle de pilier) a été construit pour évaluer l'effet de
volume de piliers sur la tendance de la rupture fragile, l'effet d’une densification de
maillage sur le volume des zones plastiques et les conséquences de l’hétérogénéité des
matériaux dans le pilier sur la nature de la rupture (i.e., cisaillement ou traction). Nous
avons remarqué que, le volume de pilier pourrait jouer un rôle dans la tendance de la
rupture parce que nous avons constaté que les petits piliers tendent à augmenter la
plasticité en leurs peaux. De plus, nous avons remarqué que la densification du maillage
du modèle numérique n'est pas nécessaire parce que nous avons constaté qu'il n'y avait
presque aucune différence, en termes d’extension des zones plastiques. Ainsi, la couche
de calcaire rigide au milieu du pilier de charbon n'a pas joué un rôle important en
termes d'augmentation de plasticité. Cependant, la présence d'une telle couche rigide a
modifié la nature de la rupture dans cette couche du cisaillement à une rupture en
traction.
Dans le modèle à grande échelle, les galeries de puits vertical ont été creusées pour
étudier leurs effets sur les piliers adjacents. Nous avons constaté que les contraintes
verticale et horizontale ont augmenté en peau des piliers de la station de puits de 1.5 et
1.2 fois leurs valeurs initiales, respectivement. Le modèle 3 a été mis en œuvre au‑
dessus des panneaux du modèle à grande échelle (le modèle de mine de charbon de la
Provence) pour simuler correctement les excavations de longue taille entre 1984 et
1994, et l'influence de ces excavations sur les piliers du puits vertical. Les panneaux ont
été creusés à l'année pendant dix ans, mais leur effet n'est pas apparu au niveau du
puits vertical avant les excavations de l’année 1992. L'incrément de contrainte qui a
déjà été observé en peau de pilier a été étendu jusqu'au cœur des piliers après les
excavations des panneaux entre 1992 et 1993. De plus, plus proches de la station de
puits sont les panneaux de 1992 et 1993, plus important est l’endommagement aux
cœurs des piliers.
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Afin de corréler ces changements de contraintes à la rupture ou du taux de la
déformation plastique, un autre calcul a été effectué en utilisant le modèle mécanique
élastoplastique de type Mohr‑Coulomb dans la zone du puits. Nous avons remarqué que,
après l’excavation des galeries du puits une apparition de déformation plastique en
peau (cisaillement dans le charbon et traction dans le calcaire). Le pilier RC2 a été le
plus endommagé en termes de plasticité, où 30 % de son volume a engendré une
déformation plastique. Cependant, ce pourcentage n'a pas évolué après l’excavation de
panneaux. Alors, plusieurs critères des coups de terrains ont été implantés dans le
modèle numérique pour appréhender leur capacité à évaluer l'explosion (rupture
brutale) de pilier dans la zone du puits vertical en raison des changements des
contraintes. Nous avons constaté que les critères des coups de terrains basés sur des
propriétés mécaniques de la roche intacte ne sont pas nécessaires d'être mis en œuvre
dans le modèle numérique. Aussi, les critères de Turchaninov (1972) et Russenes
(1974) et l'index discriminant de Tao (1988) procurent une tendance forte de coups de
terrains pour tous les piliers du puits vertical. Mais, nous avons remarqué que les
critères basés sur la relation de contrainte‑déformation révèlent toujours la tendance
réelle des coups de terrains. Par exemple, le critère de (ERR) Energy Released Rate, le
critère de (LSS) Loading Stiffness Index et le critère de (BPI) Burst Potential Index ont
permis de distinguer la prédisposition aux coups de terrains causés par des
changements des contraintes et des déformations dans le puits vertical. Cependant, les
critères BPI sont basés sur des calculs 1D avec des hypothèses simplificatrices par
rapport à la modélisation numérique 3D. Une étude supplémentaire est nécessaire pour
améliorer les critères BPI en 3D.
Finalement, nous avons constaté que pour observer le risque de coups de terrains
dans des mines souterraines, l'état de contrainte initial doit être estimé au mieux en
priorité avant toute étape d’excavation. Les contraintes initiales et les contraintes
induites ont un grand impact sur la prédisposition aux coups de terrains. Ainsi, dans la
modélisation numérique, l'étape d'initialisation des contraintes doit être réaliste
(cohérent avec les mesures in situ), autrement, la redistribution de contrainte induite
ne serait pas précise, qui influencerait la qualité de quantifier la prédisposition aux
coups de terrains dans des mines souterraines. Aussi, les excavations par longue taille
doivent être simulées dans une façon réaliste au regard des observations in situ et des
mesures quand elles sont disponibles. La zone foudroyage accompagnant les panneaux
doit être modélisée de façon appropriée et réaliste par rapport à la situation réelle sur
site. La simulation de cette partie de mine de manière réaliste fournit beaucoup de
réponses, comme son influence sur le massif rocheux adjacent, sur l’affaissement en
surface, sur les autres excavations et sur le comportement mécanique pendant
l’exploitation de nouveaux panneaux.
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7.2

Recommandations

•

Nous avons conclu que l'utilisation des conditions aux limites fixes pour
initialiser l'état de contrainte initial dans le modèle numérique n'a pas induit
d’écart en termes de distributions de contraintes dans les couches malgré leur
différence rigidité. Pour cela, il serait très intéressant d'appliquer les cinq
méthodes proposées avec des conditions aux limites libres pour initialiser les
contraintes dans le modèle de la mine de la Provence.

•

Aussi, Il serait intéressant d'ajouter la faille présente à proximité des sites 6 et 9
dans le modèle numérique pour observer son effet sur la distribution des
contraintes initiales aussi bien que les contraintes induites.

•

Il serait motivant de prospecter la distribution de contraintes initiales au niveau
de puits vertical particulièrement dans la couche de calcaire (rigide) en utilisant
les conditions aux limites libres. De plus, il est recommandé d'observer la
redistribution de contrainte dans le modèle (à grande échelle et à petite échelle)
selon ces changements de conditions aux limites. Aussi, la distribution des
critères des coups de terrains serait changée avec des conditions aux limites. Il
serait intéressant d'observer les changements de ces distributions et les
comparer avec les résultats présentés de cette étude (le Chapitre 6).

•

En plus de la simulation de la zone foudroyée au‑dessus des panneaux en
utilisant un modèle doublement élastoplastique en cisaillement et en
hydrostatique (Double Yield), il serait intéressant de simuler la zone de puits
vertical en utilisant le modèle mécanique qui tient compte du fluage des roches
et des phasages des excavations au moins les deux dernières années
d’excavations (1992 et 1993).

•

Il serait également intéressant d'adapter les paramètres du critère de BPI en 3D
au lieu de sa forme actuelle limité au 1D.
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Appendix A
The Cartesian stress tensor obtained from the numerical modeling at
each site (6 ‑11). (All stress components are in MPa)
Method M#1A
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑3.31E+01
‑3.37E+01
‑3.54E+01
‑4.17E+01
‑3.73E+01
‑4.04E+01

����
‑3.28E+01
‑3.34E+01
‑3.51E+01
‑4.13E+01
‑3.70E+01
‑4.00E+01

����

‑2.33E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.50E+01
‑2.94E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.85E+01

����
‑1.06E‑19
‑7.61E‑19
8.53E‑19
‑5.97E‑18
3.70E‑18
‑6.52E‑21

����

‑3.50E‑05
6.98E‑06
‑3.62E‑05
3.57E‑08
‑3.73E‑05
3.62E‑05

����
1.35E‑18
‑1.40E‑18
‑4.35E‑18
3.02E‑17
‑2.07E‑17
‑1.39E‑17

Method M#1B
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑3.31E+01
‑3.37E+01
‑3.54E+01
‑4.17E+01
‑3.73E+01
‑4.04E+01

����
‑3.28E+01
‑3.34E+01
‑3.51E+01
‑4.13E+01
‑3.70E+01
‑4.00E+01

����

‑2.33E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.50E+01
‑2.94E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.85E+01

����
‑1.65E‑01
‑1.68E‑01
‑1.77E‑01
‑2.10E‑01
‑1.87E‑01
‑2.03E‑01

����

‑3.50E‑05
6.98E‑06
‑3.62E‑05
3.57E‑08
‑3.73E‑05
3.62E‑05

����
‑5.96E‑09
4.26E‑09
‑5.89E‑09
1.88E‑10
‑5.82E‑09
5.89E‑09

Method M#1C
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑1.83E+01
‑2.37E+01
‑2.72E+01
‑3.23E+01
‑2.50E+01
‑2.88E+01

����
‑2.15E+01
‑2.45E+01
‑2.83E+01
‑3.65E+01
‑3.06E+01
‑3.67E+01

����

‑1.33E+01
‑1.73E+01
‑2.15E+01
‑2.51E+01
‑2.11E+01
‑2.58E+01

����
4.54E+00
‑8.95E‑02
‑7.32E‑01
1.48E+00
‑1.56E‑01
‑1.04E+00

����

2.70E‑01
7.38E‑01
6.92E‑01
8.86E‑03
5.84E‑01
‑8.87E‑02

����
3.45E‑01
‑1.71E‑01
‑9.34E‑02
‑2.85E‑01
‑2.43E‑01
‑1.63E‑01

Method M#1D
Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

����

‑2.03E+01
‑2.35E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑3.31E+01
‑2.45E+01
‑2.75E+01

����
‑2.82E+01
‑2.46E+01
‑2.59E+01
‑4.02E+01
‑3.25E+01
‑3.71E+01

����

‑1.51E+01
‑1.73E+01
‑2.14E+01
‑2.61E+01
‑2.12E+01
‑2.56E+01

����
‑1.64E+00
‑3.69E+00
‑2.56E+00
‑7.80E‑01
‑3.42E+00
‑2.88E+00

����

3.17E‑01
8.56E‑01
7.54E‑01
1.64E‑01
7.47E‑01
‑2.16E‑02

����
9.14E‑01
‑4.16E‑01
‑3.12E‑01
‑1.65E‑01
‑4.65E‑01
‑3.22E‑01
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Method M#2A
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑3.74E+01
‑3.72E+01
‑3.65E+01
‑3.19E+01
‑3.55E+01
‑3.32E+01

����
‑4.42E+01
‑4.32E+01
‑3.98E+01
‑2.24E+01
‑3.53E+01
‑2.67E+01

����

‑2.33E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.50E+01
‑2.94E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.85E+01

����
5.80E‑19
‑2.25E‑19
1.34E‑18
‑3.46E‑19
‑1.21E‑18
‑1.34E‑18

����

‑3.53E‑05
1.36E‑05
‑3.62E‑05
1.07E‑08
‑3.70E‑05
3.24E‑05

����
‑4.18E‑18
‑9.66E‑18
‑4.58E‑19
3.11E‑18
4.85E‑18
‑6.42E‑18

Method M#2B
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑3.74E+01
‑3.72E+01
‑3.65E+01
‑3.19E+01
‑3.55E+01
‑3.32E+01

����
‑4.42E+01
‑4.32E+01
‑3.98E+01
‑2.24E+01
‑3.53E+01
‑2.67E+01

����
‑2.33E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.50E+01
‑2.94E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.85E+01

����
‑1.65E‑01
‑1.68E‑01
‑1.77E‑01
‑2.10E‑01
‑1.87E‑01
‑2.03E‑01

����
‑3.53E‑05
1.36E‑05
‑3.62E‑05
1.07E‑08
‑3.70E‑05
3.24E‑05

����
‑5.96E‑09
4.26E‑09
‑5.89E‑09
1.88E‑10
‑5.82E‑09
5.89E‑09

Method M#2C
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

����

����

����

����

����

‑2.10E+01
‑2.72E+01
‑2.86E+01
‑2.45E+01
‑2.42E+01

‑2.85E+01
‑3.19E+01
‑3.23E+01
‑1.82E+01
‑2.92E+01

‑1.31E+01
‑1.72E+01
‑2.09E+01
‑2.51E+01
‑2.11E+01

4.74E+00
1.03E‑01
‑6.41E‑01
1.24E+00
‑1.30E‑01

2.32E+00
4.81E+00
4.81E+00
1.28E+00
4.22E+00

‑1.46E+00
‑3.71E+00
‑3.43E+00
‑7.43E‑01
‑3.21E+00

‑2.33E+01

‑2.30E+01

‑2.56E+01

‑7.48E‑01

2.85E+00

‑2.83E+00

Method M#2D
Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11
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����

‑2.27E+01
‑2.67E+01
‑2.74E+01
‑2.52E+01
‑2.36E+01
‑2.19E+01

����
‑3.48E+01
‑3.19E+01
‑3.01E+01
‑2.29E+01
‑3.10E+01
‑2.43E+01

����

‑1.51E+01
‑1.73E+01
‑2.08E+01
‑2.62E+01
‑2.11E+01
‑2.54E+01

����
‑1.41E+00
‑3.50E+00
‑2.48E+00
‑1.00E+00
‑3.40E+00
‑2.59E+00

����

2.37E+00
4.94E+00
4.88E+00
1.43E+00
4.39E+00
2.91E+00

����
‑8.99E‑01
‑3.95E+00
‑3.65E+00
‑6.30E‑01
‑3.43E+00
‑2.99E+00
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Method M#3
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑2.57E+01
‑2.62E+01
‑2.75E+01
‑3.24E+01
‑2.90E+01
‑3.14E+01

����
‑2.03E+01
‑2.06E+01
‑2.17E+01
‑2.55E+01
‑2.28E+01
‑2.47E+01

����

‑1.89E+01
‑1.92E+01
‑2.02E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.13E+01
‑2.30E+01

����
‑1.65E‑01
‑1.68E‑01
‑1.77E‑01
‑2.10E‑01
‑1.87E‑01
‑2.03E‑01

����

‑8.48E‑07
6.38E‑07
‑8.40E‑07
3.29E‑08
‑8.33E‑07
8.40E‑07

����
‑5.96E‑09
4.26E‑09
‑5.89E‑09
1.88E‑10
‑5.82E‑09
5.89E‑09

Method M#4
����

Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

‑2.05E+01
‑3.02E+01
‑3.49E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.79E+01
‑3.03E+01

����

‑3.06E+01
‑2.19E+01
‑1.77E+01
‑2.67E+01
‑2.35E+01
‑2.05E+01

����

‑2.33E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.49E+01
‑2.94E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.85E+01

����

‑6.83E+00
‑3.45E+00
‑1.32E+00
‑1.83E+00
‑2.54E+00
‑9.49E‑02

����

‑3.44E‑05
6.57E‑06
‑3.56E‑05
1.78E‑08
‑3.67E‑05
3.56E‑05

����

1.63E‑17
‑8.12E‑18
1.58E‑19
‑4.64E‑18
4.39E‑18
3.59E‑18

Method M#5
Site no.
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11

����

‑2.05E+01
‑3.02E+01
‑3.49E+01
‑2.38E+01
‑2.79E+01
‑3.03E+01

����
‑3.06E+01
‑2.19E+01
‑1.77E+01
‑2.67E+01
‑2.35E+01
‑2.05E+01

����

‑1.20E+01
‑1.74E+01
‑2.19E+01
‑2.63E+01
‑2.16E+01
‑2.78E+01

����
‑6.83E+00
‑3.45E+00
‑1.32E+00
‑1.83E+00
‑2.54E+00
‑9.49E‑02

����

‑3.44E‑05
6.57E‑06
‑3.56E‑05
1.78E‑08
‑3.67E‑05
3.56E‑05

����
1.48E‑19
‑1.07E‑18
8.10E‑18
‑6.54E‑19
4.17E‑18
‑1.43E‑17
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Appendix B
Initial stress distribution at level of the coal mine (Grande mine)
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Appendix C
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Appendix D

Turchaninov+criterion+=+σθ+++σ1/σc

Distribution of Turchaninov criterion, after longwall panels excavation (at the end of
1993).

Russenes&criterion&(Ts)=&σθ&/σc

Distribution of Russenes criterion (Ts) criterion after longwall panels excavation (at the
end of 1993).

(a)

MPa.

(b)
p)=)(σ1)+σ2)+σ3)/3

Distribution of norm of stresses (p) (a) after galleries excavation (b) after longwall
panels excavation (at the end of 1993).
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σ1/#σc

Ratio between the maximum principal stress to the uniaxial compressive strength, after
longwall panels excavation (at the end of 1993).

σc/#σ1

Distribution of Tao discriminant index (�) criterion, after longwall panels excavation (at
the end of 1993).

Competency*factor*(Cg)=*RMi*/σθ

Distribution of Competency factor (Cg) criterion after longwall panels excavation (at the
end of 1993).

Brittleness)coef-icient)(B))=)σc/σt)=))10

Brittleness coefficient (B)criterion.
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Numerical modeling of stress redistribution to assess pillar rockburst proneness around longwall
panels: Case study of the Provence coal mine, France
Abstract
Rockburst is a violent explosion of rock that can occur in underground mines. In the current research, the main objective is to
demonstrate the causes that may influence the rockburst proneness by using the numerical modeling tool. However, firstly, the pre‑mining
stress state and the induced stresses due to surrounding excavations have to be studied precisely. The Provence coal mine, where a
rockburst took place in its shaft station that is surrounded by many longwall caving panels, has been chosen as a case study. A large‑scale 3D
numerical model has been constructed to include the shaft station area with its small‑scale pillars and galleries, and the large‑scale longwall
panels with their accompanying goaf area. Many problems appeared while developing such large‑scale numerical model, the first problem
was the initialization of stress state at a large‑scale, where the measured vertical stresses are in disagreement with the overburden weight,
and the in‑situ stresses are highly anisotropic. The second problem was the simulation of the goaf area accompanying longwall panels. The
third problem was the assessment of pillars instability in terms of its strength/average stress ratio, and its volume. The Fourth problem was
the assessment of rockburst proneness in the shaft station based on different rockburst criteria.
Five methods were developed to initialize the heterogeneous pre‑mining stress in the large‑scale numerical model. These methods are
based on the Simplex Method, which is mainly based on optimizing the difference between the in‑situ measured stress values and the
numerical stress values to develop stress gradients able to express the stress heterogeneity and compatible with the in‑situ measurements.
The method that is based on initiating the stress state with 3D stress gradients was found to be more efficient than the traditional method
that is based on the horizontal‑to‑vertical stress ratios. Regarding the goaf simulation, three models were developed and implemented in the
numerical model to express the mechanical behavior within the goaf area above longwall panels. Two of these models are based on an elastic
behavior, and the third one is based on the strain‑hardening elasto‑plastic behavior that takes the consolidation phenomenon into
consideration. It was found that the goaf area above longwall panels could reach up to 32 times the seam thickness, and the elastic modulus
of caved area (the first few meters in the goaf area) did not exceed 220 MPa to fulfill the roof‑floor convergence. But, with advance of the
exploitation, this soft material consolidated under the pressure of the overlying strata. In case of critical and super‑critical width, the vertical
stress in the goaf area exceeded the overburden weight, and it increased up to 4 times the overburden weight on the rib‑sides.
The vertical stress increased in the shaft station pillars as a result of exploiting the nearby longwall panels. It was found that the pillar
volume plays an important role in its stability. And, the strength/stress ratio was found to be insufficient to quantify the rockburst proneness
in underground mines. Many rockburst criteria were implemented in the numerical model to assess the rockburst proneness. It was found
that the criteria that are based on stress and strain changes were able to assess the rockburst proneness.

Modélisation numérique de la redistribution des contraintes pour évaluer la prédisposition aux
coups de terrain autour des panneaux de longue taille : Etude de cas de la mine de charbon de
Provence, France
Résumé
Le phénomène de coup de terrain est une explosion violente de roche qui peut se produire dans les mines souterraines. Dans la présente
recherche, nous avons essayé de démontrer les causes qui peuvent influer sur la prédisposition aux coups de terrain en utilisant la
modélisation numérique. Cependant, avant tout, l'état de contrainte avant l'exploitation minière et les contraintes induites par les
excavations environnantes doivent être étudiés avec précision. La mine de charbon de Provence, qui a subi un phénomène de coup de terrain
au niveau de son puits vertical entouré de nombreux panneaux de longue taille, a été choisie comme cas d’étude. Un modèle numérique 3D à
grande échelle a été construit pour inclure la zone du puits vertical avec ses piliers et galeries à petite échelle et les panneaux de longue taille
à grande échelle avec leurs zones de foudroyage associées. Plusieurs problèmes ont été rencontrés lors du développement de ce modèle
numérique à grande échelle. Le premier porte sur l'initialisation de l'état de contrainte à grande échelle, où les contraintes verticales
mesurées divergent avec le poids des déblais et les contraintes in situ sont très anisotropes. Le deuxième porte sur la simulation de la zone
de foudroyage associée aux panneaux de longue taille. Le troisième concerne l'évaluation de l’instabilité du pilier en fonction de son ratio
résistance/contrainte moyenne et de son volume. Le quatrième concerne l'évaluation de la prédisposition aux coups de terrain au niveau du
puits vertical en fonction de différents critères.
Cinq méthodes ont été développées pour initialiser l’état de contrainte hétérogène dans le modèle numérique à grande échelle avant
l’exploitation minière. Elles sont basées sur la méthode de corrélation Simplex, qui consiste à optimiser la différence entre les valeurs de
contrainte mesurées in‑situ et les valeurs numériques. Le but est de développer des gradients qui soient capables d'exprimer l'hétérogénéité
de la contrainte et qui soient compatibles avec les mesures in‑situ. La méthode basée sur l’initialisation de l'état de contrainte avec des
gradients 3D s’est avérée plus efficace que celle traditionnelle basée sur les ratios de contrainte horizontale à verticale. Concernant la
simulation du foudroyage, trois modèles ont été développés et intégrés dans le modèle numérique pour exprimer le comportement
mécanique dans la zone de foudroyage au‑dessus des panneaux de longue taille. Deux d’entre eux sont basés sur un comportement élastique
alors que le troisième est basé sur un comportement elasto‑plastique avec écrouissage un phénomène de consolidation. Il a été constaté que
la zone de foudroyage au‑dessus des panneaux de longue taille peut atteindre 32 fois l'épaisseur de la couche exploitée et que le module
d'élasticité de la partie la plus endommagée de la zone foudroyée ne doit pas excéder 220 MPa pour satisfaire la convergence toit‑mur. Mais,
avec l'avancée de l'exploitation, ce matériau souple se compacte sous la pression des couches supérieures. Dans le cas d'une largeur critique
et super‑critique, la contrainte verticale dans la zone de foudroyage pourrait dépasser le poids des déblais et pourrait augmenter jusqu'à 4
fois ce poids sur les bords.
La contrainte verticale a augmenté dans les piliers au niveau du puit vertical suite à l'exploitation des panneaux de longue taille à
proximité. Il a été constaté que le volume du pilier joue un rôle important dans sa stabilité. Le rapport contrainte/résistance a été jugé
insuffisant pour expliquer un coup de terrain. Plusieurs critères ont été intégrés au modèle numérique pour évaluer la prédisposition aux
coups de terrain. Il a été constaté que les critères basés sur les contraintes et les déformations sont capables d'évaluer la prédisposition aux
coups de terrain.

